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THEME

As in all projects, good preparation is essential to the success of information services. The aim of this meeting was to
give guidance on the design of information services, the planning of their introduction and the resources required to run
them.

The Host Nation, Turkey, aet the scene by describing the information scene in that country, and other introductory
papers identified the benefits likely to be expected from an information service and gave a general picture of the elements
which typically make up a defence information service. Planning a new service and making strategic changes in an existing
one both require considerable attention. Among aspects to be considered are deternining the needs of users, the security
conssiderations and the resources required. Of great importance when running a service are the sources of information.
handling information in order to provide the best possible service to users, and telling the user what is available; and the
meeting considered all these aspects.

Conume pour tous lea projets, tine bonne pr6paration est essentielle pour le succes des services d'information. Le but de
cette rrtsnion 6tait de donner des directives stir la capacite des services d'information. la preparation de leur misc en place et
les ressotirces nicessaires i leur fonctionnement.

La Turquie, nation invitali.e, plantait le d6cor en decrivant la sc~ne de l'information dana cc pays, et lea autres
communications presentees indiquaient les ben~fices qu lon petit attendre dun service dinformaition, et offraient tin tableau
gene6ral des 616ments qui, dune mani~re typiqtie, constituent tin service d'information de la D~fense. La preparation d'tin
nouveau service, tout comme la modification stratigiqtie dun service existant, necessitent tine attention considdrable. Parmi
les aspects i examiner, ii y a la ditermissation des besoins des utiuisatetirs, des considrations de securit6 ct les reasotirces
n~cessaires. Pour le fonctionnement du service, grande eat l'importance des sources d'infonnation, des traitements de
l'information destin~s i assurer sux titilisateurs le meilleur service possible, h leur dire cc qui est disponible; et la reunion a
examnine tous ces aspects.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

Miss Christine Walker
Head, Information Services Branch

SHAPE Technical Centre
P.O. Box 174

2501 CD The Hague
The Netherlands

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Bground
This report evaluates the cont tad conduct of the AGARD TIP Meeting on 'Planning and Designing Effective Defence

and Related Information Serviceslield on 10- 11 September 1986 in Ankara, Turkey. The opinions expresed in the report are
based on personal observations made during the Meeting and comments received from Mr Blados (Evaluator, Session 1). Mr
Titlbach (Chairman, Session 1ll), and other members of the TIP Panel.

1.2 Theme
The aim of the Meeting was to give guidance on the design of information services, the planning of their introduction and

the resources required to maintain them.

2. CONTENT OF THE MEETING

2.1 Session I
The Host Nation set the scene for this session with a paper describing the status of information services in Turkey. The

second and third papers identified the benefits of scientific and technical information services, and outlined a defence
information service as seen by the user. All the papers were of interest to the audience. The discussion of Paper 1 highlighted
problem areas common to many of the NATO Nations: financing, identifying a common information policy, satisfying a wide
variety of users etc. It was interesting to note that there was no discussion of Paper 3, leading to the assumption that either it
covered the topic comprehensively or perhaps that considering the users' viewpoint becomes of greater importance once an
information service is installed.

2.2 Session !!
Opening with a paper on determining the needs of users, Session 11 was devoted to detail about the planning of an

information service in the case of both a new service and also when modifying an existing service. Strategic planning was
covered by highlighting the example of the US National Technical Information Service (NTIS) in paper two and this was
followed by a paper on security considerations. The Session closed with a detailed view of the resources required to run an
information service. Discussion of the first paper was lively and set the tone for the Session as a whole. It is significant that the
second paper elicited a discussion on the existence of an information gap (or gaps) implying that the process of strategic
planning is apparently suitable more to the "information rich" than to the "information poor". The paper on security created a
great deal of interest and is a comprehensive summary of considerations of security for a defence information service. Mr
Miiller's paper on resources was extensive and detailed and should perhaps be re-read at leisure.

2.3 Session III
This session covered the running of an information service including papers on: sourcces of information, grey literature,

and user services such as announcement bulletins and computer-generated material. Discussion topics of the first paper ranged
from indexing versus free-text searching, to online searching, gateway services and performance evaluation. Grey literature was
an area of concern for both Turkish and foreign delegates and discussion of this topic led directly to the possibility of an
international exchange of information when Mr Copotuo (NTIS) and Mr Salmon (LABORELEC) made arrangements to meet
for further discussion. The final paper suffered a little from the poor visual aids but generated considerable interest in planning
both manual and online searches, and also in SDI profiles.

2.4 Fonum Dimscuson
Mr Molholm and Mr Breas organized the Forum Discussion most effectively. Using visual aids prepared in advance, they

organised the written questions into clearly defined groupings:
- setting up an information service
- the value of information
- international exchange agreements
- security aspects
- products and servtces
- management of information services

vi



The discussion was very well run and succeeded in keeping delegates' attention to the end.

3. CONDUCT OF THE MEETING

3.1 Physical arrangements
The location of the Meeting at Hacettepe University in Ankara was convenient and the hospitality of the Host Nation was

greatly appreciated. It may be useful at future meetings to have a small notice board available to use for announcing
administrative details e.g. alterations to the timetable, lunch arrangements etc.

3.2 Interpretation
The Interpreters did an excellent job. Speakers should be reminded to speak slowly enough to allow the interpreters to get

the point of their presentations across. Unfortunately it was not possible to have interpretation into Turkish which would
possibly have stimulated greater participation from Turkish delegates.

3.3 Participants
There were 139 registrations, including 89 from Turkish sources. A further 30 Turkish applicants were turned down

because of limited space. 91 people attended: 47 from Turkey and 44 from other nations and NATO. There were 12 speakers
and 32 Panel Members present. Numbers ranged from 90 at the start to 55 in the final session.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Conclusions
The standard of the papers was extremely high and was reflected in the high level of interest shown in the discussion

periods. This standard was matched by the quality of the presentations with only a few minor instances of visual aids not being
an aid and Speakers outstripping Interpreters. The object of the meeting was to provide guidance on designing an effective
information service and the papers met the desired objective. Interest was expressed in repeating the theme, and possibly some
of the papers, for other countries in the process of designing and introducing information services in the area of defence.
However, one doubt about the success of the meeting for the Turkish delegates lingers. The 16 evaluation forms returned by
non-Panel attendees gave overall assessments as follows: 1 Excellent; 12 Very Good; 3 Good, but the participation of the
Turkish delegates in the discussions was not as extensive as one would wish. This may be due to a difference in approach to such
discussions in general rather than the particular circumstances or subject of this meeting.

4.2 Recommendations
In order to encourage local participation in discussion, I suggest a slightly less formal approach may be useful on occasion

e.g. workshops or smaller informal meetings before joining in a larger, more formal, Forum Discussion.

The Conference Preprints were regarded as very useful by all those who returned the evaluation forms. It is recommended
that some form of printed copy of the papers continues to be provided to the meeting participants.

vii
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THE INFORMATION SCENE IN TURKEY

by

Col. D. Kaya
Department of Research and Development (ARGE),
Ministry of National Defence (MSB)

ZANKARA -TURKEY

Dr. N. Tuncer

The Documentation Centre, Higher Education

Council (YOK)
Bilkent

ANKARA - TURKEY

Mrs. E. URUNDUL

9Z The Documentation Centre (TURDOK), The Scientific
and Technical Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK)

ANKARA - TURKEY

SUMMARY
V
After a brief overview of Turkish information scene and library system, the three important documentation

centers, i.e. TURDOK, YOK and ARGE are described in detail. General problems and shortcomings in the

information process are discussed. Specificly, the lack of conciousness and appreciation of the

importance of information is stressed.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

ARGE: Documentation and information section of the Department of Research and
Development of the Ministry of National Defence.

TUBITAK: The Scientific and Technical Research Council of Turkey

TURDOK Documnntation Centre of TUBITAK

Y0K Yiksek Ogretim kurulu (Higher Education Council)

Turkey, of course, feels the impact of informationform the bases of economic growth and social
development, that it was through science and technology that the industrialized countries of today have

reached their advanced stage; and that their economic predominance is due to information.

Even, for the last few years, there is a growing interest and tendency for setting up and
developing of information/documentation centres, there are no well developed chorent policies yet in

this area.

The existing information units are not linked to each other which prevents the rational use

of available information.

Although, there is recently serious attempts in this respect, Turkey still lacks a national

information network system.

Libraries as information centers have a long history in Turkey. Even before the Turks inhabited
it, Anatolia, the crossroad of many civilizations, had many famous libraries. The libraries of

Ephesus and Pergamum come into mind at once. On the other hand Turkish people traditionally were interes-

ted in building libraries and collected numerous manuscripts. Today, Suleimaniye Library in Istanbul
houses nearly 120.000 invaluable manuscripts.

However, modern librarianship came late to Turkey and is still in the developing process. 2 The
National Library, opened in 1948 and yet has nearly a million volumes, lost its leadership role

for many years. Although there are 7775 public libraries with 35 bookmobiles, their services cannot

meet the acceptable international library standards either. There are 28 universities (27 state and
1 private) scattered all over Turkey. In general, their libraries are also poor in collection or

service. Only libraries like Middle East Technical University, Hacettepe University and Bogaziqi
(Bosphorus) University can be considered modern by international standards. The special libraries, notably
those of the Turkish Historical Society, the Chamber of Commerce, The Parliament, Marmara Scientific and

Industrial Research Center and 4ekmece Nuclear Research Institute are in better condition when

compared with the governmental libraries. Recently, private sector has taken an active interst in
building libraries and documentation centers. Parliament Library, some university libraries, a few
special and governmental libraries have already computerized their cataloging, or serials or acquisitions.

Among the present availability of scientific and technical information centres, there are two
important ones, both located in Ankara, which play significant role in the stimulation and support of
research in the Country.

The Scientific and Technical Documentation Centre - TURDOK was established 3 in 1966 within the
Scientific and Technical Research Council of Turkey - TUBITAK, which was established in 1963.

The purpose of the Council is to develope, promote, organize and coordinate basic and applied

research in the positive sciences in the country.

The Documentation Centre TRDOK, was established to provide documentation services for supporting
and contributing to the activities of the Council. But it soon became evident that nation-wide

documentation services were urgently needed and that there were no such services existing in the country.
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ihe result was that TURDOK had to transform itself to act as the national documentati ,n teotr- ar.1

expand its activities, services and possibilities accordingly.

Main objectives of TORDOK are:
- to facilitate the use of scientific and technical information produced in and out of lurke in t!,

field of pure and applied sciences, including industrial management and economy b all the se( trs

of Turkey, in the most appropriate and effective manner and time.

- to promote, encourage and coordinate information needs, activities and systems in the countr.

In line with its objectives, titles of TURDOK activities are as follows:

Computer Based Information Service

TUBtTAK Information Retrieval System - TUBES, offers online searching using several external

data-bases, such as DIALOG. ESA, Infoline, BRS, SDC and Questel.

Document Supplying Service

Which supplies copies or photocopies of journal articles, reprints, books, reports, meeting yaers,

theses and other documents publicly available anywere in the world.

• Distributing NTIS Products and Services

According to the agreement between NTIS and TUBITAK, TURDOK is responsible to distrilbute r. sell

NTIS products and services in TURKEY.

• Scientific and Technical Data-base

Works on storage of national scientific and technical database and unioncatalog of pert lirals are

continuing.

Training. Publicity and Consultancy Service

In accordance with the researches, information services and information needs in the cotnir, this
service is given.

The second institution is part of the Higher Education Council (YOK), established in l9oil. The

Council's main objectives are:

- Organize and coordinate the higher education in the Country

- Azsure that minimum educational standards are applied in every university in Turkey

- By working closely with State Planning Office, coordinate higher education with the manpoier needs
of Turkey.

For improving the information situation in the universities and in general in Turkey, HEC establis-
bed a documentation center in 1983, which was opened officially for public use in December 19b4. The main
purpose of the Center is to help the researchers in doing their researchs. One of the difficulties

encountered by researchers was to procure the relevant document, especially when it was foreign. Due to
economic problems during the 1970's in Turkey, budget cuts had affected the university libraries
considerably, and many subscriptions were cancelled. Therefore, necessary articles had to be supplied
from external sources, which had meant iLss of time and money. In order to overcome this problem, at the
Center, a large periodical collection, consisting of Turkish and foreign journals in all subjects and in
many languages, was started. At present, the subscriptions total over 10.000 titles. Photocopies are
supplied free of charge.

The second phase was to establish an on-line connection for well-known data bases in the U.S.
and Europe, in order to help the researchers for their literature searches. Therefore, ai agreement
with DIALOG in the U.S. was made in 1984, and agreements with ESA and Infoline are still in process.
Supported by the vast collection, now it became possible to supply the necessary documents immediately
after the search.

Another service supplied by the Center is the reference service, through a multi-lingual,
multi-subject and up-to-date collection. At present, it is only a nucleus, but in time, it is hoped
to be one of the best of its kind.

The Center also has about 50.000 microfiches (ERIC documents) and some thesis. Future plans
include to extend the collection by including more thesis and report literature, as well as filling
in the gaps in the journal literature in the Turkish libraries.

DEFENCE COH@MUNITY

On the military side, Documentation and Information Section of the Department of Research and
Development (ARGE) of the Ministry of National Defence attempts to meet the scientific and technical
information needs of the defence community. T>is section has a stock of 5.000 books, 15.000 reports,
a few hundred microfiche and 50 current journals. There are collections of U.S., Canadian, German and
British standards and specifications.

Its services include:

- Reference and loan facilities for books, journals and reports.

- A monthly digest of technical news drawn from national and international sources.

- Focal point for the distribution of AGARD documents in Turkey, depositors for SHAPE Technical

Centre documents and some NASA documents.

There are two principal role which the Turkish Military authorities intend the Centre to have:

- As an information centre, serving the Department of Research and Development and the Department
of Technical Services staff and a wider role as a scientific and technical information centre

for the Armed Forces and defence industry.

At present, the Centre is not equipped to fulfill either of these roles. However, future plans
include computerized services.
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BENEFITS OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

SERVICES - FOR AEROSPACE & DEFENSE
by

Barbara Lawrence
Administrator

Technical Information Services, AIAA
,47)555 West 57th Street, Suite 1200

/ New York, New York 10019

ABStRACT

JThe benefits of having an aerospace and defense scientific and technical information service areA considered based on an understanding of the literature of the field, the functions of a centralized
information center, and the nature of the research and development process. These benefits, the savings

, of time and money and the improved quality of work, are only a potential until a well-managed service Is
established.

I. INTRODUCTION

The scientific and technical literature of aerospace and defense has its own specialized nature.
The form of the literature, its long active lifetime, and its international and wide-ranging scope all
characterize the documentation of our field.

These characteristics drive the information service needs and define the benefits of centralized
scientific and technical information (STI) services for this community.

This discussion of the benefits of STI services is framed by a set of assumptions about the STI
service. The model is a government-located technical information service for aerospace and defense. The
primary user community is assumed to be government -- ministries of defense, national laboratories, and
directly related participants, namely the contractors and grantees. There may also be secondary support
to technical industry and academia. (Descriptions of several national services and other discussions of
benefits and value can be found in previous AGARD/TIP conference proceedings (1)).

A strong scientific and technical infrastructure is important to the strength of a nation - espe-
cially in today's rapidly changing world. A strong scientific and technical information (STI) service is
a key component of that infrastructure.

Thus the primary focus of this paper is to describe the benefits, both quantitative and qualitative,
to government-supported research, development and engineering (RO&E) activities. The discussion appraises
the benefits from three perspectives - the nature of the information, the role of centralized information
services, and the RD&E process.

II. NATURE OF THE LITERATURE

The RD&E process is often assumed to be the same for all scientific and technical communities. My
own experience in STI services for RD&E shows me that there are differences. In aerospace and defense
RD&E these differences are reflected both in the nature of the work (large scale complex programs) and in
the nature of the information. The first notable factor about this literature is that reports are the
major information source in the aerospace and defense community.

Think about reports. They are designed for immediate use in an ongoing project or as the product of
contracted work. As a result, reports have fewer references than the archival literature; they do not
provide a thorough trail to related work. (They may not even identify other reports emanating from the
same project:)

In addition, report literature is especially data-rich because it is designed as a repository docu-
ment, rather than as a communication to the scientific community. This data resource is a major factor
in understanding the importance of report literature, and a key to its value to the aerospace and defense
community.

Reports are not truly published in the classical sense. They originate in a decentralized fashion,
on no regular schedule, and their distribution may be restricted by security or proprietary classifica-
tions. Collection, therefore, requires a serious effort.

Distribution systems for reports are geared to meet the objectives of control and immediate use.
They are not built for information retrieval. The system is usually a registry that implements the
initial report distribution, which is to sponsors of the work and to others involved with the particular
program. Beyond thatthe registry system records information about the report; who issued it, when, and
who received it. Without a technical information center there is no broad announcement to the scientific
and technical community and no subject access.

The control requirements properly imposed on this literature inhibit the normal secondary processes
of information transfer. One of these processes for open literature is the activity of an invisible
college that often proactively distributes information to Interested others, who were not on an initial
distribution list. Another process, which works retroactively, is based on the presence of gatekeepers -
who are local resource persons. They are valuable links to useful literature. Unfortunately these
mechanisms are limited when security requirements or proprietary rights supercede the potential interest
in content.

U I
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Another characteristic of aerospace and defense literature is its international scope. Using the
NASA-sponsored resources (International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA) and Scientific and Technical Aerospace
Reports (STAR)) as a sample, and I believe it is a fair one, the data show that in any year aerospace
literature (reports, papers, theses, books, Journals) comes from over forty nations. A chart of the 1985

distribution for IAA helps to visualize this concept.

INTERNATIONAL AEROSPACE ABSTRACTS

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - 1985

NORTH AMERICA 44%

EUROPE 20%

SOVIET BLOC 21%

PACIFIC BASIN 12%

OTHER 3%

No nation can rely only on its own literature to provide for complete STI needs. A centralized STI
service will help acquire, even through exchange, the information needed from other nations.

This aerospace literature not only has a wide international range, but represents the epitome of a
multidisciplinary field. Aerospace is the classic mission-oriented information base. Again using IAA as
a representative database, the breadth of the subject scope is shown by the following figures which cover
1980-1985.

IAA SUBJECT COVERAGE

Aeronautics, Astronautics, Space Sciences 30%

Chemistry, Materials, Geosciences, Physics 35%

Engineering, Mathematics, Computer Sciences 32%

Life Sciences, Social Sciences 3%

A further interesting aspect of aerospace and defense literature is that is has a particularly long
lifetime. More than in other technical fields, both the old and the new are important. Reliability is
critical. Proven methods and materials must be used, requiring older literature to be consulted, and so
it becomes classic. This means that effective information retrieval services are necessary. On the
other hand each nation strives to maintain an economic or military edge, and so forefront developments
come into play. Current literature, and thus the current awareness services provided by STI centers, is
important too.

To demonstrate the age range of aerospace literature we examined the references in single issues of
two representative journals. The AIAA Journal is our flagship research publication; the Journal of
Aircraft is more application-directed. The age distribution of the cited literature is similar for both
periodicals. Over 40% of this cited literature is current, yet a third is older than ten years. In
fact, for the Journal of Aircraft, one-fourth of the references were to literature over twenty-five years
old.

CURRENT 5 YRS 5-10 YRS >IOYRS

AIAAJ 42% 27% 31%

J AIRCRAFT 44% 22% 34%

What do these characteristics mean? The literature of aerospace and defense may be hard to collect,
but has great technical depth. It may not be designed for long term use, but has tremendous long term
value. Therefore a national technical information center which has the expertise to distribute, dissem-
inate, acquire, control, manage and retrieve this literature provides a real benefit to that nation.

There are some ways to measure the quantitative benefits that reflect hard financial savings from
the reading of reports. These studies, done by US government agencies in recent years, measure personnel-
time saved and duplication avoidance, not to mention identifying intangible benefits (2). The surveys
were extrapolated based on an understanding of the number of scientists and engineers funded by the
agency, the number of reports read, the cost of providing the information services, the cost of R&D funded
by the agency, and the reported cost savings. It is impressive that the lowest figure for savings per
report read is $1000.

$ SAVINGS per REPORT READ

DOE NASA DOD

1280 1000 4700
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III. CENTRALIZED INFORMATION SERVICES

Centralized information services provide two classes of function, information management and informa-
tion service. The details of these functions will be described In other papers in this conference. An
abbreviated model of the information center is then:

*INFORMATION CENTER

INFORWATION MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SERVICE

Acquisition Retrieval

Storage Question-Answering

Control Current Awareness

Dissemination User Education

System Development

The benefits of the information management function may be viewed as providing for a synergy among

systems. These are efficiency benefits.

For instance,a central acquisition function may:

- Identify information already in the nation;

- Avoid duplication of acquisition and system development;

- Arrange favorable purchasing agreements;

- Arrange international exchange agreements

A simple problem in acquiring international information can be the gaining of swift customs approval.
A South American refinery found that it saved months in the receipt of journals by having the library sub-
scriptions shipped to an organization in Miami, Florida that specialized in assisting with customsclearance. Another simple and frequent problem is the speed and cost of postal services. The American

Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) has its European journal subscriptions mailed to a London
office, which then air freights them to the U.S. on a bi-weekly basis. Only a centralized service can
organize to achieve these benefits; individual subscriptions will take the normal route.

The benefits of the information service aspects of the center are qualitative, effectiveness benefits.
Good center managers understand its users and give them what they need - with the right measure of com-
pleteness or precision for their particular need. An effective retrieval system can focus appropriately,
without the biases or limits of the informal network approach. (At its best, the two mechanisms work
together.)

Educating users about the value of information in support of the RD&E process, and training them to
use the information services is an important aspect of an information center's activities. The service
and the users are more effective when the users know what is available and how to ask for it.

The glue between the two aspects of information center functions is the staff. Competent staff who
know the collection, the systems, and the user needs are a most important element of a successful opera-
tion. They ensure that the information resource is built, and the users' questions get fast answers.

It follows, therefore, that one way to describe the benefit of a good information service is that it
builds confidence among its users. This confidence, first of all, leads to increased use of the service.
After all it is only worth using a service if the collection is good and the service is effective. And
when the users have confidence in the STI service, opportunities are increased for the service to broaden
the information acquisition through exchanges with other nations, or expanded input from industry and
academia.

We see that the STI service provides qualitative benefits for the information resource that is so
important in aerospace and defense. A technical information center that acquires, controls, disseminates
and retrieves this literature effectively contributes to its nation's health.

tIV. RD&E PROCESS

One way to look at the RDEE process is in terms of a cycle of information use.

CREATION

ASSINI ON PUBLICATION

INFORMATION

RETR VAL ABSTRACTING
I O &

DAT SE INDEXING
CREAT
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Another is in terms of the technical and scientific process:

requirement

needs definition

concept

experimentation/design

testing

evaluation

modification.

A scientist or engineer is working simultaneously on a specific program and also keeping generally

informed about his or her knowledge-area. External information can be fruitfully applied to all phases

of these processes.

An information service helps in the following ways.

INFORMATION USE BENEFIT

Identifying work done before Avoid duplication

Identify workers in the field Save time, shorten learning curve

Acquire needed data Avoid cost of over-design

Locate applicable methodology Save time and money,

Understand theory Save time, generate ideas

Keep current, monitor trends Enhance knowledge base,
Prevent obsolescence

A good information service will maintain an ongoing process of evaluation of its effectiveness in
providing the information that yields these benefits, and in measuring that value whenever possible.

V. CONCLUSION

A centralized information service in aerospace and defense will be beneficial if it is based on an
understanding of the literature, the users, and the way the information is used.

A few of the risks of not having an information service are the cost of duplicated work, lower
quality work, unstandardized work, and longer time to project completion.

To overcome these risks and build an effective information center requires a serious commitment.
The benefits to the RD&E process are only potential benefits -- until a well managed service is estab-
lished to reap them.
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A MODEL OF A DEFENCE INFORMATION SERVICE

AS SEEN BY THE USER

By

Barbara F. Aubrey

Directorat Sientific Information Services
National Defence Headquarters

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
KIA OK2

This Paper describes the characteristics which make up a typical defence

information service in the mid 1980s. In outlining its goals, organization,
facilities and services, the differences between a defence information

service and a traditional library are highlighted. Aq g systematic manager

of information needed by a nation's defence community in support of research

and development, this service has requirements over and above those of

a library in types of information collected, in furniture and equipment,

and in variety of services offered.

Services provided by defence information agencies in the identifying,
acquiring, organizing, subject analyzing, announcing and disseminating

of recorded knowledge are illustrated through a number of mini-scenarios
describing typical situations in which a potential user of a defence

information service may find himself. The paper concludes with some
suggested areas, such as expert referral, where many defence information

centres are expanding their services.

INTRODUCTION

A defence information service is, as its name implies, a service which provides to the

defence community, both military and civilian, of a particular country or organization the information,
both current and background, required to carry on its day-to-day activities and to plan for the future.

It should not be confused with a traditional library which deals mainly with published information,

because the bulk of material of interest to the defence comunity is in the form of unpublished technical

reports often in a format other than paper copy and with security or proprietary restrictions. This

obviously affects the operations of a defence information service in almost every aspect. This paper

will consider the characteristics of a national defence information service serving the needs of a small
to medium-sized country's defence community in support of research and development. The viewpoint is
that of the user, who may be a scientist, planner, engineer, researcher, military or civilian officer

or manager, contractor or other qualified individual.

CHARACTERISTICS OF A DEFENCE INFORMATION SERVICE

A national defence information service has most of the characteristics of a modern library.

it holds in its collection books, periodicals, and conference proceedings. The bulk of the documentation
handled by such a centre is, however, in the form of technical reports. These may be in paper copy

or on microform and have security classifications up to Secret and in some cases Top Secret, or other

limitations based on the requirement for a need-to-know, or reason why it would be beneficial to the

originator to release the document in question to the requester.

As with a traditional library, the functions of a defence information centre are to

identify, acquire, organize, announce and disseminate - in this case, defence-related information.

Depending on the availability of external library services in peripheral subject areas such as management,

personnel, training etc., its activities may be expanded into these fields as well.

Driven by its user community's specialized requirements, the services offered by the
experienced Information handlers staffing a defence information centre are numerous. The more visible,

flashy reference services using video display terminals or microcomputers with hard copy printers to

access millions of bibliographic and directory type records and perform complex permutations and
combinationd Of terms and concepts are no more numerous then the behind-the-scenes tasks of verifying,

acquiring and indexing items for the centre's collection.

This model will give a brief, user's-aye view of the various services both visible and

behind-the-scenes of an information centre. Later papers in these proceedings will discuss each aspect
in more detail, so this is merely an overview.

What services could you, as a new employee approaching your defence information centre
for the first time, expect to receive from the experienced Information handlers staffing your centre?
The list is extensive but I have chosen a few mini-scenarios to give you an idea of the broad range

of queries handled by a typical defence information centre,
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Identificationt

Example I

Problem.

You have Just been appointed to a post as engineer in a pyrotechnics laboratory.
This is a new subject area for you, and on your first day you discover that your
supervisor is ill and will not be at work that day. He has left a note with his
Secretary suggesting that you have a look at the Pyrotechnics Handbook published
several years ago by S&L. You and the Secretary look in his office but cannot find
the book, and neither you nor she knows what BRL stands for.

Solution,

You must start with your defence information central A visit to the centre on your
first day is a good idea anyway. When you arrive, the librarian or information
specialist of this model defence information centre will show you around and explain
the vast range of services offered and procedures to follow. Because you have a
particular problem, she will pass you to the Customer Services Specialist who will
help you with this query.

This query is an example of "identification", one of the more visible functions of
the model defence information centre. This trained information handler at the Customer
Services desk, who is a senior clerk or library technician. imediately knows that
BRL is the U.S. Ballistics Research Laboratory, and determines that the centre holds
a copy through checking in the online catalogue. He refers you to a clerk who
retrieves the item fr . the shelves and loans it to you for two weeks.

I have used the term "identification" to describe the initial procedur of becoming aware
if an item of interest through reading a review or abstract, seeing the item referenced in a bibliography
or hearing about it from a colleague. If the item is not held by the centre, identification also entails
determining the full bibliographic details so that it my be ordered. The identification can take place
either within the centre or through input from you the user of the centre.

There are two sub-tasks involved here - becoming aware of the item and obtaining its
bibliographic details. The first can occur through reading review journals, subscribing to a Selective
Dissemination of Information (SDI) service, scanning of publishers' brochures or library/information
centre accessions lists. For each of these ways of becoming aware of an item, the second sub-task -
the obtaining of its bibliographic details - Is usually quite simple as In general, relatively complete
information is provided in the review or listing. Whenever you have only partial information about
an item identification can be extremely difficult. This task has been made less onerous in recent years
for all information providers but especially for the small unit which cannot afford to invest in expensive
reference tools. With the advent, in the late sixties and seventies, of automated retrieval systems
available to those with sophisticated retrieval equipment capable of communicating with them, the first
stage of easy access had begun. The eighties have seen the modernization of this equipment, improvement
in communication links, and proliferation of databases and systems such that, with the expenditure of
a relatively insignificant portion of even a small country's defence budget, a centre may utilize a
microcomputer or terminal to access millions of records and perform sophisticated, complex searches
to identify obscure references. With these modern techniques, you should be able to identify most
references to published books, conference proceedings, unclassified journal articles, patents and formal
US government documents. The identification or verification problems occur with limited distribution
or classified technical reports, standards and specifications - those forms of information most comon
in a defence information centre. Experienced information handlers, however, have developed special
techniques for determining appropriate channels through which to obtain many of these
difficult-to-identify forms of information.

Acousition

Example 11

Problems

You are again the new pyrotechnics engineer. A few weeks later you read in a new
journal that BERL has just issued a revised version of the Pyrotechnics Handbook.
You have found the old one very useful, but it is twenty years old, and new techniques
have evolved.

Solution,

Another visit to your defence information centre with a copy of the reference to
the new handbook! This time, because the publicatiOn is so new, and the centre has
probably not yet ordered it, you are referred to the Acquisition Department. The
clerk must first identify the item, but if the journal reference is complete, this
may by sufficient. An order is generated and within a few weeks you have your new
handbook.

Once items have been identified as desirable and not already in the collection, the defence
information centre swings into a behind-the-scenes step in the build up of its resources - the Acquisition
process. There are many ways of acquiring Anformation resources - the traditional library method of
purchase, either directly or through a jobber, is the most common for published books, conference
proceedings or journals. Some journals are obtained as a result of membership in a society. In the
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defence community many countries have signed memoranda of understanding or have negotiated agreements
with each other which involve the exchange of defence information. Through these channels countries
deposit in the other country's defence information centre copies of certain of their reports as they
are produced, and regular announcement bulletins from which the recipient country may request other
reports not sent on initial distribution.

Oreanization,

Exar , Ill

Problems

You are a desk officer superintending the country's military aircraft research
contracted out to industry. Your chief has received a query from en aviation historian
who is compiling a history of an ill-fated experimental flying saucer-like aircraft
developed during the nineteen-fifties by an aviation firm under contract to your
government plus the US and UK governments. The firm ceased to exist over twenty
years ago.

Solution:

Co to your defence information central There a reference librarian searches their
catalogues and indexes under the name of the firm, the contract numbers, the names
of each of the projects and experimental craft, authors who are known to have worked
in the area and other appropriate subject terms. The reports are collected. As
most of the work was classified or proprietary at the time it was written, you and
the defence information centre staff member work together to sort the material by
controlling agent - that is, the agency currently responsible for the security
classification, proprietary information, or other limitation. You, as your country's
authorized representative, can survey those documents originally produced solely
under your government's authority. Others, however must be referred to the appropriate
foreign government or aviation firm which took over the assets or responsibilities
of the now-defunct company. Your defence information centre has contacts and
experience in handling similar requests, so is able to process these requests for
current security classification and release limitations. Between you, this request
is handled as efficiently as possible given its complexity.

The first two examples dealt with activities of a defence information centre in order
to obtain available information. Information you have obtained, however, is not of much use to the
defence information centre if it is not organized in such a way that users of the centre other than
the person who obtained it or for whom it was ordered are aware of its existence. This is illustrated
in Example it1. This organizational activity can be as simple as stamping the item and filing it on
the shelf by author or source, or as complex as an automated on line cataloguing or indexing system
with multiple access points and full abstracts, or any stage between. This model information centre
does extensive subject analysis of the reports they receive, including the preparation of abstracts
where the author has not done so, and inputs them to an autometed system. The organization of the
collection is thus highly developed.

Because of the limited availability of much defence-related literature leading to the
inability to replace a document which is lost, many information centres find it useful to maintain a
copy of all the documents in their collection on microform - usually 105 X 148 -s microfiche. The
maintenance of a collection on microfiche has many advantages for the information centre: microfiche
is compact to store, inexpensive to duplicate (both materials and staff time) and economical to mail.
Many information centres also collect series of technical reports on microfiche. Although user resistance
to use of microfiche continues to be of concern to information professionals, it is by far the mest
economical way to maintain access to a large volume of Information. As well, modern microfiche
reader-printers can produce paper copies as good or better in quality than the "original" which wes
filmed to produce the fiche.

Once there is access to an item or to a number of items which make up a collection, the
more visible aspects of a defence information centre's activities come to the fore. The first of these
is announcement. If the organization of the collection is automated, it is a relatively simple matter

* to produce a regular listing, arranged as desired, whether it be by subject, source, author or some
other method. Selective Dissemination of information (SDI) services whereby a user's interest profile
is compered against a tape of newly acquired or listed items, end a printout giving full bibliographic
details for ell which satisfy his subject requirements, Is another highly visible service of this model
automated information centre. If, on the other hand, the "organization" is in the form of unit catelogue
cards filed by subjects, authors, sources, etc., an equally effective innouncement bulletin may be

" produced by photocopying copies of catalogue cards for newly-acquired items arranged appropriately.
The simplest form of announcement service, given the availability of a photocopier, is to photocopy
title and contents pages to circulate to interested clientele. This method has the added advantage
of being applicable to items such as individual periodical issues which may not be separately indexed.

Dissemination tasks in a defence information centre include, among others, the highly
visible activities of reference and document delivery services.
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Examle IV

Problem.

YOu are an officer in the directorate responsible for the administration of patent@.
You receive a query from a laboratory concerning the patenting of a technique for
using monoclonal antibodies in the area of burn immunology. You suspect there may

have been similar techniques already patented.

Solutions

Telephone or visit your defence information central A search of the subject databases

by document type "patent", or the patent database* by subject vill provide you with
bibliographical details and often abstracts for patents in that subject area.

Example V

,blamt

eve been asked to present a paper at an international conference. Your topic

military applications of artificidl intelligence.

Solution,

Your first step is a visit to your defence information centre. There a librarian
discusses with you the exact nature of your request, obtains from you suggested

synonyms, specific authors and corporate sources working in the field. Ideally,
you would then sit down with him while he interrogated the various databases. From

references retrieved you tell him which look useful and from those you may find
additional sources or subjects to search. The end result is a comprehensive
bibliography with abstracts which you may use as a basis for your paper. Obtaining

the Items you wish to see in full form then becomes an Acquisitions function.

Reference services or user's services take many forms in different types of information
centres. The query may be as simple as providing the address of a potential contractor, or looking
up a term in a dictionary. It may however, be a detailed bibliography or state-of-the-art treatise
involving developing complex search strategies and accessing databases totalling many millions of
records, including the centre's own holdings. With the ready availability of communication networks,
relatively low-cost equipment, and the development of sophisticated but user-friendly bibliographic
services, this latter service is by no means unrealistic for even small information centres.

Document delivery functions in a defence information centre include the standard library

activities of internal and inter-library loans. When countries participate in defence information

exchange arrangements, the defence information centre is often the agency through which the country's
defence documents are distributed among their exchange partners - another document delivery function.
Because of the diversity of types of material in a defence information centre, for example technical
reports on microform and standards and specifications collected in binders, document delivery 4ctivities

in a defence information centre also include the provision of photocopies or microfiche copies in lieu

of loans.

The foregoing sections have, through examples, briefly described the major working level
activities carried on in a model defence information centre. This centre, however, would have no focus
in providing services to its clientele without a number of managerial activities performed by the
administrators of the defence information centre - both the managers within and the higher level staff

to whom the head of the centre reports.

It is not the task of this paper to describe in detail the planning, the directing, the
evaluating, the coordinating, the policy making or recommending that goes on behind the scenes of every
library or information centre. They will be covered by later papers.

Other administrative functions which may have different emphases between a traditional
public or university library and defence information centre are those involved with resource management.

The people you will meet in this model defence information centre include, as in a
traditional library, both professionals (who are usually librarians or information scientists), and
clericals or other office support personnel. There may also be semi-professional library technicians
and micrographic technicians. In general you will find theme staff to be highly competent because
managers have found that, when selecting personnel for a defence information centre it is important
that due consideration be given to the variety of tasks to be performed and the probability that
insufficient staff will be allocated to the centre to be able to accomplish all these tasks with ease.

The staff mit therefore be flexible, have initiative, and above all be responsible. This last
characteristic is especially relevant in a defence information centre because of the possibility of

international implications should a security breach occur.

As is the case with any library or information centre, if a defence information centre
is to serve its clients adequately in all aspects of information handling, Its location will have been

0
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chosen with care in order to optimize the conditions of adequate space for its collection with room
for expansion, seating and study aree for users and sufficient special purpose space for such equipment
as computers, microfiche cameras, processors and duplicators and floor loading for book stacks and
microfiche storage. In the model defence information centre, where much of the information handled
is security classified, a user may find that the item or items he is p.rticularly Interested in are
stored I a safe or vault, and accessible only to defence information centre staff. Open stack areas,
which are found in many public and university libraries, are virtually non-existent in defence information
centres, except possibly for books and commercial periodicals. This must be balanced against ease of
accessibility for users of the centre.

In addition to location, an important fact in physical resource management is the provision
of adequate equipment for full utilization of all formats of information. In this modern defence
information centre, providing the full range of services to its clientele, you will see at least one
photocopier, microfiche reader/printer, several microfiche readers, at least one video display
terminal/printer, several electrical/electronic typewriters or word processors, possibly a mini- or
one or more micro-computers, a microfiche camera, processor end duplicator, a collection of books,
reference tools, research journals, technical reports in hard copy and/or microfiche, standards and
specifications.

FINANCI.AL RESOURCES

These will be covered in a later paper but to state brieflyz Because of the number of
exchange arrangements through which documents are deposited in foreign defence information centres with
relatively little or no money changing hands, the proportion of a defence information centre's budget
spent on the collection is significantly less than in a traditional library. This fact should not be
taken by administrators as a justification to cut their centres' total budget because, as I am certain
my fellow information handlers will agree, the money not expended on the collection is more than eaten
up by that required for specialized equipment and extra staff time needed to identify "hard-to-find"
references.

NON-TRADITIONAL SERVICES

Many defence information centres have expanded their services into non-traditional areas.
Expert referral, the maintenance of a file (either automated or manual) of areas of expertise to which
users may be referred for more detailed knowledge and assistance with their queries, is one; editorial
assistance in the production of technical reports is also provided in many centres; still others act
as centralized agencies for preparing or arranging for translations of sci/tech publications.

CONCLUSION

In his "futures" book "Megatrends" first published in 1982, John Naisbitt stated that
scientific and technical information was increasing at the rate of 6 to 7,000 articles per day, or 13
percent per year, which means s doubling every 5.5 years. With ststistics such as this, it takes no
expert to see the necessity of a centrslized information handling mechanism in any organization, whether
it be a small company or s country-wide defence community. You, as a user of defence scientific and
technical information are encouraged to make the fullest use possible of your defence information centre,
to use whatever influence you have to improve its funding and to broadcast its services among your
uninitlated colleagues.

1. Canada. Council of Federal Libraries. Readers' Services Committee. "Basic Readers'
Services." Ottawa, National Library of Canada, 1979.

2. Leitch, D.M. "Organization and Management." In, AGARDograph No. 2351 Manual of Document-
ation Practices Applicable to Defence-Aerospace Scientific and Technical Information, Vol.
IV. Section 11. Neutlly-sur-Selne, ACARD, 1981.

3. Naleblit, John. "4egatrends. Ten New Directions Transforming Our Lives." New York,
Warner Books, Inc., 1984, p. 16.
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During the process of establishing and running an information service it is essential to have a good knowledge of user
needs. There are several ways of looking at user needs and several methods of determining them. This paper deals with three
ways of studying user needs and the accompanying ways to determine them."

1. First, when planning and designing an information service, one has to know the potential users.This may seem obvious,
but in the case of a Defence Scientific Documentation and Information Service one can see a large number of user groups,
each having specific term of reference and thus also having specific information needs. Although not every country
organises its Ministry of Defence in the same way I think the Dutch situation can be used as a good example:

'Me Ministry of Defence is organised in four main parts as follows:

(I) central part of the Ministry of Defence
(2) Royal Netherlands Navy
(3) The Royal Netherlands Army
(4) The Royal Netherlands Air Force.

The information required by the first part is broad-based and consists of national and international political material. In
the other parts more specific information is needed, but still broad in definition. If we take a closer look at the four main parts
of the organisation we see that they each consist of sections dealing with such subjects as

(1) General Staff
(2) Materials
(3) Personnel -

(4) Finance.

This subdivision can be found in every larger or smaller part of the Ministry of Defence where it defines the user needs
of that group.

It is thus of great importance to have a good knowledge of the organisation. This defines the outline of the user needs of
that organisadlon.

One the information service has been established, it is important for it to be kept informed about any changes in
national'and international defence politics and their consequences for the organisation of the Ministry of Defence. In this
case, the user needs are determined from information coming from the staff of the Ministry, from Parliament, etc.

2. The second way of looking at information is to study the information itself. Here the following points are important:

z, (a) What information does the user need? This can be subdivided into two:

(a I) The user is responsible for a part of the policy of his organisation and can determine a permanent information
requirement.

(a.2) The user (or group of users) is employed on a project and has a requirement related to a specific subject
e.g. information on the design of a new generation of armoured vehicles etc.

(b) In what form is the information needed? One can think of:.

(b.1) Online retrieval systems

(b.2) Periodical bibliographic information supply
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(b.3) Selective dissemination of information

(b.4) Special bibliographic information supply on specific subjects on demand

(b.5)The supply of documents (articles, reports, books, etc.)

(c) How urgently is the information required? Asking questions and receiving answers by mail is the most common method
but it sometimes takes a long time. With online access to the information service database the user can quickly find
bibliographic data relating to the information but the documents still have to be sent by mail. Online document delivery
could be the answer but it is expensive. It is however important that the information service collects the documents for
distribution purposes, particularly in the case of documents produced by its own organisation, which should be
collected centrally to be supplied when needed.

(d) How much fundamental information is required? A more thorough selection of information is more difficult to supply.
This point greatly influences the running of an information service and it is difficult to determine these specific user
needs.

The methods that can be used to define user needs are:

(a) Using questionnaires. It is important that these are sent to a comprehensive selection of the population. A good
knowledge of the organisation is required.

(b) Once the information service has been installed, details of clients' requests for information need to be continuously
monitored and analysed by statistical methods. These methods are usually simple and consist of counting the data
collected.

(c) Make contact with individual users or representatives of homogeneous user groups to determine their needs and their
plans for the future.

(d) On-going evaluation of the appreciation of periodical bibliographic information supply or the selective dissemination of
information by periodical questionnaires. -.-

3. The third way of looking at user needs is through the form of the information. When planning an information service it
is important to know how the user wants his information. In many cases the library is the most relevant place for the user to
get his inforvnation, documents or copies of articles. In cases where the organisation is decentralised, such as the Ministry of
Defence, it takes time to get the information and the documents. Online access to the database, or to more than one database,
is a good solution to part of this problem. The rapid delivery of documents via online connections is still under development.

However, once the users have online access to the database of the information service, the problem is to determine the
user needs. Such systems usually only give details of the connection time and the number of documents accessed.
Information about the kind of information sought is not available. In our centre we cope with this problem by

(I) demanding periodical feedback

(2) sending questionnaires

(3) organising workshops.

I believe that this problem only exists for information services such as ours, unlike very large databases such as
Chemabs which collects all available information from throughout the world.

I would like to finish by concluding that there are many ways of determining user requirements. It is important to have a
knowledge of the organisation for which the information service is designed. Questionnaires, simple statistical methods and
good contact with the users are all necessary to obtain information about user needs.

,\
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STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS AT THE NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE

Joseph P. Caponio and Donald S. Budowsky
National Technical Information Service

I /5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161 USA

Summary

External trends, such as growth of the information society, the increasing economic
value of information, the growth of research and development funding, and advances in
automation, have dictated the need for information services to have a strong
commitment to strategic planning. This paper describes these trends and outlines the
strategic planning process at the National Technical Information Service (NTIS).

Initially resisted, strategic planning has become an important component of the agency
management system. In recent years the planning system has been linked with perfor-
ance plans of key staff and with financial plans. Gradually involving all levels of
management in the planning process has fostered better communication, a greater sense
of participation, and a more systematic approach to our agency's operation. _

Information Society

NTIS has recently developed a strategic planning process to prepare for the "informa-
tion society." With the 21st Century approaching, futurists have been inundating the
media with predictions. At the top of the list, most predict that by the year 2000,
much of the world will be in a post-industrial information society where services
play a larger role in the economy than do products. John Naisbitt in Me atrends says
this service growth will be associated with areas designed to reduce the "information
float," i.e., the time elapsed from the creation to receipt of information. Futurists
see a fairly constant proportion of traditional service jobs, but a dramatic surge in
the workers creating, processing, and distributing information -- the Age of
Information.

In 1950, information-oriented jobs employed only 17 percent of Americans. Today, more
than 60 percent work with information as programmers, managers, bankers, stockbrokers,
accountants, teachers, clerks, and technicians. Of course, all employees need some
knowledge to perform a job. The difference for professional and clerical workers is
that creating, processing, and disseminating information is the job.

In the Industrial Age, capital was the principal resource. In today's society, capital
has been joined by information as a competing strategic resource. The founder of a
semi-conductor firm has described his industry as a ... brain-intensive... rather than a
capital-intensive one." Our society is mess-producing information, which has become a
driving force in our economy.

This information-intensive resource is renewable, self-generating, and creates a multi-

plier effect as indicated by the following:

o 6000-7000 scientific articles are written daily.

o Scientific and technical information volume increases 13Z annually
(doubling every 5.5 years).

o The annual S&T volume increase could jump to 402 annually
(doubling every 20 months).

Three key points should be emphasized:

o Twenty-five percent of the U.S. Gross National Product is produced in the
Primary Information Sector.

o Users who can locate information will pay for it.

o Emphasis should shift from supply to improved selection. Custom-designed
information products for individual users will be the wave of the future.

Economic Value of Information

A recent study assessed the value of the Energy Data Base of the Department of Energy.
When the study was performed, the Department was spending $5.8 billion annually on
research and development of defense, nuclear science, basic research, and other program
areas. A survey of 60,000 scientists and engineers showed that:

They read approximately 7.1 million journal articles and approximately 6.6
million technical reports annually.

A!
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o The 13.7 million readings included 2.5 million in defense, 2.2 million in
nuclear science, 3.0 million in basic research, and 6.0 million in other areas.

o These scientists and engineers indicated recent readings led to savings of
time and/or equipment.

- Average savings per reading of journal articles of $590.

- Average savings per reading of technical reports of $1,280.

o Total annual savings attributable to reading by Energy-funded scientists and
engineers was established to be $13 billion dollars.

This suggests that an investment of $5.8 billion, which includes $5.3 billion for the
generation of the information and $500 million for processing and use, yields a par-
tial return of about $13 billion in terms of savings to scientists and engineers in
their time and equipment.

A similar study of Defense Technical Information Center products and services yielded
comparable results. In 1982, the Center distributed about 1.1 million copies of
Defense Department technical reports, valued at $367 million. Users indicate they
have saved $37.5 billion by the use of these reports--100 times the cost.

Research and Development Funding

NTIS deliberately adopted strategic planning to manage an information explosion caused
by vast increases in U.S. Government research and development funding, now at an all-
time high. In FY 1986, Government funding for research and development is estimated
at $59.7 billion. This is more than a $6 billion increase above the 1985 level. The
$39.4 billion military-related R&D budget comprises almost two-thirds of the total.
The support for the conduct of basic research, included within this total, is
estimated to increase by 1 percent to $7.9 billion in FY 1986.

Planning Becomes Critical

Soon we will be in an environment where the sheer volume of available information
requires selectivity. The information volume, growing familiarity with direct
computer access, and the shortening of time between generation and consumption of
information will have major impacts on acquisition, indexing, announcement, and
distribution services. The organization structure, workflows, and staffing patterns
of an organization functioning .n such an environment would be quite different from
that of the mid-1980's. This certainly dictates the need for a strong com.itment to
strategic planning.

George A. Steiner, author of Strategic Plannng, defines strategic planning from four
points of view.

I. Planning is concerned with the future consequences of present decisions. Strategic
planning examines the chain of cause and effect events over time resulting from an
actual or intended decision. Planning also examines the alternative courses of
action open in the future.

2. Strategic planning is a process of establishing organizational aims, defining
strategies and policies, and developing detailed p ens to make sure that the
strategies are implemented.

3. Strategic planning is an attitude, or a way of thinking, more than a rigid set of
processes, procedures, structures, or techniques. For the best outcome we must
believe strategic planning is worth doing and must want to do it as well as
possible.

4. A formal strategic planning system links various types of plans; strategic or
long-range plans, medium-range plans and programs, and short-range budgets and
operating plans. These linkages translate top management strategies into current
decisions. The notion of a planning structure is expressed in this definition;
Strategic planning is the systematic and formalized effort of an organization to
establish purpobes, objectives, policies, and strategies and to develop detailed
plans to implement policies and strategies to achieve objectives and basic
organization purposes.

The Strategic Planning Process at NTIS

To prepare for the future, NTIS established an Office of Policy and Planning and
implemented a strategic planning system in March 1982 with the assistance of a
contractor. The approach was elaborate and detailed. Multiyear program element plans
were developed for each office and for each project information product. Often the
approach was "blue sky." There was some guidance from the top, but the approach was
essentially "bottom up."
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With the advent of new leadership, a management reorganization, and the rapid evolution
of new information technologies, top management placed greater emphasis on strategic
planning. In January 1984, the Director established a Strategic Planning Management
Team to collect and analyze data on trends and to develop a consensus on agency goals
and objectives. The Deputy Director managed the team project, which was coordinated
by the Director, Office of Policy and Planning.

The team assembled and reviewed an assortment of planning information, including
Commerce Department goals, NTIS FY 1983-84 Strategic Planning Objectives, and existing
NTIS planning documents. The Department's planning system provided a fraaework for
the NTIS planninj exercise. NTIS' activities were encompassed by the following
Departmental goa and subgoals:

Stimulate Productivity. Economic Recovery, and Growth

o Provide technological information, products, and services to meet the
major long-term needs of U.S. industry.

o Promote the development and application of science and technology in
U.S. business at.1 industry.

Early discussions of the team focused on terminology and definitions for goals,
objectives, and strategies. In early February 1984, the group developed one
all-encompassing goal and seven supporting objectives. During the next two months
the group members made presentations illustrating proposals for implementing the
appropriate objectives in their area of responsibility.

Next, the planning material, which was still in draft form, "as consolidated for
review at a Management Retreat in Shepherdstown, West Virginia in May 1984. At the
retreat, second-level managers became more involved in the planning process. Agroup
process was applied to develop and rank a final list of goals and objectives. This
activity produced a list ot 15 goals and more than 20 objectives. The Office of
Policy and Planning reviewed the list and reduced the number of goals and objectives
through a merging process. After incorporating recommendations from senior managers
and their sLaff, the number of goals was reduced to 11; the number of objectives to 20.

In an effort to lessen the pldnning burden, each oi the five Associate Directors, the
Office of International Affairs, and the Office of Policy and Planning were required
to prepare action plans. This was a substantial reduction from the previous 1982-1983
effort which required plans for each major product ana all offices -- more than 30
plans. The format was also streamlined to include only the following essential
elements: Objective, Strategies, Gantt Chart with milestones and dates, and
Additional Resource Requirements.

After some discussion and debate, the format was modified to require information on
additional rebources, i.e., operating and staffing costs exceeding those budgeted in
the fiscal year 1985 financial plans. In September, the Office of Policy and Planning
.oordinated the final actions in the strategic planning process. The staff reviewed
seven action plans for format and substance, recommended revisions, an, cleared the
revised plans for the Deputy Director's review. The Office then prepared an Executive
Summary and distributed 30 sets of the action plans to senior staff and other
interested parties. Throughout NTIS' planning history, the Office has monitored the
plans and accomplishments on a quarterly basis and coordinated an annual updating
exercise.

In 1985. NTIS' Executive Steering Committee reviewed the existing NTIS goals and
objectives, making minor modifications. These 1986-90 goals and objectives are shown
in Appendices A and B. Greater emphasis was placed on making the strategic plans
consistent with the financial and performance plans. Milestone charts were automated
to facilitate monitoring, reporting, and updating. This year NTIS is in th2 process
of developing realistic program plans to guide its operations, linking these plans
with the performance plans of key staff, and connecting program and performance plans
to financial projections and budget plans.

Evaluation of NTIS Planning Efforts

The planning experience at NTIS has produced mixed results. Initially, some employees
resisted the introduction of a f~rmal planning system, especially when practiced by a
consultant. Others regarded it as an annual ritual producing reams of paperwork. At
the outset it was essentially a "bottom-up" exercise. After a recent review of NTIS
planning documents, Colonel Alan L. Gropman, a U.S. Air Force planning expert, observed
that there is the "...lack of a visible tie between your NTIS goals and the objec-
tives..." of certain offices.

However, over the years the strategic planning process has evolved and steadily
improved to become part of the management fabric in our agency. Top management has
placed greater emphasis on planning and its linkage with the financial planning and
performance appraisal systems. Each major unit updates its plan annually, and most
are rather conscientious about it. Involving all levels of management in the planning
process has fostered better communication and a greater sense of participation.
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A primary benefit of strategic planning is the actual process itself, rather than the
results. Planning is more of a systematic approach and a way of thinking than a set
of procedures. Improving the planning thought processes in our agency has been of
great value.

Our experience has taught us that planning systems must be custom-made to suit the
organization, its culture, and the personal styles and interests of top management.
Different approaches have been used to complete various phases of the planning
process. There is no single magic method. The planning process often follows an
evolutionary path as it has done at NTIS.
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APPENDIX A

WTIS' 1986-90 GOALS

1. Achieve appropriate dynamic leadership in the worldwide technical information
community, increasing the Nation's competitiveness and stlimulating productivity
and economic growth.

2. Gain recognition by key decision makers that NTIS is properly the lead Federal
agency for the collection and retention of government sponsored acieutific and
technical information and for positioning that information in the U.S. economy.

3. Enrich the U.S. technology base by increasing the flow of foreign information
into the United States.

4. Establish NTIS as a recognized national resource for the collection and permanent
availability of government sponsored research and development reports.

5. Provide the widest range of technical information to the widest possible U.S.
audience by determining current market needs and anticipating customer needs.

6. Improve the collection, dissemination, and licensing of Federally-owned patents
and the transfer of other specialized technologies having potential application
in state and local governments and private industry.

7. Establish NTIS as a primary multi-diciplinary source and first reference for
technical information inquiries.

8. Provide leadership, encouragement, and technical assistance for government
agencies to explore and develop their potential to produce and distribute
information products and services.

9. Establish understanding and acceptance that NTIS prices its products and services
to recover government costs involved in the generation, collection, and
dissemination of scientific and technical information, all in the public service.

10. Establish NTIS as the lead agency for accessibility of machine-processable data
in the U.S. Government.



APPENDIX B

NTIS' 1986-90 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Office of the Associate Director for Administration

ADMIN-l: Provide the most cost-effective administrative services to all NTIS
organizational elements in support of overall goals and objectives.

Office of the Aisociate Director for Bibliographic and Document Services

OBDS-1: Increase efficiency and effectiveness of NTIS operations by (1) reducing
costs, (2) improving productivity, and (3) improving production delivery to
customers through the application of the latest technology and management
techniques.

Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology

CUFT-1: Improve the collection and dissemination of Federally developed technologies
and resources having potential application in State and local governments and
private industry.

CUFT-2: Improve the collection, dissemination, and licensing of Federally-owned

patents.

Office of International Affairs

OIA-I: Improve the quality of and increase the quantity of technical information
flow into the U.S.

OIA-2: Provide support and advice for U.S. foreign policy.

OIA-3: Increase the international awareness of the utility of the technical report
literature and the role of NTIS as a prime source of this literature.

OIA-4: Acquire and effectively disseminate foreign industrial technical information,
with special attention to information of Japanese origin.

Office of the Associate Director for Marketing and Customer Services

OMCS-I: Attract and retain a loyal group of customers through a unique combination of
product, distribution, promotion, and price factors.

OMCS-2: Increase the number and improve the quality of educational programs.

OMCS-3: Increase the effectiveness of customer services interface with users to
assure customer satisfaction and build goodwill.

OMCS-4; Support NTIS presence and participation in information community activities.

Office of Policy and Planning

OPP-l: Develop and maintain a strategic planning system.

Office of Program and Product Management

OPPM-1: Attract new sources, increase the quantity of information acquired from
current sources, and improve technical assistance to those source
organizations.

OPPM-2: Develop a more comprehensive and accurate database of ongoing research
projects.

OPPM-3: Review all NTIS products and services and modify or develop new packaging
techniques, where appropriate.

OPPM-4: Explore new technologies and new audiences.

OPPM-5 Continue to develop and maintain a Quality Circles program.
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SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS
- DEFENCE-RELATED AND COMMERCIAL -

by

Lt.Col. Helmut Braun
Dokumentationszentrum der Bundeswehr

Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 34
5368 Bonn 1

Federal Republic of Germany

Summar
This paper addresses a number of topics associated with the
management and handling of classified documents and documents
under connmercial confidentiality in a defence information
centre. In case of classified documents, the need-to-know
principle governs the procedures. Questions that need answers
are: Operate a classified data base or keep the data in it
unclassified? How to produce unclassified references to
classified documents? Which restrictions have to be observed
when using unclassified references to classified documents? The
restrictions imposed upon documents with statements limiting
their distribution are discussed, the difference between

.,'unclassified and 'unlimited' is explained.

General ScoPe

The title 'security considerations' might cause a possible misinterpreta-
tion of the real contents of this paper. It covers some important aspects which
a documentation centre must consider in order to protect its documents and, of
course, the references to them, from disclosure to unauthorized persons and/or
organisations. It does not cover questions of data protection from undesired
data manipulation or destruction although, especially in a defence organization,
these questions are definitely part of physical security considerations.

Documentation is sure enough not an activity for its own sake - its objec-
tive is information. Information defined as reducing uncertainty or transferring
knowledge implies action. Whereas security in this context enforces counterac-
tion. The information specialist is interested in disseminating his information,
whereas the security officer of an information centre is convinced to have good
reasons to protect it from transmission. So the aim of a defense information
service must be to inform its authorized users as comprehensively as possible,
but to shield the available information against unauthorized access and misuse.

In a defence information system two different types of documents must be
considered, as far as security aspects are concerned:

- Classified documents, i.e. documents which bear a national
or international security classification and therefore
require special protection and handling, and

- Documents which contain commercially sensitive information,
have a distribution statement, and therefore need a similar
treatment.

I shall deal with the two types, referring to them as 'classified documents' and
'documents in confidence' (the latter term is supposed to cover the variety of
this species). It will be worth-while to devote a few thoughts to a third cate-
gory of documents as well: NATO Unclassified documents, which will undoubtedly
be found in any defence information system of the Alliance.

If we look at the usual type of documentation centre which maintains a
referral-type data base (and that is the type of system we are looking at) we

C[ have to think of two more facets of security protection.

- Protection of the document itself and prevention of the
unwanted disclosure of its contents, and

- Protection of even the reference to the document, where
appropriate.

Thus it seems permissible to treat our problem area as four sectors of a circle,
whereby the combination of any of two adjacent sectors, i.e. each of the four

resulting semicircles, needs to be looked at separately:
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Security
Classific.

Document Referonce

Distribution
Statement

Fig. I

It will be necessary to think about the use of references which relate to
classified or commercially sensitive information in bibliographies, and of the
possibility of including them in online searches or of excluding them under
certain conditions. And on the other hand it will be necessary to establish
procedures for the delivery of the respective documents. Very often documents
which require protection because of their commercial sensitivity bear an
additional security classification, a fact that adds to the cplexity of the
problem. Instead of the nice little drawing shown above we now have something
like that:

Sec
Document CI Bibliogmphies

2IIiiii Doc Ref
Delivery DitRetrivel

St

Fig. 2

No reason to get confused, though. There are distinct paths through this
jungle, regulations to guide you and procedures to ensure appropriate practices
and effective results.

Personnel Security and Physical Security

It is essential that all personnel within an information system, whose
duties necessitate access to classified information, need adequate security
clearance. This definitely applies to registry staff, indexers, and the person-
nel concerned with the storage of classified documents. It may also be necessary
for typists, data entry personnel and personnel dealing with information retrie-
val in case of using classified data bases. You may also need properly cleared
personnel within your reprographic services. Considering a military organiza-
tion, actually all personnel working within the centre should be cleared to the
appropirato security level. The 'authority to know', however, should be granted
only to persons actually handling classified material.

Fig. 3
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National regulations cover these questions of personnel security, relating
to the basic principles and standards laid down in NATO document C-M(55)15
"Security Within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization" (1). There is no need
to go into further details.

The principal requirements for physical security (secure areas, control of
entry, strong rooms, security containers locks) are also laid down in the
aforementioned NATO document. They have been specified in national regulations
in great detail. The main aspects, as far as the scope of this paper is con-
cerned, are building security, secure store room facilities for classified
documents and adequate procedures to transmit classified information. No need to
go into any more detail at this time.

Classified Documents

The term 'classified document' has been used until now without further
explanation. Classified documents (or classified information in a wider sense,
if photographs, charts, magnetic tapes, and similar material is included) con-
tain information the unauthorized disclosure of which would result in serious
damage to the originating country or, at least, would be undesirable to its
interests. For NATO documents four security classifications have been defined,
expressing gradual differences in the damage assessment in the case of an
unauthorized disclosure. National regulations may differ slightly, but generally
follow these outlines.

All classified documents bear an appropriate security marking according to

their contents. In the case of NATO documents these markings are

NATO RESTRICTED - NATO CONFIDENTIAL - NATO SECRET - COSMIC TOP SECRET

in ascending sequence. Appendix A, extracted from an earlier AGARD publication
(2), gives a side-by-side listing of NATO and national security gradings.

In order to ensure accurate and precise security markings, NATO regulations
call for individual marking of clearly identifiable parts of complex documents,
if they are of various levels of classification or of no classification at all.
Thus, a document marked 'NATO SECRET' as a whole may well have an unclassified
title, followed by an unclassified summary, several paragraphs marked 'NATO
RESTRICTED' or 'NATO CONFIDENTIAL', and annexes or appendices of different
security gradings. The sample below shows a NATO CONFIDENTIAL document with both
an unclassified title and abstract, a first paragraph being NATO Restricted, and
a second one, NATO Confidentiali

NATO CONFIDENTIAL

Title of (NU)
the Document.

Sumaryl - - - - -- - - - - - (NU)
Sunr---------------------------------- (U

Para I- -------------------------------- (NR)

Para 21 -------------------------------- (NC)

NATO CONFIDENTIAL

Fig. 4

r. This procedure has shown to be extremely helpful in the documentation process.

Unfortunately, corresponding regulations have not been included in national
regulations (at least not in the Federal Republic of Germany).

Access to classified information is confined to people whose duties make
such access essential. The classical 'need-to-know-principle', established in
NATO regulations and utilized in all NATO nations, governs access to classified
information. Rank, appointment, and security clearance will not merit access
without a need-to-know.

i k

. ..... . -. .. . . .. .
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Why include classified documents in your information system, if there are
quite a few inconveniences involved in handling them, and their Proper handling
requires extreme caution, specially trained staff, and the observance of numer-

ous regulations? There is good reason to undergo all this trouble, because

- classified documents most likely contain valuable information,

- the initial distribution of classified documents is normally
limited to a few recipients only,

- knowledge of the existence of :lassifiwd documents is not
available to people who might have a need-to-know in the future.

These three reasons are well supported by the results of the study on the
"Use and Value of the Defense Technical Information Center Products and Serv-
ices" in 1983 (3). Under the necessary security considerations, a defence
information system definitely should include classified documents sn its
holdings and make this information available, whenever it is appropriate.

Classified or Unclassified Data Base

The answer to the question as to how to proceed when incorporating classi-
fied documents in the holdings of a defence information system, depends totally
upon the decision whether you want to operate a classified data base or whether
you prefer to stick to an unclassified one. If full text storage of your docu-
ments is intended, this decision has obviously been taken already. But if you
prefer to operate the usual referral type database, whereby you store a refer-
ence (a substitute) for each document, this decision must be taken.

In case of a classified data base, management should provide triple
security arrangements: conventional arrangements, conceptual precautions, and
data-processing provisions. Conventional arrangements include infrastructural
concepts for the data processing areas, entry control to them, and other aspects
of physical security. Conceptual precautions have to be part of the overall
system layout. The necessary provisions for electronic data processing range
from reliable procedures for user identification, a positive authorization for
the access of the data base (or part of it), granting authority to carry out
searches, the authority to see all or only part of the references, and initiate
a print-out of the result. Depending upon whether searches are carried out only
by personnel within the physical area of the centre or from outside there may be
the need for safe transmission lines and cryptographic equipment. All these ele-
ments must be well coordinated and must complement each other (4). The decision
for the operation of a classified data base is not so much a question of techni-
cal realization. Costs for operating it must be evaluated and taken into account
for the long-term planning.

Of course there are - as in most cases - some suitable 'as-well-as'
solutions: You may think of a data base containing classified and unclassified
references. Access to the classified references may be restricted to terminals
within the centre, whilst all unclassified information may be accessed through
remote terminals form outside. In this case searches for classified references
are carried out by personnel of the centre. Identified in'ormation may be
screened properly and checked against the need-to-know of the user prior to
dispatch. Or a well defined user community might access such a data base via
dedicated lines and have access to all references, unclassified and classified,
whilst other users - through their dial-up capabilities - get only access to the
unclassified references (5).

If the decision for an unclassified data base is taken, the problem of
incorporating classified documents in the doldings of the cen' e concentrates on
the question how to produce an unclassified substitute for a classified document
in order to keep the data base unclassified.

Unclassified References To Classified bocuments

There are certainly several ways to solve this task. The following
procedure is one possible method, the method we use in the Federal Armed Forces
Defence Documentetion System. You will realize that in our system documents
classified 'TOP SECRET' are totally excluded from documentation. I understand
that this applies to the documentation systems of other nations as well.

The substitute for any document - whether unclassified or classified - must
feature enough details to allow a successful search for the document. And it
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must express enough information for the user decision to order the document, if
the user needs it. So the reference will include at least the originator of the
document, the document title, pertinent bibliographic details (date of origina-
tion, length of the document, language, country of origin), and an abstract. The
reference as a whole must be unclassified.

Most suitable to do the job is - of course - the author himself, or the
originating agency. If they provide an unclassified substitute together with the
classified document there are certainly no problems in the further processing.
If this procedure, whereby unclassified substitutes are to be delivered by the
author / originator, cannot be enforced (as is unfortunately the case in the
Federal Republic) things become much more difficult.

If the classified document bears individual security markings for - let's
say - the title and a summary, and both Of them happen to be unclassified, there
is normally no problem for an indexer to produce the required unclassified
reference. If, however, these clues are not forwarded by the author/originator,
the indexer has to be most careful not to include details in his reference which
might contain classified information. It takes sound knowledge, though, to
decide, for example, whether specifying the frequency band of a radar set in the
title, makes this title classified or not, If there is doubt about it, there is
no way but to check with the author. If the title contains classified informa-
tion, it must be altered accordingly (we call it a 'fake title').

Document Reference

NATO SECRET UNCLASSIFIED

NATO SECRET UNCLASSIFIED

Fig. 5

The same applies to the abstract produced from a summary provided by the
author. The indexer will principally give as much information as possible
without disclosing any classified information. Therefore, the unclassified
abstract relating to a classified document will in most cases be of a more
general nature, will use an indicative style, omit giving facts and results.
Indexing normally causes no extra difficulties.

Whether to state the security marking of the document in the reference in
clear-cut terms or in code must be considered as well. It is essential, however,
that an appropriate marking is included. This facilitates the exclusion of
references to classified documents in file searches, if so desired.

This procedure, described in some detail, is well within security regula-
tions. NATO regulations state quite clearly that 'references to classified
documents will not be classified unless the reference itself contains or reveals
classified information'. If national regulations approve of this principle,
there Is no reason not to follow on these lines.

Use of Unclassified References

In principle, there is no restriction to using unclassified references to
classified documents in unclassified bibliographies or abstracting journals.
However, it is well worth considering either a controlled distribution of these
listings, limited to a well-defined user group, or to give thm an appropriate
security grading. The question whether to disclose the security classification
of classified documents to the user or not is of practical importance and should
be well considered. Not revealing it, may lead to document orders by users not
having the required need-to-know. These requests evoke administrative efforts,
and cause indignation with the user after refusal. Disclosing it, on the other
hand, might be considered an unnecessary security risk.
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In the Federal Armed Forces Defence Documentation System at present only
(unclassified) references to classlfied STC documents (documents, orig!nated by
the SHAPE Technical Centre) are included in our abstracting journals. These
-references are identifiable b> insiders of the system as references to classi-
fied .c:,jments. The user normally does not recognize this fact. The unclassified
abstrczting journals are distributed to a well defined user group within our
armed forces, some copies also reaching defence contractors and other non-mill-
tary agencies.

In our retrieval system references relating to classified documents are
included in the printouts of online searches. Naturally, they may be excluded,
if so desired. Here, once more, the question of a security risk might come up,
especially if an online-community situated outside the centre is connected to
the system and carries out subject searches. The responsibility for including or
excluding references to classified documents must be clearly defined. Again, the
user is not made aware of the references in the result of a search that refer to
classified documents.

Another approach to the same problem is to include references to classified
documents in the printout of the result of the search only, but not to display
the substitutes on the display unit. Thus the result, including the references
to classified information, is made available to the (known) user with the appro-
priate need-to-know, whilst references to classified documents are concealed
from any intermediary without proper need-to-know.

Document Storaoe and Delivery

Due to their sensitivity, classified documents will be held in a special
collection. They will normally be stored in strong rooms under the control of
the security officer and his staff. NATO and national regulations describe in
great detail the specifications and rules which must be observed in the day-to-
day administration of these documents. Questions dealing with the registration
of classified documents, document control, inspections, and supervision are not
part of this paper. The two interesting questions here are

- How is the need-to-know ascertained?

- How are classified documents delivered to the user?

Users ordering classified documents are either military organisations
(Headquarters, branches of the Ministery of Doefence, for example) or civilian
institutions, in most cases defence contractors. For all users the need-to-know
must be ascertained. The safest way to do this is to refer each request to the
originator of the document and ask for his approval. This, of course, causes

considerable adiministrative efforts within the centre. Furthermore, a noticeable
delay in the delivery of the requested document will be experienced. Not to
mention the problems which are encountered when asking for the release of older
documents (the originating agency will hardly remember what the contents of the
document really is) or when trying to get a release for a document the origina-
tor of which cannot be traced due to staff reorganization.

To avoid these inconveniences to a certain extent, in the case of the
Federal Armed Forces Information System authority was granted to the Head of
DOKZENTbJ (Dokumentationszentrum der Gundeswehr) to release classified documents
to military users, i.e. to establish the need-to-know in these cases. This high
responsibility is well acknowledged however, the signature of the commanding
officer of the requesting agency and the rigid transmission procedures through
special registries guarantee the necessary security.

For all other users, namely for the defence contractors, the need-to-know
must be ascertained by the originating agency of the respective document. If the
document was produced under contract by a civilian institution, say an industri-
al corporation or a university, as is very often the case with technical report
literature, responsibility lies with the MOD (Ministery of Defence) staff branch
previously responsible for the conduct of the contract.

Whether a classified document is given to the user for a certain period of
time or whether a copy is produced and sent to him for retention is mainly a
question of practical consideration. From the security point of view, each extra
copy of a classified document constitutes an additional security risk. On the
other hand, if the only copy of a document held by the centre has been lent, and
the document is needed urgently by another user, a fast call back for the docu-
ment might cause quite some trouble.
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Producing copies of a classified document is permissible. Pertinent condi-
tions and procedures are laid down in NATO and national security regulations.
The same applies to the transmission of classified documents. Classified docu-
merits must be transferred through registry channels using courier services
wherever possible. Records are kept in accordance with regulations. So utmost
control is exercised.

NATO UNCLASSIFIED Documents

Before leaving the problems related with the handling of classified docu-
ments in an information system, a few words about NATO UNCLASSIFIED documents.
Documents marked "NATO UNCLASSIFIED" do not require security protection. They
are not 'classified'. Nevertheless, they are to be released to non-NATO nations,
organizations, and individuals only, when such a release would not be against
the interests of the Alliance. The word 'NATO' is a marking which signifies that

the document is the property of NATO.

NATO UNCLASSIFIED

This document is property
of NATO

UINCL.ASSIFIEDi

No security protection
required.
Check carefully before

release.

NATO UNCLASSIFIEO

Fig. 6

So, a document bearing the marking 'NATO UNCLASSIFIED' is not to be given to
everybody without proper consideration. The above mentioned principle applies.

Documents in Confidence

Apart from classified documents, a defence information centre receives many
documents from various sources which also need special handling and protection,
The main source for these documents are the defence contractors. Contractors
carry out research studies on behalf of the Ministery of Defence. The results of
these studies, for example technical reports, contain technical know-how and
scientific findings. If such a report does not have any security implication, it
does not carry a security classification, of course. Nevertheless, the informa-
tion might be of high interest to a competitor because of its commercial value.
Such knowledge might save years of research efforts and therefore much money.
Proper handling of this type of documents requires practicable procedures, and a
well trained staff.

Special care must be exercised if documents containing 'proprietary techni-

cal information' have been received from another nation. The NATO agreement on
the communication of technical information for defence purposes (6) statesi

"When for defence purposes, technical information is communicated
by a government or organization of origin, to one or more recipients
as proprietary technical information, each recipient shall (...) be
responsible for safeguarding this information which has been dis-

closed in confidence. The recipient shall treat this technical infor-
mation in accordance with any conditions imposed and take appropriate
steps compatible with these conditions to prevent this information

from being communicated to anyone, published or used without authori-
sation or treated in any other manner likely to cause damage to the
owner."

And the implementing procedures (7) specifyi

"All comunications of technical information under the Agreement
are made for information purposes only unless express consent is
given to the contrary. The term 'for information purposes' in these

SL procedures means for purposes of assisting in the evaluation of
the technical information for defence Interests only and without
prejudice to any rights of the owner. This term does not include
the use, duplication or disclosure, in whole or in part, for pur-
poses of manufacture.'

h __
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To protect such information from disclosure to unauthorized persons or or-
yanizations, a distribution statement is placed on each document. This statement
advises the centre on the conditions under which the document might be released
to the users. Distribution statements may be applied to classified documents as
well. In such a case, both restrictions for the release of the document must be
observed.

Unclassified or Unlimited?

Security classification and distribution statement serve the same purposes
to protect the contents of a document from disclosure to unauthorized users. A
classified document automatically enforces a limited distribution, limited name-
ly to persons with the necessary need-to-know. But an 'unclassified' document is
not automatically suitable for an 'unlimited' distribution. To illustrate the
relation between these two terms, let me quote a few lines from the DRIC Leaflet
No 14 (DRIC = Defence Research Information Centre), which will clarify these
terms (8):

'In Defence circles, if a document is not marked kESTRICTED
or above, then it is UNCLASSIFIED; there is no lower security
classification. Although UNLIMITED is often indicated as a
security marking, it is strictly a distribution statement,
and indicates that an UNCLASSIFIED document has been approved

for release to the public. To warrant UNLIMITED distribution
the document must conform to certain criteria. For example it
must contain no matter which is objectionable on grounds such
as policy, commercial security or adverse comment on commercial
products. It must be clearly marked as being openly available,
or bear a purchase price and have no restrictive markings.

To sum up, an UNLIMITED report must be positively identified
(and marked) as such or bear a clear indication that it is
suitable for public release; all other UNCLASSIFIED reports
must be treated as documents with limitations on their distri-
bution.'

Security classification and distribution statement are two distinct mat-
ters. They exist side by side and complement each other, although the term

'UNLIMITED' is often used on its own, as it necessarily implies UNCLASSIFIED.

Handlino of Documents with Distribution Limitations

In contrast to the explicit and detailed security regulations for the han-
dling of classified documents, the procedures for the management of documents
with distribution I mitations are less standardized. They differ from country to
country, and the text of the limiting remarks sometimes needs interpretation or
even calls for it.

The high responsibility which is entrusted to the information system re-
quires adequate handling of these documents to ensure proper protection. In case
of a violation of the entrusted privacy, the financial damage might well be
burdened upon the responsibility of the centre. Moreover, the lasting distrust
caused by such an incident might lead to the refusal to provide such valuable
documents to the centre in the future.

To ensure proper management of documents which contain commercial sensitive
information, it is up to the policy makers to promulgate unmistakable proce-

dures. It is the responsibility of the centre to comply with them, to protect
vital information from disclosure to unauthorized persons and/or organizations,

but to guarantee full and comprehensive information to all authorized users.

Two examples will illustrate the variety of documents with distribution
statements and their proper handling by an information centre. Both are fake
examples, however they show the day-to-day praxis in DOKZENTBw:

- A document bearing the security marking 'VS - Nur f0r den

Dienstgebrauch' (the German equivalent to NATO Restricted)
carries th, additional distribution statement 'Freigegeben
fOr Bundeswehr und Bundesbeh6rden. Freigabe fOr andere durch

.' (document may be given to all Bundeswehr units and
official agencies of the Federal Republic. For other recipi-
ents, permission must be obtained by ......
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In this case, certain users as specified above may get the
document on decision by the centre, while for other users
permission must be obtainded by the authority given in the
statement.

- A report bearing no security classification and thus being
'unclassified' (in Germany, we do not apply the marking
'unclassified to such documents) carries the distribution
statement 'Freigabe nur durch Bflg .... ' (to be released
only by MOD .... ).

In this case, authority must be obtained prior to release
of the document in any case, irrespective of the user
requesting the document.

For practical reasons, it is very useful to have an appropriate entry in
the references, indicating whether a document may be released to all users or
whether a distribution statement limits its distribution. Thus, documents with
limited distribution may be excluded from line searches, if so desired. Another
question is whether to include documents with rigid distribution limitations in
bibliographies. Disclosure of the reference to a document bearing a distribution
statement - even to persons who would not receive the document upon request -
generally causes no damage. Nevertheless, it must be kept in mind that these
documents have been entrusted to the centre in confidence.

One problem is the standardization and definition of limiting remarks. If
documents are received from foreign countries all restrictive remarks must be
transferred and converted to the appropriate national ones. Extreme caution must
be exercised not to misinterpret them or change their meaning. International
cooperation, on a case by case basis or under a bilateral agreement, will only
continue and progress if the delivering country can be sure that all conditions
under which documents have been given or exchanged are strictly observed by the
receiving country.

It is most important that distribution limitations are clearly stated on
the documents and that the user knows and understands under which conditions and
for what specific purpose documents have been made available to him. He must
acknowledge that it is his responsibility to use the information for this spe-
cific purpose, and it is his responsibility, too, that the information is not
misused by himself or by others.

Storage and delivery of documents with distribution limitations cause no
special problems. However, it is essential that accurate records are kept on
each document. The administrative effort in handling these documents is consid-
erable and requires knowledgeable and well-trained staff.

Houseketoing

The level of protection which is required for classified documents usually
falls as time goes by. Limited reports often need no special protection after
some years and are then made available to the public, and documents may become
obsolete or outdated. So, classified documents may have to be downgraded to a
lower security classification, or even declassified, as the case may be. Distri-
bution limitations may have to be altered or eliminated. Obsolete documen

t
s may

have to be destroyed. It is in the interest of the information centre and of its
users that the holdings of the centre represent the actual status of the securi-
ty level of the documents, that outdated distribution limitations are cancelled,
and that obsolete documents are eliminated. Therefore, in spite of staff short-
ages, these tasks must be undertaken regularly.

To effect this it is essential to get reliable notice from the originators
of the documents if any such action is required. Agencies issuipg numerous docu-
ments will probably check their issues once per year and notify all recipients
on the actions required. Others may prefer to inform the centre in each individ-
ual case. If an automatic downgrading procedure has been incorporated for cer-
tain documents by the originator, stating that the document shall be downgraded
after a certain period of time, it is up to the centre to keep track of this
date. Another method would be to check the holdings of classified documents of
the centre regularly and request permission for downgrading from the origina-
tors. It will depend upon the number of documents to be checked and upon the
personnel available for such an action. If copies of documents which are up for
downgrading or declassification have been distributed to users for retention it
is the responsibility of the centre to inform these users accordingly.
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In downgrading documents, the old security classification will be lined
through and the new classification will be shown on the document. A similar
procedure applies if classified documents become declassified. NATO and national
security regulations cover all necessary details. If documents which originally
bear distribution limitations, become available for unlimited distribution this
must be clearly stated on the respective documents. Of course, all references in
the data bases must be altered accordingly, too.

If classified documents are to be destroyed because they are outdated or
obsolete that must be done in accordance with security regulations. The destruc-
tion of obsolete documents in confidence requires also some precautions. Super-
fluous to note that references to such documents must be eliminated, too.

Conclusion

Classified documents and documents in confidence contain valuable infor-
mation. The originator has entrusted these documents to the information centre
relying on the proper handling they require due to security aspects or commer-
cial sensitivity. Both types of documents need careful treatment. It is essen-
tial to have adequate procedures, definite instructions, and well-trained staff
for their management.
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Conceptual, manpower, material and financial components are described and discussed
as the "resources" of an I&D service. The idealistic background provides the basis for the
definition of the purpose and of the aims/objectives of an I&D service. The strategies app-
lied for their realization result from these aims/objectives and from the instruments avai-
lable and make up the conception, which is reflected in the organizational structure and
flow-oriented planning. These provide for the methodic allocation of manpower, material and
financial means. The significance of these components is emphazised both when looked at in-
dividually and with respect to their interdependence. Apart from the financial aspect (basic
investments and operation) another important component, that is the special role of infra-
structure and the acceptance of an I&D service'as constituting a pre-requisite for its ope-
ration will also be examined. The interdisciplinary character of an I&D system is reflected
in the composition of manpower, the technology applied, the fields of knowledge dealt with
andappliedand the information need of the user.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Raw materials are indispensible for the survival of a society, but they are expensive.
Knowledge, and the information about this knowledge, is a raw material the qualitative
and particularly quantitative offer of which has become vast and confusing and is still
constantly increasing. Ccntrary to that there is the requirement for specific information.
That is exactly where the I&D service comes in by transferring selective,qualitatively op-
timized and quantitatively reduced specific knowlede in an information process. From this
task and from the constraint to economize on funds result the significance and the justi-
fication of an I& D service, which effectively handles knowledge as an indispensible raw
material.

Sponsor, operator and user accept the I&D service because they are aware of the above-
mentioned facts and their consequences, thus drawing appropriate conclusions and taking
the respective actions convincingly:the sponsor creates the pre-requisites for a service
in terms of manpower, material and, in particular, funds; the operator provides the exper-
tise coupled with a high engagement at all levels and in all specialised fields of the or-
ganization; the user realizes and makes use of the advantages of a service and provides the
required feedback. Thus the success of an I& D service is dependent on pre-requisites in
terms of ideals, conceptions, manpower, material and, last but not least, financial means.

2. CONCEPTION

With respect to what has been said it is the primary task of an I&D service to satisfy
the demand for information of the parent organization. To be able to meet this demand effi-
ciently the I&D service must be established, extended and operated on the basis of the aims
and objectives of the parent organization, from which the I&D. service's own institutional
principles (institutional philosophy) must be derived and conceptualized. These principles
are based on the knowledge that there is a requirement for
- making the future medium- and long-term institutional aims and objectives
- evaluating ways and means to achieve these aims by developing and selecting strategies,

and
- making the required resources available such as manpower, material and funds.

The resulting concept must take account of the fact that
- information is a type of resource. Like the former the latter must be planned and con-

trolled. Its quality decides on the success of the I&D service and has an overriding
influence on the efficiency of the parent organization;

- it is imperative for a successful operation of the service that appropriate instruments
are applied to adapt the information on offer to the requirements of the present or fu-
ture user or to the field of application and to develop it accordingly.

- the information on offer must be planned in cooperation with the customer on a long-
term basis so as to recognize and to satisfy prospective requirements;

- all sectors of the parent organization can be supplied with information for planning
and decision-making. Existing or potential fields of application will be suitably struc-
tured;

- the "status quo", that is the currently existing system and its application , consti-
tutes the starting point of an I&D system;

- analysis models, projection models and projection techniques of moderni:.stitutinnal
planning are didispensible instruments and are complementary to the conventional means
of project planning and control;

- the widened mental horizon of the managerial staff is a pre-requisite for such a servi-
ce. They must see themselves as strategic management specialists of long-term, user-
oriented information transfer.

The concept is reflected in the institutional principles (institutional philosophy) and
will be defined by the institutional aim/objective, which will be operationalized by the
instiutional intention and realized by the resources to be allocated.

2.1 Institutional Principles

The requirements of the parent organization form the basis and tne setting for the ope-
ration of the I&D service. With respect to present, future and potential fields of appli-
cation they generally reflect expectations without being specific. The intention to meet
these expectations from the technical point of view is expressed in the institutional
philosophy. By using the specific knowledge within the given technical scope, this philo-
sophy reflects the strategies applied to achieve aims and objectives. The central factors
of the institutional principles, that is
- location (social-wide scenario)
- mission ( provision of information)
- implementation C methods and procedures)
- management principles ( management and organization)
form the basis of the "in-house" and the "external" image of the I&D service.

They are reflected in the
- definition of the institutional aim(s)/objective(s)
- planning of the strategie to achieve long-term aims/objectives
- analysis of possibilities, opportunities and risks
- development of aims/objectives which can be achieved in a short period of time
- setting-up of an organizational structure
- establishment of flow-oriented planning
- effective use of the budget available
- operational planning to achieve short-term aims/objectives
- structure of the communcations, information and reporting systems
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determination of measuring and control systems.

2.2 Institutional Aim/Objective

Whilst our considerations have so far been limited to the relatively abstract concept
of the "idea as the source" a first specification is given by the definition of the orga-
nizational aim/objective. There is a requirement for a rapid and comprehensive provision
and supply of the parent organization with the information required for the planning and
decision-making process. An example is given in Appendix 1, which shows the mission of the
Federal Armed Forces Documentation Centre (DOKZENTBw) in accordance with the TC&E. The sa-
tisfaction of this requirement is determined by the information on offer, the information
required, the planned and potential users, and the acceptance of an I&D service by the
sponsor, operator and user. The factors described in para 2,4 form the setting for the de-
velopment of this process. In order to mark out this setting the above-mentioned determi-
nants must be defined.

The information on offer is so vast and confusing that only the analysis of the infor-
mation required permits the steucturing and the qualitative and quantitative selection of
the offered information.Thus the requirement analysis is of decisive significance. The in-
formation need must be ascertained in all those sectors of the parent organization which
are involved in the planning and decision-making process and which are to be supplied by
the I&D service. It must be taken into account that the informational need emanates from
unstructured rather than from formalized decision situations. The criteria for analysis
are the subject matter (field of knowledge, speciality), type of information, content of
information, completeness, accuracy and topicality, with "information need" and "user"
being complementary terms.

As long as no special or expert systems are involved the user will always be an inco-
herent mass of customers with requirements which differ in terms of subject mattter, qua-
lity and quantity. With respect to the service function towards the parent organization
and its aims/objectives it will therefore be helpful to define the user target group. The
hierarchic levels of the parent organization, classified according to specific functions,
may serve as criteria. When defining the user, consideration must be given not only to the
present fields of application but also to those which are planned for the future and those
which are potential. The target group determination by DOKZENTBw (see Appendix 2) is one
way of defining the user. It goes without saying that a definition is impossible without
the user's cooperation.

When defining the user we encounter the problem of acceptance of the I&D service at two
levels. The problem is
- how the managerial staff of the parent organization view the l&D service
- that the user is biased towards innovations, in particular towards new technologies.

In this connection a number of factors become important which have a hampering effect.
They can be summarized as follows:
- the managerial staff do not know their long-term information need or they fail to rea-

lize it because they lack strategic thinking;
- operative development aspects oriented to rationalization are considered more import-

ant than the support for planning and decision-making;
- project development is determined by priorities of powerful users which prevents the

harmonious and synergetic use of an I&D service;
- direct resources (personnel, material, infrastruture) to limited funds relationship;
- handed down working methods;
- no or lack of readiness to learn how to handle new technologies;
- suspicion of the efficiency of new technologies.

From this aspect it seems to be very doubtful whether the acceptance of an I&D service
can be imposed. It is rather that an important domain of activity opens up to the empi-
ric social research. The qualitative and quantitative acceptance analysis offers the
basis for the development and application of methods and procedures (the easiest way
being by public relations work) to remove all impediments and to nurture the willing-
ness to accppt an I & D service. The results of the information need analysis, the user
definition and the acceptance analysis are reflected in the definition of the aims/ob-
jectives of the I&D service, that is to say the I&D service will have to find out

- what is to what extend (subject-oriented information) the subject of information trans-
fer

- for whom(user)
- how (process-oriented information) and
- by what means.

(see Appendix 1).

2.3 The Intention

The further concretization of the organizational aims and objectives so defined is ex-
pressed in how this objective is to be achieved. Starting from the present system of app-
lication the strategic planning of the I&D service represents the basis for its efficien-
cy in the presence and in the future. In this connection attention is drawn to Chapter 5.
But here three aspects are to be particularly emphasized.

2.3.1 The decision whether the aim and objective aspired to can be achieved in the
most efficient way by means of

t
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- meditation, that is to say by evaluation and transmission of information from external
data banks (provided by a HOST)

- setting up and operating own data banks including the generation of an own data base
- or by combining both procedures.
Making this decision should not be too difficult. Due to the resource character of infor-
mation the access to external data banks is indispensable; also the special interest pro-
file resulting from national interests can only be met from spedfic data banks which must
be generated by the I&D service.

2.3.2 Considering this condition the determination of the object - type of documenta-
tion, domain and coverage of the literature to be evaluated, becomes as important as the
determination of the procedure of documentation. Depending on the definition of the aims
and objectives the decision must be taken if
- reference documentation
- fact documentation
- project documentation
- etc.
best meets the needs and which options must and shall be kept open.

Considering the interest profile and the character of the relevant literature, refe-
rence documentation systems prove to be the most efficient; that is why they will be dis-
cussed explicitly now. They do raise the question of the supply of the documents, the un-
satisfactory solution of which leads to frictions with the user. Thus also the principle
shall apply that retrieved literature is provided in the full wording.

2.3.3 The design of the information process (information transfer) can be defined as
the translation of the intention to supply information to the user differentiated between
user group or individual user. Corresponding to the difference of importance of the infor-
mation to the user and of the user himself, the necessary procedures must be identified
and allocated. They are:
- Active information (periodically issued, editions of information books)
- SDI (Selective Dissemination of Information)
- Retrospective literature search
- Profile service
- Ad hoc information service
Interest profile and satisfaction of needs must find their equivalents under the aspects
of relevance, topic and consequences.

2.4 Resources

The resources, available, or to be produced, if necessary, which are useable and fin-
ancially acceptable, form the basis for the realization of the intention or for the
achievement of the aims and objectives, respectively. Their gradualdistinctness is a
function:
- of the quantitative and qualitative satisfaction of the manpower requirement. The pro-

duction factor "man" is the most important source of the I&D service concerning com-
mand function, specialized activity, support and ancillary functions;

- of the employment and utilization of modern, flexible and developable technologies,
with regard to information as an object, information as a process (including planning,
realization, supervision and control) and information carriers;

- of an infrastructure resulting from the above mentioned factors;
and, finally, of a budget with the help of which the necessary sources can be made
accessible suitably (or be created if necessary), be maintained, developed and exhaus-
ted.
The statements made so far were intended to make evident that the establishment and

operation of an I&D service draws from the manpower, material and financial sources; the
conceptional source in its overall social, future related significance represents the in-
tellectual superstructure - and thus the prerequisits as such.

3. ORGANIZATION

The properly structured relation between the above described resources as conceptional,
personnel and material components of an I&D service is reflected in the service's organi-
zation. If organization means

"the long-term methodic allocation of men and material to create the most
favourable conditions for their best possible combination so as to achieve,
on a long-term basis, given aims and objecitves" 1)

then the resulting system of regulations and procedures can also be called an organization.
The above mentioned components (sources) constitute its elements; as a dependent variable
it becomes a resource itself. Chapter 3 deals with the organization of an I&D service in
detail; I will therefore confine my presentation to the basic resource character of the
organization and emphasizing its characteristics. The elements of the organization
- i.e. men and material, must not be seen separately but as forming an entity;
- must be linked by a system of regulations so that a structure will emerge;

1) Hub,Hanns: Betriebsorganisation. Betriebswirtschaftl. Verlag Gabler, Wiesbaden =D=1983,P.3
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- will be allocated to atfect the relation between man and man, man and material and ma-
terial and material;

- will be methodically allocated to one another (i.e. structured) as the result of in-
.tended and rational thinking processes.
The organization itself does not set any aims or objectives but creates the (most fa-

vourable purpose- and instrument-oriented) conditions for the operational activities to
achieve an aim or objective in the best way. These regulations are of long-term orienta-
tion, they are comprehensive and detailed. At the same time, however, they must be flexi-
ble enough to guarantee individual scope of action and innovation potential and to foster
the adaptation of the system to surround changes and to advanced developments.

3.1 Organizational Structure

Mission analysis, mission breakdown and mission synthesis are major factors which de-
termine the type of organization. The activities to be performed by an I&D service are
specified by the definition of the aims and objectives and comprise:
- procurement of literature
- evaluation of literature
- formal description
- document analysis
- data storage
- retrieval
- dissemination of information, and finally
- operation and development of the system.

The breakdown of these activities into functions and sub-functions is determined by the
following factors:
- type and characteristics of activities to be performed
- priority and phase (that is planning, decision, control, implementation, supervision,

performance of activities)
- purpose to be served by activities (functional or administrative type).
The resulting centres will be structured and grouped into hierarchic organizational units.
They will reflect aspects of centralization/decentralization as well as basic correlations
with respect to the
- distribution of activities
- hierarchical order with respect to staff agencies, and
- relations within the organization in view of information exchange.
The organization plan (an organizational chart) shows the structural system, superimposed
by a communications system, of the individual organizational units and their relationship.
With respect to mangement principles it comprises
- management aspects (management structure, manamgement system, management organization)
- functional aspects (see above) and job descriptions, and
- type of organization (e.g. staff line organization, divisionalized organization, matrix

organization).

3.2 Flow-Oriented Planning

While the organizational structure is a formal classification and structural system
which deals with the hierarchical order and the allocation of types of activities, flow-
oriented planning provides the basis for the structuring of work flows, that is to say,
the spatial and timely sequence of related operations. Within the I&D service flow-orien-
ted planning governs the
- implementation and sequence of implementation of activities which a person in I&D ser-

vice (in accordance with the job description and the staffing plan) assumes to treat
information with the aim of mission performance;

- process of subject-oriented treatment and processing;
- flow of information within the organization with respect to functional and administra-

tive activities, and
- flow-oriented relations (classification/grouping)
Flow-oriented planning is thus an essential "resource" of the I&D service because it deter-
mines the most adequate work flow and ensures that this work flow is always followed in
the same manner. Simultaneously, flow-oriented planning can have a decisive influence on
the work flow's effiency when aiming at optimizing the use of ex;sting capacities and mi-
nimizing the time which the flow of the subject-oriented information requires.

4. PERSONNEL

An indispensible pre-requisite for the establishment, operation and further development
of an I&D service is the availability of a sufficient number of qualified, motivated per-
sonnel that are apt for cooperation. Individual qualifications and performances must, how-
ever, not serve individual aims but the collective aim of optimally supplying the user
with information. All personnel, from the executives down to the youngest assistants,must
work together as a team to achieve this aim by optimally performing the functional and ad-
ministrative activities. This is only Possible by intrinsic motivation which must, however,
be constantly encouraged. Motivating factors are, for example, extent to which the execu-
tive personnel identify themselves with the institutional aim/objective, technical quali-
fications and managerial talent and management style and behaviour on the basis of fixed
and practised managerial principles. However, the material aspect, that is, performance-
oriented pay, regulation of working hours and organization of the workplace also plays an
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important part. Finally, it must not be ignored that, although working together in a team
to fullfill a common mission, the scope of action of the individual must be such that he
has the chance to realize his own ideas and to find satisfaction in his job.

To sum up it can be said that, on the basis of good qualifications,
- intrinsic motivation

is encouraged by
- immaterial incentives extrinsic motivation
- material incentives

on the one hand
and by

- management style and bihaviour
- personnel mangement and personnel development

on the other hand.
Given a good working climate the personnel, when successful, will find satisfaction in
their jobs, and success is a very good motivation.

4.1 Personnel Requirements and Satisfaction of Requirements

The staffing plan and the job description specify the quantitative and qualitative
personnel requirements. Each job is marked by a specific requirement profile which re-
flects the type and scope of abilities and skills required by the functional, managerial
and administrative activities and their hierarchical order within the I&D service and its
operation, and thus give a qualitative and quantitative definition of the personnel re-
quirements. These must be met by appointing a person to a post who has the required abi-
lities and skills, and by filling all posts, using the methods of personnel selection
(which must be examined for its validity, if necessary). The methods to be employed are
of a personal type, such as interviews, assessment centre, efficiency reports etc. The
personnel selection is a basic requirement for
- preparing
- ensuring, and
- maintaining
the personnel operability of the I&D service.

The personnel planning and personnel management staff thus have the task to identify
the "personnel" resource, that is to find out where the personnel can be recruited from,
and exploit it. The personnel reqdirements can be div"'ed into five areas.

1. Executive and management personnel
2. Scientific personnel
3. Technical experts and documentation specialists
4. Employees with administrative and supporting functions
5. Ancillary personnel

These areas cover the I&D specific and I&D related activities within the I&D service
which are:

I. Leadership, management and adminsitration functions
2. Library service incl. procurement, cataloguing and formal description of documents
3. Special documentation service incl. selection, analysis, classification, indexing

and abstracting of documents
4. Language service
5. Arrangement and storage of the

a) document surrogates using ADP (hardware and sof' are)
b) parent documents using appropriate technologies

6. Retrieval of relevant parent documents with the help of document surrogates and by
using the technologies mentioned in paras 5 a and b.

7. Dissemination of information (reprographic services)
8. Further development of the system, i.e. preparation and up-dating of working methods

(regulations, instructions, thesaurus) and training methods for training and advan-
ced training in all fields of activity.

4.1.1 Executive and Management Personnel

In accordance with the organizational structure of an I&D service leadership and mana-
gement will have to be exercised on two levels as

management of the overall system and as
management of the individual organizational units

To insure efficient management of the overall system the executive manager/head of the
I&D service will have to define and provide for the enforcement of the strategies requir-
ed to reach the objective of the I&D service. Essential preconditions to attaining this
are comprehensive specialized knowledge, managerial aptitudes and a strong personality
with a solid character. To go into more detail and further define these criteria would
go beyond the scope of this discussion. It must, however, be pointed out that leadership
and management are complementary terms and that the emphasis should be put on leadership,
because - as the saying goes:"Managers do things right, leaders do the right thing."
If both components are complementary to each other, optimum efficiency will ensue. The sa-
me applies to leadership on the level of the individual organizational units. The only dif-
ference is that here the emphasis is on special technical qualification, and not on the
broad qualification spectrum demanded from management personnel responsible for the over-
all system. At this point the question arises if personnel with the qualification required
is available and if such personnel can be recruited and from where.
Considering the requirements to be met with regard to such personnel (compare pars 4) a
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choice between the following alternatives is possible:

1. To start off with the management personnel of the existing institution using it as
a basis for setting up the I&D service in question. As a rule, however, some library ser-
vice - more rarely some kind of archives or record offices - will become the nucleus for
an I&D service and the question arises if its personnel is sufficiently qualified for the
new job, both with regard to I&D relevant special knowledge, and to the necessary under-
standing of the specific nature of I&D and of the need of integrating the library activi-
ties into and/or subordinating them to the new I&D service. Last but not least managerial
aptitude is vital, too. The success of subject - oriented instruction and advanced train-
ing to meet these requirements will depend upon the personnel selected for the job. A
high measure of willingness to acquire the necessary knowledge will be indispensable.

2. To start off with personnel working in major headquarters having the necessary lea-
dership and management qualities. It might, however, be difficult to find such military
personnel, which must have a certain understanding of and preparedness to engage in anac-
tivity not fully accepted as a typically military task. But willingrnss to keep on lear-
ning and to continuously update their knowledge is of great importance here, too.

3. To start off with military personnel, which must, however, be subjected to a com-
prehensive long-term training with a view to doing this specific job. If their expecta-
tions with regard to professional satisfaction and careerproepects can be met, there
should be no problems of getting them accepted such work.

4. To start off with personnel working in other I&D services of the civil sector c:.
witn Civil Service employees qualified for such I&D work. In this connection care must be
taken to insure that such personnel will see the necessity of defense-relevant I&D work
and will accept to work in a military environment. And here, too, openmindedness and a
will to keep on learning will be a must.

4.1.2 Scientific Personnel

The level of proficiency this personnel should have is a function of the tasks to be
fulfilled. Under these optics two areas of activities, namely documentation, that is ab-
stracting and subject analysing of relevant literature, and information retrieval will
be dealt with explicitely.

Within the scope of the I&D service, the subject specialist must be able to intellec-
tually cope with, evaluate, select and process the incoming pieces of literature; in this
conrection two aspects are of importance: Does a Piece of literature warrant inclusion in-
to the system and is it relevant to defense purposes?

The same requirements must be met in the second area: information retrieval. The sub-
ject specialist acting as a mediator between author and user must be an expert in his sub-
ject area, have a keen mind and the ability for analytical thinxing. The consequence is
that the work done by him, i.e. the abstracting and subject analysing, can only be done
efficiently and effectively if he holds a unversity degree in his special realm of science
or if he was given adequate technical training in one of the military specialities before.
That is to say the person responsible for abstracting and subject analysing literature in
the fields of medicine, of personnel management or of weapons technology must be a specia-
list in medicine, a personnel management specialist or a technical engineer with a degree
in his specific technology field respectively.

The purely armed forces peculiar subject fields, that is literature dealing with the
ground forces, the air forces and the Navy under the aspects of tactical, operational and
strategic planning, leadership training and combat missions, occupy a special position.
Here profound military training and experience will be of greater use than knowledge ac-
quired at the university. The resulting personnel requirement must be met by drawing on
the employees available in the military and civil sector of the existing organization. In
this connection I would refer to para 4.1.1 .

The question as to whether the subject specialist can benefit by the abstracting and
subject analysing work done by free-lancers or people working in commercial enterprises
depends on the qualification and availability of such contributors and of the financial
means at hand.

It must,however, be emphasized that the decision as to whether a piece of literature
is defense-relevant and will be accepted for inclusion into the information system is and
continues to be the n o b 1 e s t task of the subject specialist, a task which cannot be
delegated.

In this connection two other important organizational elements must be dealt with, these
are the translation service and the computer-assisted data processing or ADP section.

Depending on the user group concerned a certain proficiency of (at least) the NATO lan-
guages English and French to understand foreign- language texts is expected. It is highly
probable, however, that the language problem is a certain barrier to the readiness both
of the user and the subject specialist to accept foreing-language information material.
Particularly important documents or documents written in less widely spoken languages
musttharefore be translated to help a) the subject specialist in selecting and subject ana-
lyzing documents for inclusion into the information system and b) the user to read them.
An in-house translation service must be capable and in a position to inform the specialists
concerned rapidly and accuratly about the contents of a piece of literature and to enable
them to select defense-relevant documents. Later on this service must prepare a correct
full text translation of the document for delivery to the user. Of course it is not pos-
sible to have personnel for complete coverage of all languages needed. To fulfill these
requirements in terms of quality and quantity is a question of availability of funds and
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translator personnel. An alternative way might be to make use of external translation ser-
vices or of free-lance translators. However, security considerations with regard to the
documents in question, which may be classified RESTRICTED/CONFIDENTIAL or SECRET, might
play as important a part here as they did with regard to the use of on-pay contributors
dealt with under pa 'a 4.1.2 .

ADP is the "condition sine qua non" of an efficient I&D service. This is true for the
- selection of hardware and software systems which are in accordance with the aims/objec-

tives of the I&D service;
- implementation, operation and further development of hardware and software systems
- under specific, I&D specific and ergonomic aspects,
- with convertibility and flexibility guaranteeing
- the further development of the future-oriented I&D service, in its entity.

The group of persons to be tasked with the realization of this mission must have com-
prehensive specialized knowledge and must use it for the operation of the I&D service.
The ideal situation would be to have a computer scientist, who, having undergone informa-
tion specialist training, would lead the ADP section and use it as a means to realize his
mission.

To sum up it can be said that the scientific personnel is a heterogeneous, interdisci-
plinary group of persons qualified and competent in the scientific field (which is, with
certain restrictions, also true for translators). They are information specialists. With-
in their professional realm they assume the original activities of
- document analysis (incl. classification and indexing)
- arrangement and storage of the parent document and the document surrogate, and
- retrieval and dissemination of information
with the priority of their tasks changing, and create the required pre-requisites, such
as the preparation of thesaurus. They must see themselves as serving the purpose of their
mission by impartinginformation to which the subject- or instrument-oriented field of know-
ledge they deal with after undergoing the required primary training must be subordinated.
The priority of their various functions is reflected in a diversified requirement profile.
There will always be a requirement for characteristics such as specialized knowledge, ma-
nagerial talent, cooperation, analytical thinking, and creativity, though they may vary in
distinctiveness.

The repeated reference to the post-academic information specialist training emphasizes
its significance in technical terms and with respect to the above described way in which
the information specialist sees himself.

4.1.3 Technical Experts and Documentation Specialists

The above mentioned personnel is tasked with the intellectual and analytical creation
of the parent document, its clearly reversible relation to the document surrogate and its
retrieval. These personnel must be supported by persons who assume subactivities in the
field of information and documentation treatment and processing. In this connection the
optimal application of special technical knowledge and procedures to assume I&D subacti-
vities plays an important part.

These activities can be classified as follows:

1. Library service to include
a) procurement of documents
b) cataloguing of documents
c) formal description of documents

2. Data processing incl.
a) system servicing and adaptation
b) system maintenance and operation
c) data organization
d) on-line input of data
e) information processing

3. Reprographic services
Collection of documents by
a) transferring the parent document on to special data carriers

(handcopy, microfilm, microfiche, CD-ROM)
b) organizing the allocation of parent document and document surrogate
c) printing information journals as part of the Automatic Information Services

(periodical and special publications)
d) copying of documents requested by the user by taking data carriers

which he is able to use
From these three fields of activity result tie qualitative and quantitative requirements
for

1. librarians, library assistants and specialized library personnel
2. ADP organizers,ADP specialists, programmers, maintenance and operations personnel
3. reprographic experts and specialists, printers, maintenance and operations personnel.
The number or personnel is determined by the type and scope of services to be rendered

by the I&D service, the number of and the acceptance of such a service by the user as well
as by the technology applied, which in turn results in the qualitative requirements to be
fulfilled by the personnel.

The personnel managers must be very flexible when satisfying these personnel require-
ments. The various functions to be assumed within the information process, that is proces-
sing of sub-oriented information, require sophisticated specialized knowledge in different
professional realms and the exploitation of resources for the recruitment of military and
civilian sector presumably being focused on.
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4.1.4 Employees with Administrative and Supporting Functions

The same applies more or less to personnel required for supporting activities. These
are activities which do not require any special training but can be executed after a cer-
tain period of vocational adjustment coupled with a short training course, if necessary.
Pre-requisites are, however, appropriate school education and follow-on training or an
appropriate educational background in this field of knowledge.

To be more precise, the personnel required must work in the
1. library service (procurement and cataloguing of literature, document collection)
2. on-line input of data
3. reprographic services
4. administration and management

and must assume formally prespecified tasks as being directed.

The above described activities comprise:
Re 1. writing letters,'filling in forms, ma_;.taining file indexes,
Re 2. feeding the terminal with data by using prespecified programs for on-line

input of data, data processing and data output;
Re 3. recording and classifying the documents collected and operating the technical

equipment, that is preparing and producing data carriers for document collection
and producing data carriers for the user; this involves the following activities:
- handling of reproduction cameras, microroll film and microfiche film cameras,
duplicating machines for microfiche films and photocopying machines for the
collection of documents (first generation data carrriers)

- production of work prints using the above-mentioned technology (second gener-
ation data carriers)

- production of document copy for user by taking (third generation) data carriers
which he is able to use. Depending on the type of data carrier Lhe above-men-
tioned machines also include the reader printer for microroll films, microfi-
ches and CD-ROM;

Re 4. writing of prepared letters, doing office work, assuming firmly allocated sub-
tasks origination e.g. from the personnel administration branch, the property
accounting branch or the general office and delegated by the chief executive
officer.

The personnel required can be recruited from a large resource. Depending on whether the
I&D service will be integrated into the military system either military or civilian per-
sonnel may be selected. With respect to the required period of vocational adjustment fluc-
tuation in personnel should, however, be reduced to a minimum.

4.1.5 Ancillary Personnel

This term covers a relatively uncomplicated group of persons which include messengers,
warehousemen and cleaning personnel. The importance of their work should, however, not be
underestimated, as it is in particular functions of that kind that, trivial though they
may appear, can have either a favourable or unfavourable effect on the work and procedures
of the I&D service. If the personnel covered in paras 4.1.1 through 4.1.4 are able to con-
centrate only on the tasks assigned to them they can be expected to be more efficient and
to develop a feeling of higher job satisfaction. There should be no problems to satisfy
the need for ancillary personnel.

4.2 Training and Advanced Training

The ignificance of training has already been mentioned in connection with personnel
requirements. The different types and qualification standards of the described activities
show that two types of training are required: firstly, the special training which is ne-
cessary for the work of an I&D service. Secondly, the training which forms the basis for
and which helps to integrate the first type of training into the I&D process. With refer-
ence to para 4.1 the training requirements can now be ascertained and ways of satisfying
these requirements in respect of primary training and documentary trainirg as well as ad-
vanced training for both types must be conceived.

Training of executive and mangement personnel will be based, for example on business
economics studies, management or military training. It must specify the idealistic and
conceptual basis of an I&D service and must enhance existing motivations. The special
knowledge imparted must enable the persons ccncerned to be accepted as specialists due to
their competence and to legitimize their official authority. Training is thus aimed at
imparting comprehensive documentary knowledge to permit planning, control and supervision
of detail work, with the emphasis on comprehensive rather than on deta!.led knowledge.

This is also true for the scientific personnel, i.e. the information specialists. In
this case, however, the special detailed documentary knowledge goes hand in hand with the
qualifications gained in primary training. The information specialist is the I&D expert
who knows the I&D process in detail, understands it and implements it, with the priority
of his tasks changing. His training must be specified accordingly and must form the basis
for

...- advanced training with respect to a special priority of tasks
- advanced training with respect to I&D work and the information specialist's field

of knowledge.
For the technical experts and documentation specialists special documentary and pro-

cedural knowledge is of overriding importance. As this knowledge is, however, I&D-orien-
ted, integration into tve I&D process must be possible on the basis of known aims/objec-
tives and procedures. Special training must thus be complemented by

- comprehensive training fostering the overall understanding of I&D work

I ....
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- special training oriented to the assumption of I&D related detail tasks.

For the employees with administrative and supporting functions no special training is
considered necessary because of their characteristic tasks on the one hand and the requir-
ed' educational background on the other hand. Instead the personnel undergo a period of on
the job training (familiarization).

The following hree training stages are required for the operation of an I&D service:
1. documentary :aining of executive and mangement personnel as well as of information

specialists, with consideration being given to the above-mentioned different re-
quirements;

2. specialist training for functions to be assumed in sub-areas of the I&D process
3. training of assistants to become information specialists or other specialists .
There is no need to elaborate on primary training which provides the basis for any

other training. With respect to the three-stage documentary training, training require-
ments, training procedures and training facilities must be examined.

While the training needs result from the required personnel, the training stage and
the already available trained personnel, the training procedures are determined by exis-
ting training facilities and training cycles. As the vocational pattern of a documentalist
has only recently developed the training facilities are still relatively few and far be-
tween. The partially differing opinions on this pattern are reflected in the heterogen-
eous training aims and cycles.

The I&D service, however, is a team which pursues a common aim. This leads to the con-
clusion that efforts must be made to provide consistent training throughout entire I&D
system, which must be based on the following considerations:
- are there any training cycles which are tailored to the needs of the in-house I&D

service ?
- is in-house training possible or must it be done externally ?
- to what extent can existing I&D services be asked for support ?
- which of these I&D services is closest to one's own ideas of an I&D service ?
- to what extent can training serve as a basis for specific advanced training ?
- does this training provide a sound basis for advanced training 1

These questions can, in principle, only be answered by the managerial staff on the basis
of how they view their own system. The discussion of these questions should only make it
clear that training is one of the mainstrays of an I&D service and will determine the
service's efficiency today and in the future. No training or, inadequate training would
mean prodigality. Investing in training, however, will guarantee the success and the fu-
ture of the I&D service.

4.3 Security

Chapter 6 covers this subject in detail. Here, it should only be mentioned that the
subject of documentation and/or the security classification of the information imposes
further constraints on the individual person and on the entirety of the personnel, which
should be considered when personnel is selected.

5. MATERIAL

I&D means subject-oriented work. In this connection work means both the intellectual
occupation with subject-oriented information and the procedural treatment of data carriers.
Thus the material existence of the following is an essential pre-requisite for the opera-
tion of an I&D service and is worthy, trivial though it may sound, to be looked at more
closely:
- information transferred onto evaluable data carrriers (subject-oriented information);
- training and working instruments for the control of work and procedures during the

treatment and processing of information and data carriers;
- equipment for the treatment and processing of subject-oriented information

5.1 Subject-Oriented Information

Without anticipating chapters 8 and 9, which deal with subject-oriented information
and its procurement in detail, brief mention will be made of the sources of information
which can be roughly classified as follows:

1. Primary literature

a) Generally available literature - periodicals
- monographs (individual or collected works)
- series
- theses
- studies, proceedings
- research reports

b) "Grey literature" - the enormous range of research reports
and studies which are related to a special
user and not designed for publication

2. Secondary literature - bibliographies
- abstract journals
- bibliographies and reading lists for

literature under 1.
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3. Military literature - of different security classifications

4. Official literature - such as memoranda of agreements
treaties etc.

5. Other I&D services

This list shows that there is a range of diversified information to be exploited di-
rectly ur indirectily. The degree of exploitation will be determined by the analysis of
this information on the one hand and by the type and scope of services to be rendered by
an I&D service. Language problems, if so existing, will have a decisive influence on the
acceptance of foreign-language literature. This chapter does not cover the procurement of
literature. Only two aspects, that is the analysis of procured literature within the in-
house I&D service and the recourse to external I & D services will be mentioned.

The basic requirement to analyze procured literature as quickly as possible leads to
the fact that the I&D service is always up-to-date. However, in day-to-day work this re-
quirement often causes problems, in particular when the resource of information is diffi-
cult to exploit (individual abstract journals) or is analyzed by several documentalists.
Therefore, a procedure must be developed and implemented (by usingreprographic instruments,

if necessary) which ensures that literature will undergo immediate documentary treatment
and will be immediately passed on to all documentary specialists involved. It goes with-
out saying that the literature must be passed on without delay by the document procure-
ment personnel.

External I&D services are an almoat inexhaustible source of information. On the inter-
national market nine HOSTS offer some 15oo and 28oo data bases and the number is increa-
sing daily. Apart from the funds spent on the required hardware and software(with down-
loading capacity), communications, use of data bases and the collected information itself
the discussion will cover the problems of literature research and document delivery.

The available data bases differ in organization and structure. It can be said that no
data bank is like the other. Moreover, a multiplicity of interactive languages with dif-
ferent dialects are used. That means that the documentary specialist must be able to se-
lect the relevant data base(s) and to master the interactive language. Due to this fact
the use of the numerous data bases available is clearly limited. Quality, that is a selec-
tion based on interest profile, must replace quantity.

Another problem is that most of the bases are reference data bases. Contrary to the
in-house I&D service which delivers parent documents, these bases do not deliver any of
these documents to the user; he must take care of the procurement himself,

We know from experience that it can take between four weeks and nine months before the
user gets the document from a library. In cooperation with the libraries, ways and means
must be found to reduce the time required for document delivery to a minimum, to enhance
the willingness of the (paying) user to accept I&D services and thus to make the above-
mentioned investments more profitable.

5.2 Equipment Needed for the Information Process

To give the reader an idea of the equipment needed the individual steps in the I&D
process are presented in broad outline:

Acquisition of documents

Choice of Parent Document and Preparation of Document Surrogate

division into parent document and document surrogate
arranging and storage of parent document and document surrogate
automatic information service via document surrogate
user request for information material, i.e. parent document
retrieval of docurent surrogate
retrieval of parent document
adding of parent document + document surrogate
producing copies of parent documents and supplying them to the user

Resulting activities are
a) the work done by the existing library service
b) abstracting and subject analysis
c) arranging, storage and retrieval of document surrogate
d) arranging, storage and retrieval of parent document
e) copying and provision of information maerial available
f) the work done by the organizational unit: leadership and executive management

The decision as to what equipment will be needed depends upon the specific tasks and ac-
tivities incumbent on thepersonnel working in these fields. Po-, the activities men-
tioned above the following kinds of equipment are relevant:

1. Technical equipment used in connection with office work

2. ADP equipment (hardware/software)
3. Copying, duplicating and printing equipment

5.2.1 As a rule, office furniture and equipment, such as chairs, tables for writing
or typing, in-house communication and typing systems combined wita personal computers will
be needed. Important criteria are rationalization and all considerations in connection
with the flow of work. Reference is made to Dr.Diana Leitch's detailed publication "Orga-
nisation and Management: AGARDograph No.235, Manual of Documentation Practices Applicable
to Defence-Aerospace Scientific and Technical Information". Volume IV of this Manual con-
tains a paper dealing with technical equipment recommended for use in the in-house libra-
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ry and parent document collection of an information system. However, in this paper from
1981, no mention is made yet of the use of ADP. This point will be dealt with in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

5.2.2

The efficiency of modern I&D Systems will depend upon the hardware and software deci-
ded upon and implemented; that is true especially with regard to the data bases themsel-
ves (structure of the data and adminstrative routine). Depending on whether a centralized
or a decentralized system is to be established and what efficiency will be expected from
the hardware and software used, the following criteria should be considered:
- capacity
- flexibility
- compatibility
- convertibility
- retrievability (relevance)
- ergonomic layout .
These criteria are of such paramount importance, because they determine the extent to
which working procedures can be streamlined and mechanized. This starts with the construc-
tion and development of the data bases and ranges from the retrieval in in-house and ex-
ternal data bases to the printing of document surrogates in response to requests for in-
formation material or as copyfit manuscripts used for printing the abstract journals.
Even though these considerations refer mainly to the qualitative aspect, we must not ne-
glect the quantitative criterion. A sufficient number of terminals and printers for data
acquisition, abstracting and subject analysis, retrieval, softwareupdating, implementa-
tion and use of other means (e.g. thesaurus) as well as control functions and the elabo-
ration of statistics serve to guarantee smooth functioning of the I&D-process. In order
to be able to provide the user with up-to-date information, which actually corresponds to
his needs, it is absolutely necessary to ascertain how much and what kind of data proces-
sing equipment is required and that these requirements are met adequately.

However, electronic data processing has acquired importance in yet another respect.
It also serves to do mechanical, relatively simple but time-consuming work and this tore-
lieve management and administration, Nowadays, typewriters, manual files and the manual
preparation and evaluation of statistics have come to be mere anachronisms. While cover-
ing the demand in this field of application, the aspect of humanizing the working condi-
tions and rationalization have to be taken in account. This demand can be covered by se-
lecting from a vast offer of
- personal computers
- text processing systems
- office communication systems
which are either internetted or at least internettable.

By using these systems considerately, it is possible to make up for lacking personnel,
to replace less qualified personnel (cost factor), to speed up certain working processes,
to eliminate sources of errors and thus to contribute to the efficiency of the I&D-ser-
vice in general. The maxim to be adopted reads as follows: "Manual work wherever necessa-
ry and reasonable, ADP wherever necessary and possible."

5.2.3

The last issue to be dealt with in this context is the application of reprographic
processes. The aim is to provide the user with a legible copy of the desired document on
a data recording medium. This objective and the physical quality of the manuscript are the
determining factors for the choice of the methods and technologies to be employed. The
efficiency parameter is determined by the number of copies requested. The printing and
duplicating section has the task of evaluating, choosing and employing the available tech-
nology while taking into account the particular requirements of the I&D service. One of
the decisive aspects which determine the further flow of work is the selection of the da-
ta recording medium. Possible choices are
- paper copy
- micro roll film (in jackets)
- microfiche
- CD-ROM (compact disc - read only memory)
The further equipment depends on the choice of the data carrierunless an unwarrantable
mix of different and even incompatible systems were accepted. Yet, there are cases, and
special fields where this is inevitable, due to the object of information.

The following example illustrates the simplest set of equipment to be procured if the
micro flat film is chosen to serve as data carrier.

filming of the document micro sheet film camera
(Ist generation) (for certain qualities and formats a high-

quality copier has to be used)

reproduction of the wirk print microfiche - duplicator
(2nd generation)

reproduction of the copy for the user
(3rd generation) in the form of

a) paper copy reader - printer
b) microfiche microfiche-duplicator

The qualitiy parameters of each equipment must be adjusted to the quality of the preceding
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generation of copies; this is a point where problems can a-ise, if uncommon microfiches
(of the 4th or 5th generation) are used. The capacity must be sufficient to cope with
present demands (which have been calculated) as well as with future requirements (which
have been prognosticated). If necessary, a shortfall in capacity can be compensated by in-
creasing the number.of machines. Even though this is a very expensive solution, it may
turn out to be a safer alternative with respect to the reliability and downtime of equip-
ment. The a.m. configuration contains of course only the basic equipment necessary for the
processing of specific documents (e.g. reproduction of half-tone photographs, colour photo-
graphs, large format plans, maps, drawings etc.). The production of copies of all three
generations must always be regarded as one single working process.

As far as the requirements for equipment to be used for manual processing, filing,
safe-keeping, categorizing and retrieving of the parent documents are concerned, reference
is made to the statements in pars 5.2.1 .

Automatic information services are another field of application for reprography. Via
the print - media, the I&D service offers its information either to the potential user cor-
munity as a whole or to - ertain target group. These publications can appear in the form
of periodical or unperi cal booklets or serials, which are destined for the user in ge-
neral or for specific L-ers and groups of users; finally, we must also mention the selec-
tive dissemination of information. While the production of the copyfit manuscript is edi-
ted by means of electronic data processing, the final ediditon of the active information,
which is destined for the user, is produced by printing section.. Thus, the dimension and
equipment of the printing section depend logically on the format and number of the copies
to be printed. In most cases, a highly efficient large scale copying system will be zuffi-
cient, both with respect to quality and with respect to capacity. If the limits of the
copier's capacity are reached, it becomes necessary to use an offset-facili- at least for
the periodical booklets and serials. On the other hand, it may be more efficient to supply
SDI services on principle by using photocopying systems. Irrespective of this differentia-
tion, it is indispensable to procure a complete set of equipment in order to make sure
that the whole process of production, from the copyfit manuscript to the finished booklet,
is kept under the control of a single authority. This answers a high degree of topicality,
saves time and costs by an efficient and flexible utilization of the available capacities,
and also guarantees the necessary degree of independence.

5. 3 Working 'fools

The material, which is necessary to do the work, comprises experdable goods as well as
regulations, instructions on procedures and on the operation of the equipment used. It may
sound trivial to say that paper must be available to be able to write on. Yet, this s*at--
ment acquires quite a different importance if a bibliography cannot be printed for t;"e
sole reason of unavailability of the necessary paper in the sufficient quantiry and quaii-
ty or because the necessary ribbon is lacking.

Regulations and instructions serve to guarantee the consistency of the individual sec-
tions' work thus ensuring the quality of the work. The number of details contained in an
instruction depends on the complexity of the respective job to be accomplished. On the
other hand in such a complex system as an I&D service it has become quite impossible to
control all activities and the way in which any given job - or even part of a jot - is
done. Mental overstrain and excess mental information storage must be replaced by a know-
ledge on where this information can be found.

Thus, regulations and instructions constitute the indispensable instruments (thesau-
rus for example), which make it possible to preserve a certain intellectual capacity for
creative and innovative thinking and action. At the same time they make sure that any gi-
ven job is alwaysperformed in the same way, which guarantees the consistency of the I&L
process.

5.4 Training Aids

The importance of training and further education has been discussed in pars ;.3 in
connection with questions relating to personnel. The man - machine realtion which is also
influenced by training, leads to the creation of certain instruments for the establishment
of this relation. These instruments can be the regulations and instructions referred to
above. Yet, that is not enough. They must be prepared didactically and methodically (use
of overhead projectors etc.) and have to be generally binding. This means that specific
documents for training purposes have to be prepared. They must be complemented by the
practical training for any special job. Hence the requirement for material for the practi-
cal training, which comprises technical equipment (on the job training) including simula-
tion (e.g. data banks for training purposes), didactical equipment (from blackboards to
audiovisual media) as well as expendable supplies.

6. INFRASTRUCTURE

An infrastructure suited to interhuman relations as well as to the relations man - ma-
chine and machine - machine within the framework of the I&D process is an indispensable
prerequisite. This has an impact not only on the organizational structure, flow oriented
planning and the superimposed communication structure. Starting with the choice of the
site we have to consider decisive factors such as connection to road and transport system
(time factor and traffic development), communications, energy supply, structure of the
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population with respect to the recruitment of manpower and the geographical situation, in
order to make sure that people will be satisfied with their jobs. The constructional de-
sign of the buildings must correspond to the particular requirements resulting from the
personnel employed, the equipment and material used and the intermediate and final pro-
ducts elaborated. Furthermore there are two aspects of safety/security which have to be
respected. On the one hand side there is constructional safety (statics, prevention of
ja rilerits and fire protection); on the other hand there is physical security, which inclu-
des anti-intrusion protection and the guarding of the facility as well as the establish-
ment of restricted areas (e.g. for the storage of classified material or for data preces-
sing systems etc. The respective requirements result form the explanations contained in
chapter 6.

6.1 Organizational Structure

The organizational units must be housed in accordance with their tasks, so that they
can be clearly subdivided according to their inner structure. At the same time they must
be accomodated in accordance with their position and competence within the hierarchical
structure of the organization as a whole.

6.2 Flow-Oriented Planning

The functional aspect of the flow oriented procedures refers to the space requirement
and distribution ard to the object's itinerary through the various stages of the working
process. This flow sequence has to be logical, efficient and as short as possible. Impe-
diments disturb the working process, they cost time and money and have a negative effect
on the social climate. Conflicts of interests may arise between the requirements imposed
by flow oriented planning and those imposed by the working process. In such a case, prio-
rity should be given to the requirements of flow oriented planning.

6.3 Communications

Both aspects of the organization depend on a communication net. A perfectly function-
ing communication system is a prerequisite to the smooth functioning of the working pro-
cess. While the official communication assumes a functional character, informal communi-
cation constitutes the basis for interhuman relations, thus influencing the social climate
and the motivation of the personnel. The environment, starting from the individual work
position, the lecture rooms, the common room and the cafeteria and ranging to the entire
complex of buildings should facilitate and promote communication.

6.4 Physical Security

As an object and according to its content, information requires particular security
measures. Even though most of the information is freely available and not subject to any
security classification, there is a large range of military and non-military literature
of a very sensitive nature, which thus requires secrecy. Apart form mere military docu-
ments,where secrecy is implicitly required, mention should be made of research studies and
studies of a civil-military or even of a purely civilian character. But even the collec-
ting or compiling of unclassified documents according to certain criteria may suggest con-
clusions concerning the user's interest, which in itself, might well require secrecy. Fi-
nally, even the equipment and methods employed in the I&D process (information and docu-
mentation) require some security measures. In this context a mere reference be permitted
to electronic data processing and tn data protection. To be able to implement this protec-
tion of classified material, which is dealt with in more detail in chapter 6, some prere-
quisites are required.With regard to the physical layout and engineering requirements of
the I&D services' buildings the kind and scope of this physical security depend on the
question whether one or several buidlings within or without a military facility are con-
cerned. According to the answer to this question, quite a number of criteria such as
- access control
- determination of restricted areas
- safekeeping of classified material
- protection of data processing systems
- protection of data processing areas
- protection against unauthorized access to and interference with stored data
have to be respected.

This enumeration is to serve as an example only, since the specific form of an liD
system and the field of application are the decisive factors.The infrastructural require-
ments are a function of these factors.

7. FUNDS

Since information is a kind of resource, an T&D service is meant to save budgetary
funds by supplying relevant information. In order to comply with this task, the I&D ser-
vice has budget for financing recurring expenditures for staff, equipment and material.
It is presumed a priori that these funds are employed in accordance with the principles
of planning, profitableness, efficiency and economy. Yet, the allocation of sufficient
funds is a prerequisite to the fulfillment of the task; and this is the point where the
circle loses. Expenditures must be incurred in order to save by means of future-oriented
investments, which serve the public interest. Yet, cuts which prevent the I&L service
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from fulfilling >; task, are misinvestments.

7.1 Personnel expenditures are recurring expenditures. They are a function of the re-
quired authorized personnel spaces (i.e. of their number and their respective remuneration).
Contained herein are the costs of initial and extension training as well as the costs in-
curred for welfare and support of personnel employed. Entertainment allowances and travel
expenses occupy a special position; for the sake of clarity, these expenditures are con-
tained under this item.

7.2 The cost of material is both a capital expenditure and a recurring and special ex-
penditure. Capital expenditures comprise all those costs incurred in initially equipping
an I&D service. They are a function of the ofjectives and thus calculable.
Recurring costs comprise the expenditures for the procurement of documents, for accessing
external data bases, payments for leased equipment and for other services as well as for
making available information (automatic information services, SDI, search runs). Special
expenditures arise from the necessity to axquire new equipment in order to keep pace with
technological progress (innovation). Even though these expenditures are not calcualble,
they can be prognosticated.

7.3 Material required for training and work (items 5.3 and 5.4) can entail both re-
curring and nonrecurring expenditures, unless technical equipment is concerned. Thus,
these expenditures can be calculated or at least prognosticated on the basis of pragmati-
cal values. This applies also to the expenditures for paper, film material, chemicals for
the operation of technical equipment etc.; an increase of these expenditures has to be ta -
ken into account. In this context, the statistics on the quantity of information supplied
form a basis for planning. The validity and reliability of these statistics enhance with
the number and variety of the data recorded.

Starting from the initial estimates, all these costs are influenced by the development
(of the development) of the I&D system. Hence the necessity to adjust the volume of the bud-
get constantly to current requirements.

8. ACCEPTANCE

There are two aspects relating to the user's readiness to accept the information of-
fered by the I&D service (acceptance). On the one hand it can be presumed that there is a
certain readiness to accept the information offered by and I&D service. The interest pro-
file of the potential users and groups of users has to be traced and then the respective
discipline and the scope of coverage have to be defined (see para 2.2). It depends on the
relevance, completeness, topicality and usability of the information offered, whether or
not the user's expectations are fulfilled. Concrete statements concerning these questions
are provided by empirical sociology. The second aspect of acceptance consists in enhancing
existing acceptance and'in creating widespread approval among users by means of argumenta-
tive persuasion. An information service and aggressive public relations work are relevant
for both aspects.

8.1 Information Services

User requests for information material are based on existing acceptance. A high degree
of recall and precision ensures that the user's expectations are met by the quick supply
of relevant, up-to date documents, which must, above all, correspond to the needs of the
user. The interest of the potential, yet hesitating user must be evoked by means of an ag-
gressive offer of information material whose presentation, contents and scope appeal to
the potenti~l user. In this case, relevance cannot be the decisive criterion, since we can
only guess what information the reader will actually require. It is of paramount importance
to convey a general idea of what is available to the reader. (It must, however, be empha-
sized that he is offered a selection of documents only). If the reader requests a certain
document, which has aroused his interest, and if his expectations are fulfilled, the I&D
service has achieved a partial success.
In this context, references to literature available from external data bases constitute a
special case. This problem has been dealt with under pars 5.1 .

8.2 Public Relations Work

Public relations work is an important, yet frequently neglected means of creating ac-
ceptance. First of all, the potential user has to be informed about the existence of an
I&D service and about the type and scope of its services. His interest must be aroused in
order to incite him to put the information service to the test. The result of this test

must be convincing (see above). A defense-oriented I&D service has the duty but also the
opportunity to influence the potential user by a variety of measures. Some of these are:
- dissemination of information during military training (e.g. training for officers)dissemination of information to certain target groups at the I&D service's headquar-

ters
- engagement of contracting partners for the use of the I&D service
- presentation of the I&D service in the media for the potential user
- intensive contacts with military training institutions
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- intensive contacts with the user.
In a nutshell the best public relations work consists in fulfilling the user's ex-

pectations, while even the best public relations work is of no use, if the user is delu-
ded in his expectations.

8.3 Definition of User Groups

The I&D service pursues the objective of satisfiyng the user's need for information.
Ascertaining the quality and quantity of the information required means more than just to
establish a criterion for planning (see 2.2). Conclusions concerning 'he degree of rele-
vance can be obtained by constantly checking whether the information offered corresponds
to the changing information needs; whether the user's expectations are fulfilled or not,
depends on the quality and nuantity of the information offered. As a whole, these findings
constitute a yardstick for .he measurement of success, whose validity depends on the ques-
tion whether the findings are secured or not. Hence the need for the application of me-
thods and procedures developed by empirical social research. These methods and procedures
have to be applied with respect to discipline and coverage and with respect to the various
types of information available. Doing this, the I&D service is able to keep pace with de-
velopment, to fulfill its task and to justify the investments.

9. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Since the knowledge of mankind is constantly increasing, the making available of in-
formation acquires the importance of a resource. The socio-cultural, economic, technologi-
cal and political development of any given society, i.e. its future survival, will depend
increasingly on information. In the wake of technological progress sophisticated means are
developed for the procurement and dissemination of information in order to create an "in-
formed scociety"; the I&D service uses this technology for the dissemination of informa-
tion. I&D is a dynamic process. The I&D service must develop at the same rate as does the
knowledge of mankind and technology. Proven methods and procedures can be optimized by
using new technologies; on the other hand, certain methods and procedures will be rendered
obsolete by these new technologies. In this context be it sufficient to refer to electroni-
cal publication, i.e. the author enters a given integral text into a data base, from where
the user will retrieve it at his own terminal. But how is he to know of the existence and
contents of the document ?

At this point, the I&D service enters into the picture: Qualified, highly motivated
personnel and modern technology combine to achieve the ideal of an informed society.
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APPENDIX I

The Terms of Reference to Defense Documentation

It is the prime function of every documentation system to provide infor- Scope of
mation to its user community. I&D services must always be user-oriented,i.e. functions
the must be tailored entirely to their potential users' information needs.
Defense documentation has to cater for a large variety of users, such as the
Federal Minster of Defense and his subordinate bodies, the Armed Force, mi-
litary training establishments, research institutes and industrial firms wor-
king on defense contracts. The list of defense-related disciplines or sub-
ject areas to be covered by I&D efforts is very long. It may almost be asser-
ted that the specific information needs of the broad user community and the
extremely broad range of subject areas covered by Defense Documentation area
distinguishing feature of this service. So quite naturally, its scope of func-
tions is rather broad. The main tasks of Defense Documentation have been de-
fined as follows:
- Provide command elements at all levels with references to literature avai-

lable in a timely and reliable fashion in order to facilitate planning,
decision-making, training and public information work,

- Ensure the supply of defense-related information to I&D institutions and
training establishments of the defense sector,

- Facilitate the exchange of information, incorporated into its system,
within the defense community and ensure that relevant information is commu-
nicated to authorized users as soon as possible,

- Render information services to other official agencies within the Federal
Republic of Germany,to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and to Germa-
ny's allies as well as to MOD contractors for use in connection with R&D
efforts.

Within this broad remit DOKZENTBw has the mission to ensure the centralized Mission of
implementation of Defense Documentation. This includes the following activi- DOKZENTBw
ties:

- Procurement, selection, abstracting and indexing as well as descriptive
cata~guing of documents/pieces of literature,

- Collection and provision of a bibliographic record of specific documents
emanating from within the defense community, such as R&D reports and studies,

- Buildup and maintenance of the computer-assisted centralstorage unit, where
all "documents descriptions (= bibliographic citation plus indexing terms
plus abstract of a document) are stored as document surrogates in lieu of
actual hardcopy or microfiche,

- Buildup and maintenance of the document master collections (hardcopy plus
microform) from where the full text of an original document may be obtai-
ned,

- Automatic Information Services rendered by DOKZENTBw without user request
in the form of periodically published abstract journals (BWDOK-INFO Series)
and subject-related bibliographies (BWDOK-INFO Special Editions), which are
issued from time to time.

- Demand Information Services rendered by DOKZENTBw upon specific user request
in the form of literature searches. These searches are conducted to meet
user requests for background information on selected topics. This serviceof-
fers the possibility of supplying to the user, without further request, and
at periodical intervals, a record of information pertinent to his subject
interest, which isupdated and deposited into the computer's data bases from
time to time (Selective Dissemination of Information = SDI),

- Supply to the user of document copies requested by him on the basis of the
literature referred to in the abstract journals, and of the references re-
trieved as a result of a literature research,

- Provision of documents via other I&D agencies in the Federal Republic and
aborad and - as far as possible - exchange of information with other defen-
se documentation centers.

In the following chapters these activities are described in greater detail,
with special emphasis on the information services offerd by DOKZENTBw.

Another important mission incumbent upon DOKZENTBw is to develop the documenta-
tion practices applicable to Defense Documentation and to ensure standardiza-
tion of the methods used by it. To do this, novel technologies "nd organizatio-
nal changes that might have an effect on I&D activities must be closely observ( 1
and assessed for feasibility. DOKZENTBw's authority with regard to I&D matters
over the decentra-ized constituent elements of Defense Documentation also deri-
ves from the above - mentioned mission. Important instruments to fulfill this
mission are:

Source: A Guide to the Defense Documentation System of the Federal Armed Forces.
By: Federal Armed Forces Documentation Centre (DOKZENTBw) -D- 1985

p. 3-4
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A permanent exchange of experience with other documentation agencies in the
Federal Republic of Germany and abroad, as well as with various organizations,
institutions, government agencies and specialized panel, engaged in stimula-
ting advances in the field of information and documentation, in developing
and testing new techniques, in conducting I&D training or in protecting the
interests of professional associations belonging to the I&D sector. Such ex-
change of experience is not limited to Defense Documentation matters, but re-
fers to information science and its practical applications as well as to the
training efforts conducted in the field of I&D.

. Active participation in spezialized I&D panels and in I&D training courses
not conducted at DOZENTBw, if the manpower situation permits to do so
Preparation of in-house instructions applicable to Defense Documentation
and governing the presentation of information in BwDOK-INFO Series and Spe-
cial Editions (FachADOK).

* Uniformity in specialized and advanced I&D training for future full-time
and part-time personnel employed in Defense Documentation. This training is
conducted, wholly or in part, on the premises of DOKZENTBw.

APPENDIX 2

Definition of User Groups

A Federal Ministry of Defense

B Agencies of the Federal Armed Forces, Command Headquarters up to the Division
Command (incl.)
exceptions: Federal Office for Military Technology and Procurement (D) and

agencies pertaining to the Federal Armed Forces administration (E)

C Universities, academies, scientific institutions and training centres of the
Federal Armed Forces
exceptions: Federal Office for Military Technology and Procurement (D) and

agencies pertaining to the Federal Armed Forces administration (E)
D Federal Office for Miltary Technology and Procurement and subordinate agencies

E Agencies of the Federal Armed Forces administration (unless listed under item D),
Military Justice, Armed Forces Religious Welfare Service

F All those agencies pertaining to the Federal Armed Forces which are not listed
under items A through E i.e. all remaining Command Headquarters, staffs and units,
as well as the central military agencies of the Federal Armed Forces, the Central
Medical Service of the Federal Armed Forces and territorial agencies and institu-
tions)

G Authorized official users (in the Federal Republic of Germany) and the legislative
bodies of the Federation and the Lander

H Authorized official users (outside the Federal Republic of Germany)

K Authorized, non-official inquirers

Source: Fachliche Arbeitsanweisung fUr die Dokumentation Nr. 1o
"Aktive Information" (Technical Working Instruction for Docuemtnation Nr.lo
"Automatic Information"); Dokumentationazentrum der Bundeswehr Bonn -D- 1985
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"Knowledge is of two sorts :you either know the subject
or you know where to find information about It"

(Samuel Johnson)

RESUME
Pour traiter ce aujet vaste at compleme, on a choisi de le ddcouper en mutant de parcelles ou

chapitres qu'il exists de cat~gories de sources d'informatioo.

Ctest dooc wne typologie gfinfrale des sources d'information qui sart do canevas Snfral, Pour
un examen d~tailld des choix qui peuveot Itre oficessaires dons un service dlinforation de Is D~fense, I
1'occasioa de Is cristion ou au cours de I'dvolutin d'uo tel centre.

Bien entendu lea chute seront dictds par des considirations lfes A I& mission et sue moyens,
sum besoins de lIa population d'utilisateurs, en un mot A la nature du "Syst~me d'Information Dafense'",
lui-alme conditionni par le d~grg de perception qua l'n a, au plan national, de l'importance de
l1iformation en tent qua ressource atratigique essentielie pour Is souverainet& et Is Ddfense du pays.

Autrement dit Is centre d'Information D~fease pourra fiveotuellement trouver au plan national, un
ensemble de syst~mes ou de ressources coordonofs et lui-mlme d'ailleurs pourra fiventuellement of frir sea
propres ressources A des utilisateurs non Dfifense.

Lee choix seront par ailleurs conditionn~a sussi per 1. degr6 de modernisation que i'on sure
atteint, on que V'on se proposer& dlatteindre, vie I via des technologies modernes de l'Inforation de Is
saisie & is distribution en passant par toutes lea functions de traitement faisent appel a Is
bureautique, A llinforsatique, aue tfilfcomunications.

Enfin l'identification des sources et le dfiveloppement de lsaccis A ta sources n'eat pas mue
fin en soi. 11 resters essential de faire en sorts que les utilisateurs et utilisateurs potentieli soient
sensiblilisfis et forw~s et qu'ils puissent d~velopper le reflexe du recoure ate sources.

INTRODUCTON

La typologie dam sources dinformation prise cosine plan de cot exposd permettra d'introduire ume
certaine logique vis-&-vis de I& '"Jungle" de plus en plus touffue des sources d'information, et de
dfigager des axes d'efforts msceptibles d'Atre recommandis.

Nous eaminernns sinsi successivement lea sources anus les aspects suivants

- LOCALISATION, at dens l'ordre, sources internee A Is Difense, puis sources nationalas. puis
sources 6trangres. Ce chapitra sera Is plus important, et notament Is partie consacrfe sue sources
Internee A I& Dfense, pour I& raison qua Is trensfert de linformation Difense eat an coeur de Is
mission du Service d'Inforuetion Dfnse.

-NIVEAU D'ORGANISATION, dana lVordre de Is d~marche A enseigner sue utiliateura

- r~pertniraa de sources, puisqu'il fout bien commencer par identifier lea sources et lea
4valuer.

- sourcas secondalres. pouvant nffrir des informations de type signalatique et Gventuellement

:susi des dono~ea factulles.

-surces primaires on catalographiques, permettant des ituer Is document I commander en pret
ou en reproduction.

-CONTEND INTORMATIONEL :Ca sera lloccasion de sontrer comment l'information set sujourd'hui
organis~e, at comment lamcc~s &s sources eat facilitd par une telle organisation, teci A partir ie

eape.- TYPES D'UTILISATION, cast A dire types do bsoins at types dutiLisateurs.

- TYPES DE SUPPORTS proposEs et tochnologi* A mtte an osuvre vie A vie do coa supports.

L'objectif devrs Stre dlidantifier an permanence lea nouvalles sources, do lee &valuer, de faire
an sorts qua lea utilistours @*Lent tenum intormis ds lour existence, et qua laccia A coa sources soit
faciliti, sous certain** conditions, pour queen difinitiva puisse so divalopper 1. r~f laze de
s'inforsar, an dipit des obstacles.
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1. LOCALISATION

1.1. Sources internee A Is dfune.

11 esgit d'abnrd de coliecter tous lea documents slgalficatiff gfingris par lea services de in
Difenas, en trouvant lea moyens de valocre lea 6ventuelles risistances (1) et mieux encore, d'inciter A
ridiger at I publier toutes lee toie qu' une activit6 mfirite d'I tre enregistrie.

A cet effet. iliImports qu'& on 6chelon tris flevd, so niveau du atnistre de Is difense par
exemple, une Instruction dfiflisse ce que dolt *tre Is prfsentation et Is diffusion des rapports
(rapports au eas Ie plus large). Cette Instruction eat foodamentale :elle dolt Mentrer, Sans Gtre trop
coniraignente, comment l'auteur ou Vgmetteur d'un document dfifeose o prodoit dons le cadre d'une
activit sns contrst difense peut at dolt prfiparer lul-mime lee traitements ultdrieurs en fournissant
one "page de titre" componeant on rigumfi et des notions d'indexage, one indication otr Ie niveou de
protection et otr diventoeiiee limitations de diffusion (2). L'Smetteur dolt savoir qulil lut appartient
d'envoyer obligatoirement on exesplaire on service d'inforustion difense, et diverse. incitations o
sanctions pauvent Atre privues A lIa clA (3) si c'est nficessaire.

L'objectif est de constitoer one source unique de Is littdrature grise 4e Is difense, documents
prisaires d'une part, signalements d'autre part.

La constitution do fichier signalfitique difenee dolt Itre une entreprise toopirative. Chaque
service o fitablissement de Is difeose dolt itre invit6 A participer, mine al as contribution eat
modeste et dans lee limites de s sptcisliti, A priparer Is signalesent des documents qulil &met o
dsoutree documents qul lui parsiseent importants. Bien entendu, ceci suppose one structure de
coordination pour fiviter les redondancee et les lacones, par example on plan annoel de dipoulllement des
publications en edrie, pour que chaque coopirant so fichier difense sache exactement ce qo'on attend de
lul. Chacuo dolt appliqoer lee mimes rigies d'analyse et d'iadexation et participer au diveloppement do
thfisaurue difense. La couvertore de cc fichier dolt Otre aussl large que possible. Par example
l'lnformatioo scientifique et technique utile A Is recherche et so diveloppement n'est qu'un volet aiquel
ii taut sdjoint tout ce qul pout concerner l'6vsluation do Is menace (information et reoaelgnement our
lea forces itrangires). lee 6tudes ficonosmiques, politiques et stratigiques de difense. lea publications
des services d'Itats-msjors, do service do sentfi, des ficoles, do service national, des services do satfriel
et des comissariats, des services do personnel, etc... Ie flchier dfifense dolt itre Is timnignage d'une
rielle coopfiration entre tous lea services de I& dfifenae, et chacon dolt Is parcevoir come son propre
fichier, savoir qo'ii y trouvera non seulenient sa propre production wais aussi celle des suttee, et done do
aellleuree chances davolr des riponses aux questions posies. Cette solution est Infiniment prifirable A
celle qui consisterait A segmenter le fichier signaldtique et a disperser des fragments hitiroclites idi
et IR.

A titre d'exemple, le CEDOCAR a adopt6 pour lee beenins, de cettc concertstion le plan do
classement COSATI, les descripteurs do thfisorus TEST (4) et dos rigles d'anslyae et d'indeatlon issues
de nortes* misc. so point A l'ipoque avec l'AFNOR norac sur lea rigles d'itablsement des thisaurus en
langue frangaise (Z47-100 de Diceabre 1973) et nonme our les principes gingraux poor l'indexstion des
documents (Z47-102 d'aodt 1978) (6).Une correspondence au nivcao des descripteurs, our Is base do thesaurus
TEST et do plan de classement COSATI permettralt d'entrevolr poor l'avenir des Schonges entre pays de
i'OTAi, malgrk l'obstscle de Is longue, en permettant des recherchee aur deacripteurs, par simple
transposition des doscripteurs.

La sfilection des informations entrant dons ce fichier dolt Itre effectofie selon des critires
bien difinie. Par exemple dolt-on signaler des documents do langues fitrangares difficiles Si V'oona We P
de possibilitis de tradoction ? Dolt-o signaler des articles de revuea parues depoie plus d'un an ? Cotte
nigle dolt-elI. s'appliquer aux ouvrages ? Dolt-on signaler globalement lee actes de congris et signaler
lee mimoiree sdparfimeni ? Ces critlres Gtant posfis, Is efilectlon proprement dite sera conflic A one
autoritg part iculiiresent avertie qoant aux besoins des utilisateors, aux objectife, aux programmes et
orientations poor Is ftur, puisque Ie fichier dfifense constitue one riserve d'ioformations qul seroot
consulties pendant plusleute annie. (on coosidire en gfiniral que clnq annies en ligne conatitue on
minimum). Curleusement, 1. problime de Is silection, qul eat fondasental. eat rerement posfi. et volontiers
eaquivi.

Le fichler difense dolt prfisenter dee rieumis informntife. iventueliement des donnges
factuelles, des tables, at Von dolt tout faire pour dispenser l'utilisateur de recountv au document
primsirs si l'inormation eseentielie pout SIre placde dons Ie signalement. La tendance eat do fournit des
analyses substantlelies do qulitf et il est clair que, sl V'on dispose d'un logiciel de recherche sor
texte, lee posslbilitfis do retrouver 1. document e'en trouveront considgrablesent accrues.

La fichier dfifense, qui eat le produit d'une sfilection rigoureuse sun des critires bien
difinis, peut itre, compte teno des soyeos qui y coot consacris. d'un volume trop foible poor que Is
ptobabllti dly trouvet tiponse aol questions posies soit suffleante.

La coneiqoence en est qulil taut slore s'entnurer, otr mme *I-* difanse, do fichiers, o
etraits do fichiers dVentres origins suecoptIbles d'aider A surer one milisure couvertuts. A titre
d'ceeple Is CEDOCAR a entouri son fichier FIESTA (fichter dlinformetions ficonomiques, scientifiques et
techniques do l'Armement) - Cf. Annexe l - d'sutres fichiers signalfiques tele que DMT (Defense Markets
and Technology, de Predicasts), NTIS (National Technical Information Servics do Department of Commerce
sricain), Inspec (Grande Bretagne) poor Illectronique, Meladex et Materials business file (American

Society tor Metals) pour lee matirisux. Compendex at Meetings (Engineering Information) do sorts quo cet
ensemble do sources permet do ripondre, dons I& mjoriti des cas, sae changer do serveur, csst-&-dlte
sons avoir A divulgust lee questions, at sans avoir I consitre d'auttea langages dlinterrogotion. tine
recherche poouant Itte facilsuent riaxicutie sur plueleuns fichiers, on va ainsi dons Is sae 4 'uo plus
&rando seisplass d'utlliation - male ceci isplique one Stud. documentaire at is, travail do -reformatage-
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des fichiers pour quo, du point de ue de l'utilisateur, les champs interrogeables soLent snsibloewnt lag
Amas et quo lo contenu des champs soit noralisi at accessible de Is mime manilre (par example new
d'auteurs, affiliation des autaurs. titre Stranger, ISSN ou titres do publications en sarie, etc...).

En resume, avoc d'une part son fichier Defense, qul signale Is Uttrature grise Defense at
iventuellemant d'autres publications int6ressant Is defense, at d'autre part des fichiers d'appoint qut
opportent de Is synergie sux utilisateurs, le service d'informstion defense sera credible commae source £
consulter en premier lieu.

Si 1'on n's pas automatisE, le mae principe prevaut en ce qul concerns les publications
signalitiques ou lea fichiers poplar qua l'on regroupera done one "r6firothiquno ou bibliothiquo do
references qui sora Is lieu A consulter pour touts recherche d'information. A titre daexemple is CZDOCAR
regroups ainsi de nombreuses collections de bulletins signalftiques et index mais il vs sans dire qua,
depuis quo des terminaux permettent d'accider au fonds signalitique en ligne, is rifirothAque eat do
solos en moins friquentie, l'utilisateur prifirant is source Is plus facilement accessible (terminal
installS chez lui).

Ind6pendamment du fichier Defense qui vient d'itre EvoquE at des filchers d'appoint qui
l'entourent, il convient qua le service d'information defense soit charge de coordonner et de promouvoir
lea diverses sources d'inforuation appelies A so divelopper done Is Defense, per example fichiers ou
banques de donntes factuelles issues de centres d'information speclaliss, de centres de documentation on
d'instruction, des directions du materiel. l apparait on effet do plus on plus ivident quo des pouts
doivent itre construits entre des systimes utilisie sEparemont alors qu'ils pourralent so complEter. Des
itudes sont A conduire pour arriver A cette mise an commun des ressources de Is Defense, en alant
au-doll de ce qua peut apporter un simple repertoire, commae celul du DTIC aux Etats-Unis (5). ii
counvient donc de dhvelopper des logiciels multimedia relationnels A cet effet.

1.2 Sources nationales

Parallilement mu syst~me d'information defense A counstituer pour lea besoins des usagers
defense, et Eventuellement d'usagers hors defense (pour ce qui councerne Is portie ouverte), systima qui
devra pouvoir Evoluer pour constituer toujours is source de premier plan at de premirre queliti des
usagers defense, il appartient A chaque pays, dens le cadre des recommendations du projet UNISIST (6) de
1'UNESCO de constituer son syst6em national d'informetion, c'est-A-dire, autour d'un point focal de
coordination, d'organiser lea systbaes d'inforaation nationaux an un vaste ensemble coherent (NATIS)
(7). Le service d'information defense pourra utilenent itre present pour apporter son point de vue dons
lea instances oa se dEfinit Is politique nationale de l'information, s'il eat vrai, come nous Is pensons,
que i'information felt portia intfigrante de Is defense. En effet, quels quo solent lea efforts d6ployis
pour l'Etude des besoins at done pour Is definition du contenu du fichier defense, des besoins tout 1
fait imprEvisibles ou tout A fait spEcifiques apparaitront at nicessiteront on recours, parfois
syst6matique, A d'autres sources, et Is dEmarche normale sora bien entendu d'attaquer lea sources
nationales avant de se tournnr vers des sources fitranglres.

A titre d'illustration de ce propos, l'utilisateur defense devra pouvoir accider aux
Informations dministratives (produites per des administrations ou our financement de i'administration,
quel que soit le domaine concernS. Ceci implique qua Is DEfense fasse pression pour obtenir, si ce
n'est dEjAI fait, qua ceo documents soient collectis en tn point, homologue do NTIS (National Technical
Information Service) des Etats-Unis, et soient traitis pour itre signalfs et rendus facilement
accessibles, puissant Eventuellement servir de ioneaie d'Echsnge avec lI'trsnger ou epprovisionner des
sources iuternationales de littirature grise telies quo SIGLE (Systime pour l'information our is
litt~rature grise en Europe).

De is miw manibre, l'utiliateur defense devra avoir accis A toutes lea sources d'inforuation
pluridisciplinalres ou sectorielles constitutes sur le territoire national.

A titre d'exemple, le CEDOCAR offre A sea utilisateurs difense, outre son fichier signalstique
FIESTA at quelquas autres fichiers charges sur son ordinateur, un accis s serveur national Tiisystias /
Questel. Autrement dit is production signalitique de Is plupart des sources frangaises eat ainsi accessible
par le mime langage d'interrogation (QUESTEL). En outre, is commando an ligne des documents primeiras
Emanant des nsagers defense eat autoaetiquement renvoyie an CEDOCA, qui fournit isidiatement le document
s'lil le ditient ou so charge d'intervenir aupris do Is source qui ditient la document primsire, at en cola
il assure un service et on miSe temps une protection.

Ceci revient I reconnoitre au CEDOCAR le rile de "guichet unique" vis-S-vis des sources
d'information extirieures (nationsles ou itranglres).

1.3. Sources itrangires

Via-A-via des sources nationales et Strangires, cotte notion de guichet 'pllqu quo Is service
dinfornation difense so charge :

- d'assurer Is formation at le porfectionnement des utilisateurs.

- de distribuer lea accis (numiros d'usagers ot note do passe).

- de ripercuter lea informetions des servsurs at des producteurs de bases,

- do ripercuter Is fecturation,

- do retrnssettre lee listeges an diffiri ...

mob
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- do recuillir at d'analyssr law riactione des utilisateurs, etc...

Tout cadi reprisente une lourde charge done L& essure no lea sarvaurs comencent A 6tra
nombreux, du felt qu'iie proposent dee langagee d'interrogetion et des conditions d'accis difftrents.

Cest pourquol Is cantre d'inforuation difenee dolt Lm jour ou Ventre me prioccupar do
l'hvolutioo de cetta fonction de guichat, et introduire am, ordinateur frontal qui elders at protigera
I'utlleatsur. Volt A ca eujet 1. document AD-A 161 701 du IYIIC intitul& "the DOD gateway information
sysem- qul conetitus um example, tout comens L systbme EASYNET, de solution am dibut do solution A ce
problims do Vaccile A plualeurs sources extirisures.

Sion entendo, quells qua eolt Vlde apporthe A Ilutileateur per I. racours, A Vinformatique.
la recherche mur sources extieures no dolt intervanir quean dernier reesort. lorequ'on I ipuisi lee
possibilltis des sources interne* A La dfifenee.

2. Nlveeu d'organisation

11 convient ds bMan sontrer aux utiliseteurs qua Is dimarche naturelle pour s'informer na pout
plus itra aujourd'hui de commencer per La recherche du documant primaire done sa blbliothique. male
qo ella passe d'abord par l'ldentification do La source (ripertoires de sources). pole do La source
secondairs am tertlaire, pule, fiventuellemsnt, de La sources primeire.

2.1 lipartoires do sources

Ile pauvent etre iditfe our poplar ou atre eccessibles en ligne A pertir d'un support
eagnitique. 11 pourre slaglr de liates de serveure. da centres d'informatlon. de benquas do donnies.
d'experts, etc.

A titre d'axampie, on pout titer

- Annualre dee banques do donnies frangalees - Ed. GFFIL/A. Jour.

- CODATA directory of data banks.

- Directory of computerized data files - PE 84-160126.

- Defense technical center referral data bank directory ADA138400.

- DIANE directory of data baes and data banks in Europe.

- CUADRA Directory of on-line data bases.

sans parler du ripertoire do Martha Wiilians(3) ou de rfipertoires accessibles en Ligne come REEKI ou
OaIADoC ou LABINPO an France at DIAIIEGUIDE au Luxembourg. ou blen encore "Annuaire des Services Teletel
(Videotex).

C'est en consultant tee ripertolres, rigullirement 515 & jour, qua V'on pourra identifier des
sources I iveluer at a faire connattre A see utilisteure. line maniare d'aider lee utilisateurs, clest
d'itablir pour aox on. list. des sources sueceptiblee de lea intiresser, hante accessible per index
thimetique, ou par serveur, ou par fichier. La situation eat si fivohutive quoun tat document dovra Atre
ravisi rigulihremeut.

2.2. Sources sacondaires.

Pour l'ivalnstion des sources, le sarvice d'information difense pourra utihement regroupor lee
documents tertlaires at secondairas (bulletins eignalitiquee et index) dans one bibliothlque do
rifirences oo rifirothlque ouvarte aux usagers. Male 11 encore, lee publications s prfisentent do faqon
.1 entai n inattendue qu'll pourra 8tra utile de former one am pluslaurs porsonnes capables do
guider lea utilstours.

On regroopera doe cette alma rifirothque tous lee documents de rifirence tale qua
encyclopdils, collections I misa I jour permanents, thisaurus, lexiques at dictioncaires ... qul seront
offerts en consultation mais devront etre exclus du prit.

Maits touts laide qua h'on apportersa Al'utilisaeur, celul-ci perdra besucoup do tampa I cee
consultations souvent agarantes at 11 souhaitera obtenir on accis plus rapide at plus maderme A
llinformstion. La question a posers &lore do savoir .1 tel am tel fichier dolt Atre radu accessible en
ligne. & portir dun aerveur extirieur, o oall na feudrait poe charger Ie fichier considfiri A calts do
fichier dWfnes, an Ia "raforeatant" pour Ia rendre accessible doe la mimes conditions.

Avant toute dicision qui engage havenir, 11 conviandra de conduirs une fituda ficonomique, at
ergosnique. pour comparer la solutions an prisance, poser lee avantaes at lee inconvinkients, prendre
leovis des utiliseteurs an leur indiquant Ie Prix I payer, esurer lee porformances, etc ...

Le chargement our site difnse pout Atra dicidi pour on impiratif do sficuriti, I mains quoun
systme do guichat ivolui. come celul dont il a iti question plus haut, soit jug& prifirable.
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2.3. Sources primaires.

Touts information uignalte per Is flchler defense dolt pouvolr conduire au. document primaire, ce
qul signifle quon dviters de signaler dane ce fichier des documents dont on malt qulls sont
inaccessiles. Dane Ise mime ordre d'idie on fiitera de produire un signalement ouvert pour un document
protfig6 qul pourrait Gtre ensuite refusEi a1 u utilesateur. Le flchier d~ferise ouvert dolt ae rapporter A
des documents ouverts. 11 pout alors Itre rendi. accessible on ligne, ce qul ne saurait Itre le cam du
fichier ciaslfid.

La comsmando en ligne des documents primalrem, qu'elle concerne le flchier difense ou deautres
fichlers charg9s our Ie merveur d~fense dolt Etre mtisfaite dans lea moindrem dfilais, que le document
moit lnidetement dlsponlble ou quii alt A Itre demandE a Wme autre bibliothaque. LA encorc on fore
presslon au plan national pour que me constitue un rdmsesi de bibliothaques onunW organime central do
reproduction at de prgt comparable au BLDSC (British Library Document Sypply Center de Boston Spa au
Royaume Uni) ou A l'OCLC (Ohio college Library center aux Etets-Unis). L'id~al est en offet que le coaman-
de en llgne qul ne pout Etre satlmfaite imaddiatement molt siguille sutometiquement et sons dflal, par
"d~p~t doe me botte Electronique tells que le service ARTTEL (automatic request transmission by

telephone) du. BLDSC d~p~t effectudi par Is service d'information d~fense pour le compte de see utilims-
teuts.

3. Conteni. inforvetlonnel

L'anexe 2 pr~sente quelques examples ctoncretm de sources dlinformsetlon textuelles (de type
bibliographique ou en texts int~eral), ou factuelles, ou mixtes.

Lexamen do cette annexe montre que Is premigre difficultfi vient du. felt que lee sources utiles
A I& Dfifense ae ripartieeent sur um grand nombre do serveurs (pour ce qul concerne Is recherche en ligne.
ni. de producteurs pour cc qul concerne lea prodults papler et documents primeires essocifim.

Par exemple aur ECHO on trokivers Is guide des benques do donn~es de DIANE (Direct Information
access network in Europe), sur G-CAN le guide REEK (qul eat en felt Is ripertoire de IANRT - Association
Nationele de Is Recherche Technique). Cem deux guides soot sussi dlstribu~s our support papler.

- WTI (World Transindex) our ESA / IRS comprend lensemble des mignalements do traductions
effectudes per 1em organismes europfiens participants. 11 existe aussi sous forme de bulletin.

- SIGLE (System pour llnformatlon our la littEreture grIme en Europe) donne eccas aux
documents primaairem collect~e au niveeu europfien, en dehorm des circuits commercleux existants. 11
contlent des domeines tels que sciences militaires et armement. 11 est accessible sur merveur INKA
(RIA).

-NTIS (National Technical Information Service) est accessible en ligne our plusleurs merveurm,
dont Ie CEDOCAR, ou par souscription aux bulletin GRA (Government Research Abstracts). Les documents
prlmaires mont vendue our support microfiche.

- NASA eat placS sur serveurs IRS/ESA, DIALOG et dlsponlble sussi sous Is forme du bulletin
STAR.

- Ei Meetings (au CEDOCAR) regroups lee mimoirem de confirences (A Is diff~rence do M4ETING our
Questel, qul conceroc les annonces de manifestations).

- PASCAL est am flchier scientiflque plurldisciplinaire accessible en ligne sur Questel ou sur
bonds megn~tique, ou our bulletins thdoatiques.

- INPI, DERWENT (our Qiuestel) INPADOC, PATSEARCH (our Infoline) pernettent l'accas aux brevets.
Le brevet a wme grande veleur documenteire et Ia service d'informatlon difense dolt m'y inttiremmer so
premier chef.

- STDS & SPECS (norum et speifications) our tRS, et NORtANE de 1AFNOR (our Questel)
peruettent de couvrlr me bonne partle du. domains de Is nornallsation. Lea collections do normes mont
disponiblem Cur papler at accessIble. aussi A pmrtir do catalogues dont I& mime A jour eat gfiniralement
assurfie par Is fourniameur.

-NEXIS (TAliconsulte) * WORLD REPORTER (datamolve) mont des examples de bmnquem do donn~es en
texts intigral concernant Is presse Ecrite ou parlde (radio). tin produit papier accompagne Ic prodult
offert en ligne.

On arrive enaulte A des banques do donniee mixtes (textuelles/factuelles, comman

-CAS/DARC(Qustei) permttant, A rpmrtir do Is description d'une soIcule chimique, la&ccas a
ume Information textuelle our Ie produit, at l'utilmetion do cette source pout Etre amillorie par
lomplol dum terminal graphique.

- Diff (Defense Markets and Technology) produits per Predlcass propose des informations
textusilem mms mosmi do tableaux at donndes factuollem qua V'on obtiont facilement en croiment i&
question avoc: cortaina motm-cl~s (factual data, tables).
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do- DM3 (Defense Market Surveys) de Prodicasts sur serveur DRI propose des donnios textuelles ot

factueliss sur lea onatrats daermemenr, lea forces armfies des pays de l'OThN..

- CIONOS-EURi)STAT, Mriesa macroicnnomiques europiennes orserveur CISI/Wharton eat tat exespie
partld nombreuses sources du domino Siconomtique St financier pouvant Intires 6cr is Dif ease.

Enfin des donnaes factuielles sont seessibles sur des meteors spicifiques

- Tlarundynamiquo (rhormodats stir IRS/ESA)

- Satellites (Seteldara sur IRS/NSA)

- Ergaonuic (Ergodars) pour i'Atude W'un poste de travail, etc...

4. Types d'utiiisstionk

Dena types de besoins sont A considirer o n bosomn d'inforuation ritrospectivo, roomfS vere le
pass&, qul correspond A Is recherche biblingrephique, et tin bosomn do veille, d'infonation continue,
tourni vero i'svonir, qut correspond A is diffusion sfiloctive d'information, Suir profile.

Pour eatisfaire ce deuxilme type de baon, is service d'iaformstion difenso devrs sectre so
point aeoc sea utilisateurs des iquatins de recherche adapties pour balayer o explorer rigulireeent
lea Information& lea plus ricentes or offrir des DSI en ligne o laprimies. Cosine bosocoop d'utiiisateurs
r~pugnant & exposer leur beoiuaet A participer A lIquation do reherce, ii pourra etre utile de
priparer des DSI standard on thfiestiques auxquelles 1I n'y stirs plus qo'& s'abonner. Cette source
d'infonation eat trig apprije, sous rfisorve qoc los thAmes anient bien choisis, et quo le cnntenu Soir
ases pertinent, ce qui impliqos l'ucilisetion do doseriptours, plutdt que de mets du isogage aturel.
11 faut aussi qua Is volume do signalements proposis par exempie tous los qointe jours soit restroint, par
oxampie mie doozaine de signelemencs bien portinonta.

Quelle eat onsoito Is typoingie des utilicsteurs ? Schiantiquoment ceurci *e ripartissent en
trots groupes. qu'il taut setisfaire:

-Los dicidoors, qui oar besoin d'infnrmstin tr~s syarhhtiques et non do riffirenees do
documents. 11 faudra done Otto capable de fournir des synth~ses, notawment Stir les grandes questions
d'accusiiti, des statistiquos, des donnfios nomiriques validios ...

- Lea courtiers (documentalisces assistant loutilisaccur final) qul sumact beon do documents
do rifrence, ceix: de Is rtfirofthque, do bulletins cataingraphiques et signei~ciques, de ripertoires de
toutos sortos, do moouas, do thisaurus, d'sneyeinpidie...

lo enuportemeat vis A vis des produits ot services qui lou snt proposis, pour conasftre IS source do see
inhibitions n do sea frustrations o insatisfactions via-a-via des sources qu liu snt proposfios. En
d'aurs tomses i'utiiaateor eat lu-mime tine source d'information dont ii feudre faire Ie plus grand
cas... pour l'ivolution des produits ot services offerts (ritroaction) (10).

Types do supports

La piupart des sources of front on choix ontro produits papier (par seeaple bulletins et Index)
at dos produita lisibles per machine oti nficessitant on reenurs £ l'informatiqoe at sos
tfiicnmunieacions. 11 eat claim que is tilimatique apporce aujourd'hui des avantages obstsntieis.
Encore faut-il disposer do touts i'infraarrueture nicessirs risosox do transmission do donaties, moyeas
infommatiquas et inforsticiens. tea tschnnlogies undernos do l'informstion affront tout is iventail do
ehoix or da posibilitta. Dui fair que Is reenura A i'informariqie eat intlocrable, paut-Acre nout-il
misux qoelquefois brfiler des &tapes or y venir io plus t~t possible.

On sera alors en asatire do ehoisir des supports cola quo Is bondo magattique, or domain les
diaques optiquos num~riquos, et pour lea documents primeirs Is microfiche, at domain I'sccie par vote
Slsetmonique aux documents.

X X
X

En guise do conclusion on ne Petit qu'insisrer stir i'intirer quo prfisente l'utiliaatinn des
nouvailas technologies do i'Iaformation, sous rmsrvo quo Io service d'infnrearion d~fense Studio pour
sa utiliastaurs -n viritebis systm ivolurif et perfectible et quo p r isis formation spproprifie des
ucilisaceurs, il parvionne I divelopper chat eux Is rfifless do recaurs A l'informetion, en lea sidant I
idantifier lsa sources, I y sccider at &aen tirar les milisur perti.

L'dvnlution do Service d'Informstion Dfifense posse normaloment par lea irapes suivant*es

-Evaluation des produits popier (bulletins signalitiquos et Indcx, moodes, rocueils doj donnies factuclaes).

- Acquisition do boodes megoitiqus, s'ajoursnr A ma propro bonds megnitique (fichier d6fense)
pour lea sources lee plus intarrogies, A rogrouper stir site difonse.
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- Guichet pour I'linterrogation des sources extdrieures (nationales ou itrsngares) at lea
r~seaux lepermettent etlou, bientat, acquisition de CDROMs (disques compacts), s le marchi de ce
support se d6veloppe.

- Effort permanent pour responsabillser llutilisateur final sur tous lee plans. (connaissance
des sources - art de lee utiliser - participation au fichier d~fense).
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LB TRAITEWW DE LA LITTARATURE GRISE

par
Claude J. SALM4ON

Chef du Service Documentation do LABORELEC
Rue de Rhode. 125 - B- 1830 LINICEBEEK (BELGIQUE)

RESUME

La Ilttirature griae reprisente une quantit& phfinominale de documents qul touchent tous lea dosaines,
Mosei bion acientifique et technique que social. ficonoaique. Bien que toua lea documenta de littfiratore
grise ne posadent pas lea afines niveaux de qualit6, leur valeur eat reconnue aujourd'hui et neat plua
mise on doute; elle repriaente pour beaucoup one des sources principales d'Inforaation et do publication.
Copendant. Ia littfirature griae reate actuetlelsent on des points foiblesaen matibro dncumentaire: aa d6-
tection. son acquiaition. as foorniture. as catalographie etc.. poaent, en gbniral, des probibsea A ceux
qul slen occupent. De plus. labsence de normaliation et la difficult6 den Imposer une, ai on veot
gorder lea avantages do ce type do littirature (anuplease, rapidit6 do parotion entr'autre) rend le pro-
bld'me encore plus ardu. 11 existe cependant des solutions possiblea; l'une d'elles eat llorganisation do
la collecte au plan national et International. qul perset non seulement d'accroltre lentrke des docu-
ments en noabre at en qualit6, maim encore d'6tablir des rocommandations techniques, permettant d'assurer
one meilleure compatibilit6. tout en gardant 80 systiso one certaine souplesse tenant compto des
Infrastructures et particularitis nationales exiatantes: SIGLE et son organe do gestion EAGLE, ainal que
In faton dont la littirature grise eat traitfie on Belgique on sont des exemples.

1. INTRODUCTION

Loraque J'al commenc6 A mintbreaaer A la littbratore griso (ci6tait on '77), dana le cadre do Mea
activitis A LABORELEC, Jo neo mattendala pas A trouver on domaine do l'information prisentant tant do fa-
cettes et contrastes saisiasants; en effet. si d'une part. J'al dicoovert one information riche. divorsi-
flhe, trim intiressante. J'ai, par contre, 6galement dicouvert on monde oa rdgnent lanarchie.
i'improviaation, to qul rend ardu le problime de Ia connaissance et do l'obtention do cette iittirature
non ripertorlie, connue en partie par oui-dire. par contact personnel. 6change etc ...

Enmuite. on dicembre 1978. J'ai eu Ia chance do participer. en tant quo repriacotant beige, A on
siminairo europien organis6 par Ia C.EE. A York (U.K.) et dont le sojet 6tait "Ia iittirature grise".

Au coors de to aisinaire. .'l dt6 charges de faire une 6tode pilote beige aur "La littiratore grise,.
6tude qui seast terminie en Join 79 at qul a peras do mesorer l'aspleor do cette littirature et son
Impact aur tous lea aecteurs d'activitis. tant privis quo public*.

Jai enfin particIp6. fgalesent en tant quo reprisentant beige. aux travaux do SIGLE et actuellement
do EAGLE. travaux qul nt dibouch6 our Ia production et Ilexploitation d'une baae do donnies europienne
our Ia littirature griac.

Votro colloque, tombait vraiment bion poor faire Ie point at tooter de r~sumer cette expirience qui
dure maintenant depuis pri~s do 10 ana I .30 vous en resercie.

2. DEFINITION ET CARACTERISTOIES

11 neat pas als# do donner one dfifinition rigoureuso et pricise do la litt~rature grime, car dfifi-
nir Ia lIttfirature griss. coast oxpliciter son qualificatif "gria". En effot. Ia littfiratore grise prend
touto sa signification en comparaison avec Ia littirature blanche; dite aussi traditionnelle. Ellos so
diff~rencient Mutant par Ia frmse. Ia prisentation, le conteno quo par Ia diffusion et la distribution.

La littirature grime s dfinit essentlellement par 1n falt quo, mans Itre aecrite. elle 6chappo aux
canaux normaux do publication at no sera pas, par consiquent, distribufe 00 diffusfie par los canaux
traditionnels.

Los rifirences no Mont pam signalbes dane lea bulletins et lea piriodiques d'information primaire et
raromont dans lea secondaires: coest one des raisons principales qui felt qu'elle eat difficile d'accfm.

Tris souvont. l& publication do Cotta littirature nla pas &t& onvisagi a sosomnt do is ridaction.
ce qui explique am prisontation et so forms simple, incomplite parfols, et do toute faton. sans aucon
respect pour lee normes oxistantos an Ia mature.

L'objet d'un rapport do littirsture grime eat difini do manuire trim prficime et vise on but plus
direct quo lea documents appartonant A Is littiraturo blanche; 11 donne des Informations spicifiqus
pour des lecteurs pricis.

Ladocuments do ittirstor. grime mont reprodults on you dlexesplaires. car. ta plupart do temps,
ig 9ssdrssnt A on nomubro limitfi d'intirossis. c'ost-&-diro. la colisborateurs. lee chorchours at 1ea

spcilitos dafte des domaines simlairs, 
piches 00 annexes.

atIrature griso a on coractiro universel; ollo concerne la dommines lea plus varils et los
autors a prouctere snt do riemuldilvf. du socteur public quo privk: ce quilu10 donne



A titre d'exemple. notre enquLte pilote a r~v*iA qua Is litt~rature grise exintait sous de nombreu-
sa foz-ses dana la dlff~rents secteurs.

Le secteur nrIv6 brochures pr~sentant i'activitk des sociAttis - documentation publicitaire -
rapports d'entreprises -recomendations, techniques -avis techniques sur des produits o des procC-dbs -
rapports de recherche 00 de ddveloppe~nt -compte rendua et communications des conf~rences on congr~s
tr~m localilss ou tr~s sp~cilisa nayant pas conn de diffusion normaie. etc. .

Le secteur oublr publications gouvernewentales - certaines publications de soci~tss navantes -
rapport de recherche 00 de d~valoppement - iivras bisocs. etc ...

La secteur mixte :i1 s'agit des publications produites par lea universitfs at la 6coles sup~rieu-
rem :travaux de fin d'6tude - th~ses de doctorat -rapport de recherche - syllabus de cours etc....

En rfisumA. d~finir Is littbrature grise de manihre concise eat difficle. tant lea domalnes qu'elle
concern. soot vastes at lea caract6ristiques vari~es. Cependant on distingue des traits commons princl-
paux qui Is caractirisent:

-Elia ent pas pubi~e. nt distrlbu~e o diffusbe par lea cansux normaun de pubiication.

-Son accAs eat difficile.

-Son conteno. tr~n pr~cis. s'adresse A on nombre linitfi et apficifique de lecteurn.

-La nombre d'exempisires publi~a eat faible.

3. AVANTAGES DE LA LMfERATURE GRISE

De nombreux rapporto at documents soot publi~s snus forme de littbrsture grise. car ce type de lit-
tbrature pr~mente de nombreux avantages par rapport & Is litt~rature blanche; ce type de publication of-
fre en effet one grand. souplesse et. par cons~quent. one grande facilittA dons Is pr~sentation: I'absence
de forme pr~clme de prfisentatlon laisse A l'auteur le libre choix dans sa redaction at aupprime lea
contraiotes de prfisontation de In littkrature blanche; ii nOy a pas. 00 tres raresent, de norma de codi-
fication. de contrbles bibliographiquen. r~gles d'6criture etc.

La rapidit6 d'Lmission eat tr~s grande. ce qul eat son plus grand avantage :en effet, dans iea nec-
teurs de pointe. Ia recherche eat actuellement al rapide, qua parfois lea documents accessibies en littC-
ratora blanche soot d~ji d~spass~s au moment de leur publication; dans ces secteurs. seule la littdrature
grise permet aux chercheurs de me tenir vralsent so courant.

Ce type de littkrature pernat A l'auteur o mu productaur tie contr6ler is distribution de leur rap-
port. Tres mouvant. I& fourniture des documents eat condltionnke par one aesure restrictive (en tout cas
dana ie secteur priv6) le demandeur doit dbclinar son identitA. Cette mnure permet de connaltre ia
domaines d'Int~rlt dam concurrants potentials ou non. de nouer des contacts d~bouchant souvent aur on
Achange d'intormations at parfois. cola m'at vu A Laborelec, sur Is crfastion d'fquipes de recherche sui-
tinatioiales.

Dan@ le domaine commercial al. en principe Is connaissance des centres d'intdrfit des aecteura sii-
laires est un stout. i1 na fast cependant paa se leurrer. car is litt~rature grime prend tr~s vita on
teinte foncte et deviant confidentielle pour tout ce qul nentoure ps directement le producteur de lit-
thirature grime.

En r~suna,. iea grn avantages de is littkrature grime. soot Is rapidit6 de publication qui assure
one circulation acc~lfrL~e de I information aupr~s des intfiress~s. s soupiessa de pr~wentation, le
contr~le de ma distribution et Is connaismance das spicislistas at des rapports similsiras.

4. IDENIFICATION - PRESENTATION DE LA LITTERATURE GRISE - NORMALISATION

Si dans Is paragraphe prfc~dent. J'ai affirmA qua la soupiesse de pr~sentation de is iittfirature
grime eat on avantaga. coa pout devenir tr~m Vito on inconViinient pour le biblioth~caire ou Ia documen-
taliste mi catta soupiasse deviant synonyue d'absence d'informationa indispensables. En effet one enquC-
toa mntrl qua Is pr~sentation de cette litt~rature eat parfois trop sommaire at incompl~te; des
sp~cilaitm se mont pench~s sur ce probl~me at Ont tentli de r~diger des racommandations afin de permet-
tra son meulseant una lisibilitl maximum at one reproduction sim~e. maim susmi one catalographie normale
u an tout cam suffimante qua pour r~pondre aol beaonn du biblioth~caira 00 do documentsliste.

Cependast. cam recommendations na most quoune premi~re approcha de normalisation, sans qua ca soit
pour mutant des contraintem pour lea utaurs: an affet. 11 s'agit die garder A is litt~rsture griss son
carmctfre mauple at rapida

Un. .nquite menfe suprts das productaurs at utilimateurs de littArature grime appartenant sos pays de
I& Coommsat6 Buropanne m'at interrogte mar les El6ments bibliographiquas essentials qol permettent
lideatification d'un docimaent Non propos nest pins de dlcrire, an long at an large. lae r~suitats de
cttae eaqvidto

Coum-cl not fait l'objet d'une publication "noun forme de littfirstura grime" publication dont je
"es domae lee rlf~roaces at qua ie tiens. A votre disposition
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"The Bibliographic Presentation of Gray Literaturil", by charte N, KNOWLES. Primary Comimunications
Research Centre. Leicester University. England. (A report prepared under contract to the Commission of
the European Communities - DG Kill - october 1579).

En r6muna. cette enqubte maest Lntiressla ao trolls points soivents

-Lea 616ments bibliographiques essentiels par ordre d'isportance.

-Las 6ilments bibliographiques essentil par type de document.

-La position dam Informations, c'est-&-dire. Is place qu'occupent lea 6ilments hibliographiques
dans on document.

Lam 6ilments bibliographiques essentials ratenus ot 6t6 Titre -auteur - date de publication-
n* rapport - sfirie - now et adresse de I institution -disponibillitl -Prix - nombre da pages Itmuis,
concernant un copyright Aventuel.

Cottle enqulta a conciu Agalatment. qu'il y a. chain Presque tous lee producteurs. absence de lignes
guides, de rigles de prlsentation.

Seutles lea socltla ob la rapports de littkrature grime pasant ps lea services do docosentatioo.
prlisentent one certaine homoglnhbitl. one Constance dana Ia prlsentation oil. an glnlral. le Ailmenits hi
biiographiques indispensablese my trouvent. m~me s'ils na rlpondent pas exactesant sux norma.i en vigueur

Je pense qua le r~le des services de documentation, tel qo'il eat iouL% dens certalne soiicittl; pri
v~es. devrait Atre 6tendu It tous lee secteurs et producteurm de littlirature grime. still dassurer I.*
61iments bihilographiques indispensable. so catalogage at A Is diffusion de Is littlrsture grime

Par Ia suite, on Aichange d'eaplrience entra cam services de documentation devrait abo.tir a I. r46
dactior de norms, je deyrais piotlt dire. recommndations. visant A assurer one hommoglnitt et one comp.
tibilil[ parfaite dens lea prfisentations bibliographiquas des documents appartenant A is littoorstur. gri
me. tout en sauvegardant. coma je viens de le dire. sa vantsgas de soupiessr at de rapidit#

5. COLLECTS ST ACQUISITION DES DOCUMENTS

On pout examiner 3 points

- Quelm documents va-t-on coliecter ?
- Comment 7
- Par qui ? Quelle organisation va prodder A Is coilecte at A Is fourtilture dendo "omn?.

Qualm documents ?

Toot d'abord, 11 faut signaier qu'on na pourra coliecter quoune partie de Is litti-rav.ure grilie.
effet. lacquisition me base our Is bon vouloir des outaurs at des producteors et nor to cars t~re do
gratuit6 des documents: car la centres de colacte n'ont pas de msoyens financiers suftisants pour
I'achat mystlsatique des documents.

Parsi la documents rassbl#s. la prohllae da Is voleur at de Ia pertinence se poor Pault -i
lecter A tout prix. ton. lam documents quelquiils sniant 7 L'#norme quantl de documents risque do
contenir des documents sans lntlrlt i utilitf qul ancoubreront lea centres da collecte icon documaatm
exigent un travail de catalogage, d'indeation. one place do stockage. une gestiun dan. Ia mystmn, d in
formation; leur Introduction dens one syst~wa dilinforsation entralne per conslquent on rofut no~n iolgulgie.
bie.

Autre probllme : l centre de coliacte ne pout volablament trier les documents salon lour roninso
acientifique at technique; mduas IVon a A fsira A une Oquipe do splcialfste.s .. r qu-1. rtt0li -. ,o
Ilse baser leur choix 7 Celul-ci rosters toujours en part Ia subjectif En etfet l1u on inoe.t n . Pu.
de veleur pour eux, splciallmtes. I] paut capandant fintlresser on chercilaur molhs spir.lis# per oe.
pie.

Uine des solutions envisageables serait de laissar sux auteurs at producteurs le s-lo do 'hoit,
de slectionnar lea documents qul saront introduits dons lea systAmes d'inforwat on de, -f-re de ,
laete; cependant. on risque de perdre de noubiretux documents parce qua des suteors ou producteurs 1-p~
modestes emtiaaront peut-6tre A tort, que laurs documents no mont pas volsblas a I #citelon d on publi,
pius large.

Coma on le volt, I. probllsoe do I& shilaction des documents e'li eat posl t% of. tout le mnde on,
bien consciant do son Importance, reste copendant san% solution di-finitive at It noable quo te p-1blime
do choix don documents dlpand. an glnlrsi, do l'arbitraira dom gene qui organisent is olle't.

Coumisent ?

La coilecte pout sleffectuar de maniLras difflrantam

- ejo l etbkwm: on rassambie lem documents conceromot on domaine prlc is. dons on eantre sp#( in
lHog dens cm domains.

- elon lasource,_le jy~e la documents mont toliectls salon lour type, uniform. Indbplidaumin
de lour origine at do lour thime.

Do toute fagon. Is Coillocte dolt me faire suprls do toutas iea institutions associations orguns.
sem. auteurs, susceptihies do produire de Is littlirature grime, at coam fluent blen dons I. doom In. pobV'
quo priv6.
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La Contra Technique do Traltemont qui dolt amsigamer lea asiaies cffectuooa per lea diffironts pays
a "voloppd des logiciela permattant do traitor can donnios et dO produiro une bonds anitique cuouloti-
vs, des entries solos on format comun; pour ce fairs, 11 6tait Indispensable dd6tablir des ralgies do for-
ant do bandos Magaitiquos.

j._ #2rpjaiioon dos vfttea .4.! rojI~ctIvlit6

Lee riglos do ridactiou do la vedette des coliectivitia ont pour but do lul donner one torso Morma-
11.6. et do facIllter ainai son identification at *a recherche, en particulier, au soyen dun ordinateur;
do plus Is codification pormet d'6viter des erreurs et donne plus 8e riguour A cc problia.e coabien diffi-

Ole. des colloctIvItdo auteurs.

Milesho des autoritia nationales

Cheque paysa sombre inatituc unc autoriti nationals roaponsable qui a'engage a accomplir. no nivcau

national. l@$ tachia auivantoa

- e collects Ia littirstore grime nationalc.
- Kilo exploits co. documents on priparent lee donio bibliograpbiques. lee codes par sujets.
conforui~aent son riglea dc catulogage et de codification arritica par Is coalt6 SIOLE.

- g~lo tranamot coo Informations au contre tcchnique de traitesent sous form do bonds .agniquo.
- e fournIt loe documents "gris" produita our Is torrItoire national.

- Rile form., done Isa ssure do possible. le* productoura do littirature grime A amilinrer Ia pr#-
Gstation des documents et A .cntionncr lea ildeents bibliographiqucs Indisponsables.

Pour rialisor lee tichoa qui lul Incumbent. lautoriti nationale a'organlao cur 1s plan nationai. en
otillant. autant quo possible. Ie rtsoau et lea structures exisantsaet. en tout cac. en tiront parti
do. partlcularitias qui sont propros A lorganisoation do linformatlon dons son propre pay.

W L Centre Technique do Traltemmnt (C.T.J.i)

Le C.T.T. a Ia responsabilit6 ginirale do fonctionnement techniqoe do aystiae. 11 oct charg* des
tacheg cuivente@s

-priparor et dictribuer lea rigles do catalogage at de codification approuvics par le Coaltb SIGLE,
virifler ct traitor lea entriec nationaics en vue de priporer Ia bonds magnitique "more"
fournir Ia copie dc cette bonds sagntique A chaque partenaire. cataL qulu serveor.

Fxnloltatlon des donis

Actuallemont. plus de c0.00o docoasota sont ripertorlis done Ia bae de donnies SIGLE et son
accroloesnt. on augmentation constants, eat de l'ordre de 30,000 rdfirences par an.

La bose do donndoa SIOLE Oct disponible poor Is rechercho docoacntsire en ligne par l'interaidiaire
du rdeoau IWUET DIANE our lea Sorveura SLAISE-LINE ou Royas.m-t et INWA on Ripublique Pidirae
d 'AllIeange

Doe. Is but do poursoivro laction do diveloppooont du syctfte SIGLE soutenue par Is comission
pendent one pirlod. do 4 onc. one association ouropionne do droit luxsebourgools :EAGLE (Europan
Association for Gray Literature Exploitation). regroopant d'iaportenta centres d'inforaation et do documen
tatlon alleeea. anglelo. beiges, fronaias. Italian, luxoebourgools ct niarlandale viont diOtre fondue

Cetto nouveli. association. qul no binificle plus de subsides coseunnutsirea. 0t qul. par conai
quest, dolt ottirement a-scsumor tinaenciireeont. a pour but easentiel. do promouvoir lexpitatlon do
Ia littirature Cris* oropiofna sinal que do continuer et d'aaillorer leascervices aux utiliseteurs o
ropiaso per lintoruidisirs do Is bae do donnica SIGLE

a TiiJT T 09 LA LITTRUATIMS 011159 9P *LGIJE

Woei anic diveloppi rapidoaent co qu'st SIOLE at comment ce cyct~me fonctionne. 11 me paraft
intiroant do vous dicriro cement lea autoritiS cational** beigec (Laborelec tniversitt& Cathollque do
Louvain (Ut C LW oat risolu. protiquement. lee problios de collects et 0' aelale do linforestion

collect

Le groc problise qul so poce eat do recenser lea prodocteure potentials 0t do lec notiver 6 partlci
per A Is collects do Is littirature grime. Is travail a #t6 ripartl I'l C L proepects lea onlversltis,
Lebereloc Is sectoer privil at lee isboratoiree do recherche Actualleownt on petit noyu asure riguall#
raiment is collect*. 11 roate A aspbrer qu'll ci6tende do fe~on A obtsnlr ao collecte exhaustive repro
santsat Is plus fldileawent pocsible ]'importance. In varlit# et Ia qualiti do Is littirature grie bolge

m"Ial do -I' * isfemals

11 feet distisguer douR itaee to qul a.t felt actollsuent at ce qa na ospirons risliser dons
no pseclie eveoir
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Lee borderosux do meals sont centralliss au Service Documentation de Laborelec: 11m soot ensulte
encodis sur disquette A lalde d'un PC (Personal Computer) et cola on utllisont un logiciel interactif de
sale at do formatoge diveloppfi par Loborelec.

Co loglciol a entroautre 6t6 6tudlA pour qu'un document. introdult une seule fois dons Ie systbme,
pulse 6tre utilimfi dons diff~rentes bases do donn~es. qul forcbment ont des formats do saisie
difffironts. Cola felt gagnor du temps et permot. A un document "SIGLE" diOtre sIgnoll dons une base de
donniens pfills~em permettant do faire de Is recherche rhtrospective. en maine temps at an une seulo

opirstion.

Lo contenu do Ia disquette oat transf~r6 ensuite our lordinateur central do Laborelec. via on modem
et une liaison par cable; lordinoteur central prodult slurs one bonds magnfitique destinie mu Centre do
Trattement Technique do SIGLE-

L ajvenIr

Cotte organisation devrolt 6tre asouplie et devrolt persottre one analyst plus aisie et rapide des
documents; Is solution iddale sembie Atre one dlcentralisation do I&s aisie: chaque pertenalro devralt
disposer d'un 6quipement PC. du logiciel do solsie et de formatage Interactif. et produire sinai sa pro-
pro disquette.

Lee diffArentes disquettes seralent alors centralist-os so Service do Documentation do Laborolec
pour production de la bande magn~tique reprisontant Is saislo nationale.

Un dernior stade devrslt ecre franchi plus tard: on pout, en effot, imaginer d'utilimer Ie ri-seau
cninut6 pour effectuer on transfert direct des Informations contonues dons ioa disquettes don parteodi
rem. vera It centre do caicul do Laborelec, pour Is tristion do Ia bande magn~tique nationaie cumuie

11 eat cepandont Important do signaler quo. sl l'organisotion technique do travail et It dOveloppe
sent des nutils informotiques restent Its parties lea pius asies 6risilsor lie probliso do co~t W inter
venmnt pratiquemant plus so niveso des PC). ii noen roste pam momos vral quo ion ricis problimes A risou
dre mont coos do Is participation, do Is coliaboration dos producteurs do littiraturo grime et ceon I6 no
mont pas si taciles A rimoudro. ils demandent besucoup de patience, do psychologio tt de tempo

10 CONICLUSIO

En conclusion et mu vu des expkriences quo isif v4icuom et quo It vim encore en participant sux pro
Jots consac ~ A iittirature grime. a conviction eat ronforcie quo nous ous trouvons dovant on crki4nem do Iit t~rsture aciontiflqu et tehnique sussi bien quo socialo et 1Aconomique. tris important.
oft Is littfirature eat abondant. do grande valour et ot mAiheureusement oll. eat peu connue parce quelle
circole melon do vieilies habitudes. dons des cordons rostroints d'initifis sunquels duallourm elle n'ap
Porte pius grand chose cant lea connaissancem p doviennent vito communes, par contro. cette litt#iratore.
bien eaplit~se. mime A disposition do tout )a monde pout apporter knormokment mox otllieateurm potentill
no faisant pas partle do coin tortem de clubs privetm

Pour cola. il faudra rimnudro des problfmes do prime nouvelle do consrience do ['existence do cott,
iittiroture et do son utilit*, II faudre rf-soudre des problimos d'orranisation. his inbvitablement A des
probliOws psychologiquos. qui. noun le smoons toom. %ont parfois des barritires difficilom A franchit

4 Copondent. Hi suffit do rogardor SIGLE. doveno sintenant EAGLE, pour romprondro qo mooc ds goona
motiv#s. on pout risoudre tom problimes et apportor sur Ie marrh# o Is documentation on produit nouveau
ot trim important

4 L'est mu, retio note positive quo io concluerai. on souhaitant quo SIGLF puttee. sinon rmsmmblor
sutour do !ui tootom lea boones volont@*. so moms servir de modl ou do consell A foom roon qol 000
dront on jour. faire quo Is littirature grime do leurs pays volt on instrument d'intormat ion documentair.
come Wimporto quol aotro

IO
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SUMIMARY

~Thin paper~villdescriboithe various means by which an information service can make users awtaresof the dt isumcnts whit ht
are availabler Regular atinouk~ement of document hois casl he madek using absitractso bulletins hoofing all rescent Ackluluitins
Their usefulness; is enhancred his subtdi sitouon into subject area%, the proimsoil (of printed indeses hks sufibt. tuihisi cls And t he
production of cumulated indexes Another form of regular announcement. protoiding risot specrfi. itssrmatissi. I% ihi
production (of latngs oft reports in splecific stubject area.% jseectise dissensinalisin i4 informatisstttI if tre ts- indisustuals ,
groujps. The production of hothv to sf announcement will tie doisused

In addition ito regular announcemecnssito reportsl held. it i% neeoar i, arrio s u ait ahes ,it its.- Jissunicnt tissldirigs li
reaponse to specitioc erie~os nthi can he done manualls. for extample uooing the Indexes ii, abstrafcts bulletoins i idrs kards
uooing a semi-manual syrstem siuch as ipticat cinctdenset card%. sit bo 's1 usn sssmrpiis hasesl Sssiirin Ihit ssfsantarcs iful
disoadvantages ltt these- approaiches. and floo rs usita1Ccs insder Ahisth i-Ash i% p-ursi altil stoo its, ts -~ssIN
ciimoplensesnarv use ofl ommeorcial ibsiracting secrsises andotn line databases itill ais. he inside-fe

The resources held f's an informiation terti *ill konh, fit 41t A111 $4t11C it thtit) nif tI us r adr sal~t if fivi hus 'isii-ii

iseswsetal it An intssrnatupirm cent r- systematicallsi tsnwd slt ifs us- nmiji tt -It it sidiniots most It khi stI i s I l ih itsst wnf.'1
the caw e sirteete -cotrolled rciwiris. t heirei I sften tw Iothert icadil 4% ailtie sM OU~ t-t thi tlht 114I tril is

Previouis papers hake derib-ted the aciuitss. aksisAittg Alosf itilssiij mit ,Iis% it intiss I f's %41sit 1411I II kiItiscit
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(I l)RI( )*hitIf pit isides Ithews scrsis itrIl hs I Kis rkts -sttsiril
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is in the fiorr tollfA regulas hullint joii details it the insit less-itt assfuisit ison% lb ht e-Is " tu esas k-Ait Wii~s-tsutssi ( inso,

prssdutces a musilsl bulletin lisit-norlitestah AbstVIasts I guJt il 11i pl tisitg .s fs ~~is s sslt5 't,
indiesbleo. soperialy given the wiodo subjst ... srraps is tIeM liillein 1% lict titis Poolufloi! Ait-as 11Ii AM s -4it I ii
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abstracting anid indexing of the! individual documents. there is a manual editorial and checking stage. The citations; are then
typed into a machine-readable form, and validation checks are carried out by the computer to enisure, for example, that valid
keywords have been used, and that bibliographic details are in the correct format. This is followed by proof reading and a final
edit. Each oif these checking stages must he particualarly thorough because of security implications of some or the information
present. The document citations are then stored on the computer system until the monthly Incremnrt is extracted it) produce a

It bulletn, andi the Indexes are generaied. The maair copy is then printed using a high-quality printer, although computer type-
seting woiuld he another option. The builettii are then printed using ofifset lithography The manual production it a bulk-tin
would Involve pasting up the typed bullertins, on ito pages and then printing Ftnally, the printed bulletinA are distinbuted to
authorised recipients throughout the defence community

I SEUXC11VE DIS.%MINATION OF INFORMATION

A more specific form sif current awarenes% i% ielective lhsisermatton of( Informatin (SINl) Rather thani cring the
ernge rang,.. the most recenth, acquired documents. SDIl provide% details 'it recent acquisitioin% in particular kuhsixct area%
two porsithie appro~aches it) an SDI service arc (I) Personal Profilesi, where thic suhecl ,iarcait interest l(,a specifitc indlslslual
user, and I, ItI tandard Prorfiles, wherer he wubpects arerr more broasidb# define-d and are i4 interest tii.,.gr..si wit sr

Mhe aproach c:hosen depend% ion the nature (it the: user communlts Aad the riutrcc 4saila.4e I, the intiirmai ori
sericie Ithe Audience is small, there " it requiremeni lot A Standard Piiofile ser%iKe tirnsersel with A large audience and
limited resoturces, it mas Its he poss~il is prorvide Pirrsonal Privfiies tailorted Is, the citact needs i it iridtiduat user %Itowevertin
siich a case it is ikels that isnc it mnore ' the broader vubiect areas irl hsce u : us eISeen eeac ntrmrorCic
pr~duces a senes iif 4' Standard Profiles in A *Wde ranlte it subtevis %hith air distributdl It ser rouhu 111 the4111 IK

H.ih tvpes .4 %DIt Lonstlue .I regular search a ... ptelrtwds hbltiraphs databas *hi ,isniama At Ib. abstrast'
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MSANUAL SEARCHING

in some ways, thas is the simplses form of seairchinig, One method ia the use of printed albstracts bulletins, using the printed
indetea, or by scanning dhe relevant sections of the bulletins to find documents which correspond tothe iniornistiou requested.
T1his can be a very time-consuming process. Documents may also have been catallogued:1 using a card index. Mues cards may
contain an abstract of the report in such as the widely used Universal Decimal Classification (1JDC). The UDC system is very
usefu for classifinig books, but is unwieldy for handlng reports and similar literature.

SLM-YtANJAL SLARCHING

Owe widely used semisi-manual search methll is the use of optical coincidence cards, also, known as punched feature cards
ort petkito cards. Each of these cards represents a descriptor, which is marked at the top of the card. The card is divided into a

grid of numbered positios. each of which represents a particular document number. When the document is indexed, all the

cards correspolsdig ito the wtylect categories allocated to it are punched or drille in the position which represents the

iderth"fvn number of the document. There is a 2 -part index, comprising the file of descriptor cards in alphabetical order, and
the document number file. which is in running number order with bibliographic details of the documents.

I i conduct a %uhtect search usuig this system, the cardt, coirrespointg it) the relevant descriptorst are extracted from the
file Pie cards are then superimpvsed over a light biox or hold up it a light source, so that it s possible ito ice which holes are
aligisd. hence optlical coincidence The number% correosponding to these holeti, and thus coisrrno to all the cards. identift the

dircumeist relevant to the subnect cnquir'. Me document numrier file wilt then prov'ide details oft the documents rein Yed

t he ,is vtine database isiiisit 4itiitittrapiu r ecordsJ heldI in Is ine in a rtapid ascI:cessc inpu tor file such as a magtuic d is

file the priirdurr fill ai rripcrc sarch if( the database is similar iii ihat fiii producing an SDIl Profile. except thai the

searth is in rimptiunew i spitiit. rnquir% LIisCi' ai larger proiporsisofo the data basc. And is COOdus ted ino inlinei iieaciisr

ivniideihi than Ith imiide

it .- igain isesesArs I,, kftiw th.-c niquir carefults in onsaltation with the r'nr~uirei I he %ubtest imsie spcoiil

uranigi Ant ad Ans limits io the ispe ir number if references, defined flavinedin svi ihc suhtst is analsewd liicalls ti

-si iti~matin ienilott nht seat bri te rm, liiir ued are hostd -Altiwanr must bec micrdeli ssismis. r-anaiioisn spellng

I sr hrd I" is , 'sr4s hrs 'nibri iied ujur t nta erhsrtglssiu-d-iss ihti w miltuie i

sr-us ,hi Ls-ss rse otultni-sumir-stwrd

Isw sar~h is, aiiiest i siiraisisu i i rsia usin rirri riipiat issien &li'nssnand Il-ising usesl the iniial tiaitr'gt
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COMMERCIAL SERVICES

A useful adjunct to in-house information services is provided by commercially based abstracting services and on-line
databases such as Chemical Abstracts, Physics Abstracts etc. Although these cover only openly published literature, in many
subjects the bulk of research and development falls into this category. Commercially produced abstracts bulletins are relatively
expensive, and it may be necessary to centralise their purchase at an information centre. Several hundred of these abstracts
bulletins are available as on-line databases via one or more hosts such as Dialog or ESA-IRS. Access to these hosts is relatively
simple, requiring a modem, a terminal and the necessary funds to pay the bill. The advantage of centralising access to such
services is not only financial, as the staff of an information centre will have much greater expertise in searching techniques, and
be familiar with new developments by the data base producers and hosts. The documents can then be obtained via the host, or
from a national centre; for example in the UK. the British Library Document Supply Centre is used. Figure 6 shows some of the
services and databases used by DRIC.

This has been of necessity a brief review of a broad subject, the details of which depend largely on the systems used.
However, I hope it has been possible to illustrate the services which can be provided by an information centre in this area.

-U

PROCUREMENT EXECUTIVE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

BRITISH UNCLASSIFIED
REPORTS EDITION
VOLUME 15 NO 8
AUGUST 1986

W MWm mU bo NW. Q w. 02M

Fiare I DRI( Montly Bulletin., )RA
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SUBJECT INDEX

BORON OXIDES
3ISISTAINLESS STEEL) MOISTURE CONTENT

STRESS CORROSION Aayia ehiu o h

Stress Corrosion Cracing of 316 An 1iC OechWiqer Inori Oxe

Stainless Steel in High Temprature Water Measuresent fWtrI oi xd

BR-9144 35S19-81508 Glass B-74 5580

A-1133-11( STEEL) BRUCKLI355 -60
STRESS CORROSION AUMINUMALY
Research into Environment Assisted ALUMINU ALLOYSua luiiu lao

Cracking of A5330 Steel In HighTetOnidvdaAuifum 
lte

Temperature Water Under In-Plane Compression

BR-97974 3514-4608 BR-97666 3513-8600

AERODYNAMIC FORCES COMPOSITE MATERIALS

AIRFOILS 
Inter-Rivet Buckling of Composites

Calculation Of Aerodynamic Forces and BR-97S6
4  

3523-8600

Pressures On Harmonically Oscillating CANISTER PROJECTILES

Aerofoil$ From The Euier Equations WASTE DISPOSAL

BR-9S2S 3S211-1101 Distribution of Glacial Erratics In the

AERODYNAMIC LOADS Northeast Atlantic B-74 5760

AIRFOILS 
B-?6 5760

calculation Of Aerodynamic Forces and CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS

Pressures On Harmonically oscillating BUCKLING

Aerofoils From The Euler Equations Inter-Rivet Buckling of Composites

BR-97S25 3528-8606 ER-97504 3S23-8608

AIRFOILS 
CAVITATION CORROSION

AERODYNAMIC FORCES COPPER ALLOYS

Calculation of Aerodynamic forces and Synergistic Effect Of Cavitation

Pressures On Harmonically oscillating Erosion And Corrosion - (Report No.3)

Aerofoils From The Euler Equations BR-97979 3516-8608

DR-97525 3528-8608 COLD STRESS

AIRSPEED INDICATORS MILITARY MEDICINE

SILICON 
Review on Human Ther moreguilotion and

miniature Silicon Sensors For Avionics its Simulation

OR-968657 3501 -8608 BR-9743S 3509-8608

ALTITUDE 
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS BUCKLING

Miniature Silicon Sensors For Avionics Inter-Rivet Buckling of Compoites

BR-961-,7 IS01-8608 BR-97504 3S23-0608

ALUMINUM ALLOYS 
COMPRESSION TESTS

BUCKLING 
ALUMINUM ALLOYS

Tests On Individual Aluminilum Plates Tests On individual Aluminium Plates

Under In-Plane Compression Under in-Plane Complession

SR -97666 is513 -8608 OR-97666 31513-886011

ALUMINUM MAGNESIUM SILICON ALLOYS COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

EXCI4AUST PIPES RADAR EQUIPMENT

HMS Bildeston Failed Exhaust Pipe Microwave Sensor Design Using CAD

BR 97136 35 16-8808 Technitlues O 974 I~s801

ANTIFOULING COATINGS CMUE RGAMN

QUALITY ASSURANCE CMUE RGAMN

Raft Exposure Test of commercially DATA PROCESSING

Manufactured 161P Antilouling Point Estending Data Typing Beyond The Sounds

Comencedi Between February a, I Decemb)er Of Programming Languages

SR -4984 1512-880* BR -9789 Is10 .8608

AVIONICS 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS ALGORITHMS

lmprnved Quarts Crystal Osclilor for Re,,,iof Expression Analysis Of

Avio.,ic System Procedure% And Eceptions

BRt 9669a Isa096808 BR -97966 3$20 -8605

PANOPASS FILTERS COPPWER ALLOYS

CAPACITORS 
CAVITATION CORROSION

General Circuit Devices "48-IS Annual Synergistik Effect Of Ca*.ltation

Reports 
Erosion And Corrosion tReporl NO.11

Bo -95985 1548-840 BR 57918 318l 94

aSENDING 
ELECTROSLAG MELTING

SNIP NULLS Electroolag Casting Of Copper BSe%

wae. Inducei Hull Bending Strain end Alloys I First Sis -Monthly Report I

D1ilorlion Measuremernts on NOS 11RSItLIAlN BR 97913 I1t 8080

Bo 97621 111111 1111eSl CRACK INGIFRAC TURING I

pool PAT jIIsTAIMLESS STEEL)

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE Stress Corrosion Cracking of IllS

Measurement of Human B0dy Pet using Stainless Steel in Hig" Tomprature Water

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance imaging si s 918 3319 -1111448

so -976H 11961-e6 DOLTS

DOLTIS 
Feikare Of Shared Cylinder1 Nead

PA TIGUEIMATSSIIALS) 
Securing Bolt

Failure Of Shared Cylinder Need 11111-9741771 S 01-808

Securing Boll2-o

A SR p -97 An edwt m t&C Subpdc ttsdus to DRA
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FART1 DAIY IPUT FART2 BULLETIN AND EX PROOUCfON

C.-a T-

go.$

U. 0-

Figure 3 Production of DRA

1. tlectronlic Reliability 25. Computers, Programs and Applications

2. Nuclear Radiation Hardening 26. Operations Research

3. Semiconductor Devices 27. Corrosion and Corrosion Protection

4. Fibre-Reinforced ",mposites 28. Cost Control

5. Metal Fatigue 29. Ground-Based Artillery Weapons

6. Acoustic Propagation in the See 30. Military Vehicles - Design and

7. Detonation Theory and Detonators/ Operation

InitiatOrs 31. Aeroelanticity, Flutter and

8. Adhesives and Adhesion Vibration

9. Personal Protection 32. Missile Warheads and ruses

10. Lasers - Technology and 3). Metallurgy and Metallurgical

Applications Processes

11. Night Vision Devices, Infrared 34. Rocket Motors, upUle and Rocket

Iming and Detectors Propellants

12. S iconductgre - Solid State 3%. Terminal Ballistics and Non-

materials Nuclear explosion Effects

13. NMchinery Condition Monitorinq 36. CMU and Nuclear Warfare

14. neq1th and Safety 37. Antennas

15. Undewter Weapons 38. Display Devices

16. sonar 39. Target Acquisit.ton

17. EVloeiven and W*apons Detection 40. Misile Guidance

IS. Aircraft Noise and Sonic Nooms 41. Helicopter Flying Characteristics

19. NMn-Macine Relatione 42. Boundary Layer Phenomena

20. Nondetructive Tasting 43. Navel Nin* Warfare

21. Co In catol 44. Eulosives and Gm Propellants

22. Rada 4S. Internal Security

23. electronic Warfare 46. IPVs, Aerial Target@ and DrOnes

24. Aircraft engineering 47. Surface Coatings

Figure 4 DRW Uiamdhd Pofies

• -. :m ti...... .. .a •
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DR1C STANDARD PROFILE 19 - MAN MACHINE RELATIONS

LNE. DESCRITION 
HM1

I Man Machine Systems 4

2 Environmental Engineering

3 Human Factors Engincering 4

4 AndmhIoISOIICrv 3

5 Comnfortl 
The Person

6 Stress (Phy5iokigy)

7 Fatigue (Bioogy)

KI Psychologica Effects

9? Conaole 0

101 Data Prsx'essulg Termtnals I

I I Dssplay Devsces 4

12 Industial EnpaceenitDrWd~'

13 Mach ip

14 Workplace Lavuat

I " Maual Cootrols

I 6 TeleVtuicm Display weS.

17 2-8 + (ix 2 OR iOR OR *14K [e w

is 4- 16 + lie 4 OR12 OR 13 ORI6 I f)I "hW %"Am

Pnnt i+1i7*t4) (t OR 1 I'AND IS) 14 FUNJ md

Figure S A Tvpica Snasdarl PTdAe and tt% OUt
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